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		  regarding the change of names mentioned in the document, such as hitachi  electric and hitachi xx, to renesas technology corp. the semiconductor operations of mitsubishi electric and hitachi were transferred to renesas  technology corporation on april 1st 2003. these operations include microcomputer, logic, analog  and discrete devices, and memory chips other than drams (flash memory, srams etc.)  accordingly, although hitachi, hitachi, ltd., hitachi semiconductors, and other hitachi brand  names are mentioned in the document, these names have in fact all been changed to renesas  technology corp. thank you for your understanding. except for our corporate trademark, logo and  corporate statement, no changes whatsoever have been made to the contents of the document, and  these changes do not constitute any alteration to the contents of the document itself. renesas technology home page: http://www.renesas.com renesas technology corp. customer support dept. april 1, 2003 to all our customers

 cautions  keep safety first in your circuit designs!  1.  renesas technology corporation puts the maximum effort into making semiconductor products better  and more reliable, but there is always the possibility that trouble may occur with them. trouble with  semiconductors may lead to personal injury, fire or property damage.  remember to give due consideration to safety when making your circuit designs, with appropriate  measures such as (i) placement of substitutive, auxiliary circuits, (ii) use of nonflammable material or  (iii) prevention against any malfunction or mishap.    notes regarding these materials  1.  these materials are intended as a reference to assist our customers in the selection of the renesas  technology corporation product best suited to the customer's application; they do not convey any  license under any intellectual property rights, or any other rights, belonging to renesas technology  corporation or a third party.  2.  renesas technology corporation assumes no responsibility for any damage, or infringement of any  third-party's rights, originating in the use of any product data, diagrams, charts, programs, algorithms, or  circuit application examples contained in these materials.  3.  all information contained in these materials, including product data, diagrams, charts, programs and  algorithms represents information on products at the time of publication of these materials, and are  subject to change by renesas technology corporation without notice due to product improvements or  other reasons.    it is therefore recommended that customers contact renesas technology corporation  or an authorized renesas technology corporation product distributor for the latest product information  before purchasing a product listed herein.  the information described here may contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.  renesas technology corporation assumes no responsibility for any damage, liability, or other loss  rising from these inaccuracies or errors.  please also pay attention to information published by renesas technology corporation by various  means, including the renesas technology corporation semiconductor home page  (http://www.renesas.com).  4.  when using any or all of the information contained in these materials, including product data, diagrams,  charts, programs, and algorithms, please be sure to evaluate all information as a total system before  making a final decision on the applicability of the information and products.    renesas technology  corporation assumes no responsibility for any damage, liability or other loss resulting from the  information contained herein.  5.  renesas technology corporation semiconductors are not designed or manufactured for use in a device  or system that is used under circumstances in which human life is potentially at stake.    please contact  renesas technology corporation or an authorized renesas technology corporation product distributor  when considering the use of a product contained herein for any specific purposes, such as apparatus or  systems for transportation, vehicular, medical, aerospace, nuclear, or undersea repeater use.  6.  the prior written approval of renesas technology corporation is n ecessary to reprint or reproduce in  whole or in part these materials.  7.  if these products or technologies are subject to the japanese export control restrictions, they must be  exported under a license from the japanese government and cannot be imported into a country other  than the approved destination.  any diversion or reexport contrary to the export control laws and regulations of japan and/or the  country of destination is prohibited.  8.  please contact renesas technology corporation for further details on these materials or the products  contained therein.   
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     cautions  1.  hitachi neither warrants nor grants licenses of any rights of hitachi ? s or any third party ? s patent, copyright, trademark,  or other intellectual property rights for information contained in this document.  hitachi bears no responsibility for  problems that may arise with third party ? s rights, including intellectual property rights, in connection with use of the  information contained in this document.  2.  products and product specifications may be subject to change without notice. confirm that you have received the latest  product standards or specifications before final design, purchase or use.  3.  hitachi makes every attempt to ensure that its products are of high quality and reliability. however, contact hitachi ? s  sales office before using the product in an application that demands especially high quality and reliability or where its  failure or malfunction may directly threaten human life or cause risk of bodily injury, such as aerospace, aeronautics,  nuclear power, combustion control, transportation, traffic, safety equipment or medical equipment for life support.  4.  design your application so that the product is used within the ranges guaranteed by hitachi particularly for maximum  rating, operating supply voltage range, heat radiation characteristics, installation conditions and other characteristics.   hitachi bears no responsibility for failure or damage when used beyond the guaranteed ranges.  even within the  guaranteed ranges, consider normally foreseeable failure rates or failure modes in semiconductor devices and employ  systemic measures such as fail-safes, so that the equipment incorporating hitachi product does not cause bodily injury,  fire or other consequential damage due to operation of the hitachi product.  5.  this product is not designed to be radiation resistant.  6.  no one is permitted to reproduce or duplicate, in any form, the whole or part of this document without written  approval from hitachi.  7. contact hitachi ? s sales office for any questions regarding this document or hitachi semiconductor products.   



     trademarks  microsoft, ms-dos, windows, windows nt are registered trademarks of microsoft corporation. visual sourcesafe is a  trademark of microsoft corporation.  ibm is a registered trademark of international business machines corporation.   all brand or product names used in this manual are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies or  organizations.    document information  product code:  s32hewm  version: 2.1  copyright ? hitachi micro systems europe ltd. 2002. all rights reserved.  copyright ? hitachi, ltd. 2002. all rights reserved. 



         introduction  the hitachi embedded workshop (hew) is a powerful development environment for embedded applications targeted at  hitachi microcontrollers. the main features are:  ?  a configurable build engine that allows you to set-up compiler, assembler and linker options via an easy to use  interface.  ?  an integrated text editor with user customizable syntax coloring to improve code readability.  ?  a configurable environment to run your own tools.  ?  an integrated debugger which allows you to build and debug in the same application.  ?  version control support.    the hitachi embedded workshop has been designed with two key aims; firstly to provide you, the user, with a set of  powerful development tools and, secondly, to unify and present them in a way that is easy to use.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual        about this manual  this manual describes the hew system.  this manual is composed of two parts.  hew part describes information on the  basic  ? look and feel ?  of the hew and customizing the hew environment and detail the build. simulator/debugger part  describes debugger functions of the hitachi embedded workshop.  this manual does not intend to explain how to write c/c++ or assembly language programs, how to use any particular  operating system or how best to tailor code for the individual devices. these issues are left to the respective manuals.  document conventions  this manual uses the following typographic conventions:  table 1  typographic conventions  convention meaning  [menu->menu option]  bold text with ?->? is used to indicate menu options   (for example,  [file->save as...] ).  filename.c  uppercase names are used to indicate filenames.  ?enter this string ?  used to indicate text that must be entered (excluding the ?? quotes).  key + key  used to indicate required key presses. for example,  ctrl+n  means  press the  ctrl  key and then, whilst holding the  ctrl  key down,  press the  n  key.    (the ?how to? symbol)  when this symbol is used, it is always located in the left hand margin.  it indicates that the text to its immediate right is describing  ?how to?  do something.     
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  3     1. overview  this chapter describes the fundamental concepts of the hitachi embedded workshop. it is intended to give users  who are new to windows ?  extra help, filling in the details that are required by later chapters.  1.1  workspaces, projects and files  just as a word processor allows you to create and modify documents, the hitachi embedded workshop allows  you to create and modify workspaces. a workspace can be thought of as a container of projects and, similarly, a  project can be though of as a container of project files. thus, each workspace contains one or more projects and  each project contains one or more files. figure 1.1 illustrates this graphically.  project project project file file file workspace   figure 1.1: workspaces, projects and files  workspaces allow you to group related projects together. for example, you may have an application that needs  to be built for different processors or you may be developing an application and library at the same time. projects  can also be linked hierarchically within a workspace, which means that when one project is built all of its  ? child ?   projects are built first.  however, workspaces on their own are not very useful, we need to add a project to a workspace and then add  files to that project before we can actually do anything.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  4     1.2  the main window  the hew main window appears as shown in figure 1.2.      figure 1.2: hew main window  there are three main windows; the workspace window, the editor window and the output window. the  workspace window shows the projects and files which are currently in the workspace, the editor window  provides file viewing and editing facilities and the output window shows the results of a various processes (e.g.  build, version control commands and so on).  1.2.1  the title bar  the title bar displays the name of the currently open workspace, project and file. it also contains the standard  minimize, maximize and close buttons. click the minimize button to minimize the hew on the windows start  bar. click the maximize button to force hew to fill the screen. click the close button to close the hew (this has  the same effect as selecting  [file->exit]  or pressing  alt+f4 ).  1.2.2  the menu bar   the menu bar contains nine menus: file, edit, view, project, options, build, tools, window and help. all of  the menu options are grouped logically under these headings. for instance, if you wanted to open a file then the  file menu is where you will find the right menu option, if you wanted to set-up a tool then the tools menu is the  correct selection. the following sections will cover the functions of the various menu options, as they become  relevant. however, at this stage, it is worth taking a few moments to familiarize yourself with the options that  each menu provides. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  5     1.2.3  the toolbars   the toolbars provide a shortcut to the options, which you will use the most often. there are eight default  toolbars: bookmarks, debug, debug run, editor, search, standard, templates, and version control (as shown  in figure 1.3 to 1.10). toolbars can be created, modified and removed via the  [tools->customize?]  menu  option (see chapter 5,  ? customizing the environment ? , for further information).     figure 1.3: bookmarks toolbar    figure 1.4: debug toolbar    figure 1.5: debug run toolbar    figure 1.6: editor toolbar    figure 1.7: search toolbar 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  6     figure 1.8: standard toolbar    figure 1.9: templates toolbar    figure 1.10: version control toolbar  when the standard toolbar or a toolbar is docked, it has a control bar as shown in figure 1.11 (i). if you want to  move the docked standard toolbar, click and drag its control bar to the new location. figure 1.11 (i) shows the  standard toolbar when it is docked and figure 1.11 (ii) shows the standard toolbar when it is floating.       figure 1.11: standard toolbar, docked and floating    to dock the menu bar or a toolbar:  1.  double-click on the title bar of a floating menu bar or toolbar.  or:  2.  drag the title bar of a floating menu bar or toolbar and draw it toward an edge of a docked window, menu  bar, toolbar or the hew main frame, on whose edge you would like to dock the window, until the shape  of the floating bar changes.    to float the menu bar or a toolbar:  1.  double-click on the control bar of a docked menu bar or toolbar.  or:  2.  drag the control bar of a docked menu bar or toolbar and draw it away from the edge of the hew main  frame and from an edge of the other docked windows, menu bar or toolbar.    1.2.4  the workspace window   the  ? workspace ?  window when the hew is launched only has a single pane.  this is the  ? projects ?  tab.  if a  workspace is opened then the workspace window displays two default tabs.  the  ? projects ?  tab shows the 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  7     current workspace, projects and files (figure 1.12). you can quickly open any project file or dependent file by  double clicking on its corresponding icon.    figure 1.12: workspace window projects tab  the  ? navigation ?  tab provides jumps to various textual constructs within your project ? s files. what is actually  displayed within the navigation tab depends upon what components are currently installed. figure 1.13 shows  ansi c functions. see chapter 2,  ? build basics ? , for more information on the  ? workspace ?  window.    figure 1.13: workspace window navigation tab    to allow the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window docking:  click the right mouse button anywhere inside the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window. then a  pop-up menu will be displayed. if  [allow docking]  is checked, docking is allowed; otherwise, docking is not  allowed. select  [allow docking]  to check or uncheck it.    when  [allow docking]  is checked, you can dock a window, a toolbar or a menu bar to the edge of the hew  main window or to the edge of another docked window.  also if  [allow docking]  is checked, you can float them  ? above ?  the other hew windows or outside the hew main window. figure 1.14 (i) shows a docked  ? workspace ?  window, and figure 1.14 (ii) shows a floating  ? workspace ?  window. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  8     figure 1.14: workspace window, docked and floating  when the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window is docked, it has a control bar as shown in figure 1.15.  if you want to move a docked window, click and drag its control bar to the new location.    figure 1.15: control bar of docking window    to dock the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window:  [allow docking]  must be checked on the pop-up menu of the window to dock the  ? workspace ?  window or  the  ? output ?  window. (the pop-up menu will be displayed when you click the right mouse button anywhere  inside the window.) then you have two ways to dock the window.  1.  double-click on the control bar of a floating window.   or:  2.  drag the title bar of a floating window and draw it toward an edge of a docked window, menu bar or  toolbar, or the hew main frame, on whose edge you would like to dock the window, until the shape of  the floating window changes. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  9     to float the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window:  [allow docking]  must be checked on the pop-up menu of the window to float the  ? workspace ?  window or  the  ? output ?  window. (the pop-up menu will be displayed when you click the right mouse button anywhere  inside the window.) then you have two ways to float the window.  1.  double-click on the control bar of a docking window.  or:  2.  drag the control bar of a docked window and draw it away from the edge of the hew main frame and  from an edge of the other docked windows, menu bar or toolbar.    to hide the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window:  click on the close button, which is located in the top right corner of the window. or push the right mouse  button anywhere inside a floating window and select  [hide]  on the pop-up menu.    to display the  ? workspace ?  window or the  ? output ?  window:  select  [view->workspace]  or  [view->output] , respectively.    1.2.5   the editor window    the editor window is where you will work with the files of your project. the hew allows you to have many  files open at one time, to switch between them, to arrange them and to edit them in whichever order you want to.  by default, the editor window is displayed in a notebook style, where each text file has a separate tab (as shown  in figure 1.16).  the editor contains a gutter on the left-hand side of the window.  the gutter in hew can be configured to  contain many columns.  each column can refer to a different component ? s capability.  in figure 1.16 the editor is  displayed with the debugger address column and the standard column.  the standard column allows the user to  configure the position of bookmarks and software breakpoints quickly and easily.    figure 1.16: editor window   the editor window can be customized via the  ? format views ?  dialog box, which can be invoked via the  [tools- >format views ? ]  menu option. this dialog allows you to configure fonts, colors, tabs and so on for the editor  window.  it also allows the user to change the look of other views, which have been installed by hew.  if you 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  10     would prefer to use your favorite editor rather than the hew internal editor then specify your alternative in the  ? options ?  dialog box, which can be invoked via the  [tools->option ? ]  menu option. for further details on how  to use and configure the editor, refer to chapter 4,  ? using the editor ? .  1.2.6  the output window   the  ? output ?  window by default has four tabs on display. the  ? build ?  tab shows the output from any build  process (e.g. compiler, assembler and so on). if an error is encountered in a source file then the error will be  displayed in the build tab along with the source file name and line number. to quickly locate a problem, double  click on the error to jump to the source file and line.    figure 1.17: output window  the  ? debug ?  tab shows the output from any debugger process.  any debug component that needs to display  information will send its output to this window.  the  ? find in files ?  tab displays the results of the last  ? find in files ?  action. to activate find in files, select the  [edit->find in files ? ]  menu option, the toolbar button. for further details on how to use find in files, refer to  chapter 4,  ? using the editor ? .  the  ? version control ?  tab displays the results of version control actions. the tab is only displayed if a version  control system is in use. for further details on version control, refer to chapter 7,  ? version control ? .  1.2.7  the status bar   the status bar displays information as to the current state of the hew. figure 1.18 shows the seven sections of  the status bar.    figure 1.18: status bar 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  11     1.3  the help system  the help menu is the rightmost menu on the hew menu bar. it contains the menu option  ? contents ?  which,  when selected, takes you to the main hew help window.  to obtain help on specific dialogs click on the context sensitive help button, which is located in the top right- hand corner of each dialog box (as shown in figure 1.19).    figure 1.19: help button  when this is clicked, the mouse pointer will change to a pointer with a question mark above it. whilst the mouse  pointer is in this state, click on the part of the dialog box that you require assistance on.  alternatively, select the control that you require help for and then press the  f1  key. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  12     1.4  launching the hew  to run the hew, open the  ? start ?  menu of windows ? , select  ? programs ? , select  ? hitachi embedded  workshop ?  and then select the shortcut of the  ? hitachi embedded workshop 2 ? . by default, the  ? welcome! ?   dialog box shown in figure 1.20 will be displayed.    figure 1.20: welcome! dialog  to create a new workspace, select  ? create a new project workspace ? , and click  ? ok ? . to open one of recent  project workspaces, select  ? open a recent project workspace ? , select a workspace from the drop-down list, and  click  ? ok ? .  the recent project workspace list displays the same information as that seen in the workspace most  recently used file list.  this list appears on the file menu.  to open a workspace by specifying a workspace file  (.hws file), select  ? browse to another project workspace ? , and click  ? ok ? . to register a tool to or unregister a  tool from the hew, click the  ? administration ??  button (see chapter 5,   ? tool administration ?  for details).  click the  ? cancel ?  button to use the hew without opening a workspace.  1.5 exiting the hew  the hew can be exited by selecting  [file->exit] , pressing  alt+f4  or by selecting the close option from the  system menu. (to open the system menu, click the icon at the upper-left corner of the hew title bar.) if a  workspace is open then the same workspace closedown procedure is followed as described in the previous  section.    1.6  component system overview  the hew allows the user to extend the hew functionality by adding additional components to the system.  this  is achieved by registering the component in the tools administration dialog box.  these components can add  windows, menus and toolbars to the hew system.  examples of the components are the debugger and builder  components of hew.  the debugger component adds all of the menus and toolbars associated with the debugger  and the builder component does the same for the build functionality.  the components you have registered in the  system will modify the look and feel of hew.  in some cases you may not have some of the menus which you  can see in this manual.  for instance if the debugger component is not installed you will not have the  ? debug ?   menu in the hew main window. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  13     2. build basics  this chapter explains the general functions of the hew whilst the more advanced features can be found in  chapter 3,  ? advanced build features ? .  2.1  the build process  the typical build process is outlined in figure 2.1. this may not be the exact build process, which your  installation of hew will use as it depends upon the tools that were provided with your installation of hew (e.g.  you may not have a compiler for instance). in any case, the principles are the same - each step or phase of the  build takes a set of project files and then builds them, if all succeeds then the next step or phase is executed.  project object files c source files assembler  source files library  files load  module build compiler assembler linker   figure 2.1: typical build process  in the example shown in figure 2.1 the compiler is the first phase, the assembler is the second phase and the  linker is the third and final phase. during the compiler phase, the c source files from the project are compiled in  turn, during the assembler phase, the assembler source files are assembled in turn. during the linker phase all  library files and output files from the compiler and assembler phases are linked together to produce the load  module.  this module can then be downloaded and used by the debugger functionality in hew.  the build process can be customized in several ways. for instance, you can add your own phase, disable a phase,  delete phases and so forth. these advanced build issues are left to chapter 3,  ? advanced build features ? . in this  chapter, only the general principles and basic features will be detailed. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  14     2.2 project files  in order for the hew to be able to build your application, you must first tell it, which files should be in the  project, and how each file should be built (figure 2.2).  project c source files assembler  source files library  files debug: on optimize: off list file: yes debug: off optimize: off list file: yes debug: on silent: yes map file: yes add project files remove project files set compiler options set assembler options set linker options   figure 2.2: editing a project 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  15     2.2.1  adding files to a project  before you can build your application you must first inform the hitachi embedded workshop, which files it, is  composed of.    to add a files to a project:  1. select  [project->add files...] , select  [add files ? ]  from the  ? workspace ?  window ? s pop-up menu (see  figure 2.3), or press  ins  when the  ? workspace ?  window is selected.    figure 2.3: project pop-up menu   2. the  ? add ?  dialog will be displayed.  3.  select the file(s), that you want to add and then click  ? add ? .    

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  16     there are a number of other ways to add new files to the project.  these are described below:  ?   clicking right button on an open file in the editor window displays a pop-up menu option (figure 2.4).  if the  file is already in the project then the  ? add file to project ?  menu option is disabled.  selecting the  ? add file  to project ?  then adds the file to the current project.    figure 2.4: editor window pop-up menu  ?   in the hew it is also possible to  ? drag and drop ?  files from windows explorer onto the workspace  window.  these files will be automatically added to the project and are displayed in the folder in which they  were dragged to.   note:   if you add a file to a project when it is an unrecognized file type then it will still be added to the project.   certain functions will be disabled with reference to this file.  when this file is double clicked in the workspace  window instead of opening the file in the editor the open operation is passed to windows operating system.  the  default open operation is then carried out as if the file was opened in windows explorer.  to view the current  defined extensions use the  ? file extensions ?  dialog (see the section on file extensions later in this chapter).  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  17     2.2.2  removing files from a project  files can be individually removed from a project, selections of files can be removed or all files can be removed.    to remove files from a project:  1. select  [project->remove files...] , or select  [remove files ? ]  from the  ? projects ?  tab ? s pop-up menu in  the workspace window (see figure 2.5). the  ? remove project files ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 2.6).    figure 2.5:   projects tab pop-up menu    figure 2.6:   remove project files dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  18     2.  select the file or files which you want to remove from the  ? project files ?  list.  3. click the  ? remove ?  button to remove the selected files or click  ? remove all ?  to remove all project files.  4. click  ? ok ?  to remove the files from the project.    to remove selected files from a project:  1.  select the files, which you want to remove, in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window. multiple  files can be selected by holding down the  shift  or  ctrl  key.  2. press the  del  key. the files will be removed.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  19     2.2.3  excluding a project file from build  a file in a project can be individually excluded from build on a configuration by configuration basis.    to exclude a file in a project from build:  1.  push the right mouse button on a file, which you want to be excluded from build, in the  ? projects ?  tab of  the  ? workspace ?  window.  2. select  [exclude build file ] , where  is the selected file, from the pop-up menu (figure 2.5). then a  red cross will be put on the file ? s icon, and the file will be excluded from build.    2.2.4  including a project file in build  an excluded file can be included in the project again.    to include a file which has been excluded from build:  1.  push the right mouse button on a file, which has been excluded from build, on the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window.  2. select  [include build file ] , where  is the selected file, from the pop-up menu. then a red cross will  be removed from the file ? s icon, and the file will be included in build.    2.3  file extensions and file groups  the hew can identify files by their extension. the system defines certain extensions depending upon the tools,  which are being used. for example, if you are using a compiler then the .c extension will be in the  ? c source  file ?  group and be used as input to the compiler phase (figure 2.1, typical build process). additionally, the  hew allows you to define your own extensions. for example, if the project you are developing uses assembler  source files the default extension may be .src.  if you would like to use a different extension instead of .src  (e.g. .asm) then you can define a new extension and request that the hew treats it in the same way as a .src file.  file extensions and file groups can be viewed and modified via the  ? file extensions ?  dialog (figure 2.7). this is  invoked by selecting  [project->file extensions...] . this dialog displays all of the extensions and file groups,  which are defined within the current workspace.    figure 2.7:   file extensions dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  20     the  ? file extensions ?  list shown in figure 2.7 is divided into two columns. on the left are the file extensions  themselves, whilst on the right are the file groups. many file extensions can belong to the same group. for  example, assembler source files may have several extensions in a single project (e.g. .src, .asm, .mar etc) as  shown in figure 2.8.  .src .asm .mar .c .lib .lpf assembler source files c source files library files   figure 2.8:   file extensions and groups  when creating a new extension you should consider whether the extension belongs to a group, which is already  defined, or whether you need to create a new file group. if you are adding a completely new type of file then you  will want to create a new file group. this process is described below. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  21     to create a new file extension in a new file group:  1. select  [project->file extensions...]  from the menu bar. the  ? file extensions ?  dialog will be displayed  (figure 2.7).  2. click the  ? add ??  button. the  ? add file extension ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 2.9).  3.  enter the extension, which you want to define into the  ? file extension ?  field. it is not necessary to type  the period ( . ) character.  the drop list contains all extensions that are undefined in the current project.   selecting one of these extensions will add the text to the file extension field automatically.  4. select the  ? extension belongs to a new group ?  option and enter a description, which defines this new file  group.  5.   at this stage it is possible to change the associated application.  there are four available choices in the  ? open ?  with drop list.  these are listed below:  ?   editor  ?   none  ?   other  ?   windows default  if the editor is selected, the open file function in the workspace window causes the file to be opened in the  hew editor.  if none is selected then the open operation is disabled when the open file function is  attempted.  selecting  ? other ?  allows you to configure an another tool for the open file operation.  see  ? to  associate an application with a file group?  for more details.  if the  ? windows default ?  option is selected  then the open file function in the workspace window passes the open file to the windows operating  system.  this then selects the default behavior for this file extension as defined in windows explorer.  6. click  ? ok ?  to add the extension to the  ? file extensions ?  list.      figure 2.9:   add file extension dialog (new group) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  22     if you want to create a new extension because your project uses a different extension from those accepted by the  hew.  for example, a phase might by default use the extension .asm but the hew only recognizes .src.   then  you need to create a new extension and add it to an existing file group. this process is described below. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  23     to create a new file extension in an existing file group:  1. select  [project->file extensions...]  from the menu bar. the  ? file extensions ?  dialog will be displayed  (figure 2.7).  2. click the  ? add ??  button. the  ? add file extension ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 2.10).  3.  enter the extension, which you want to define into the  ? file extension ?  field. it is not necessary to type  the period ( . ) character. the drop list contains all extensions that are undefined in the current project.   selecting one of these extensions will add the text to the file extension field automatically.  4. select the  ? extension belongs to an existing group ?  option and select which group you would like to add  this new extension.  5. click  ? ok ?  to add the extension to the  ? file extensions ?  list.      figure 2.10:   add file extension dialog (existing group)  in addition to opening a file with the editor, the  ? file extensions ?  dialog allows you to associate any application  with any file group so that when you double click on a file in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  then the  appropriate application is launched with the file. figure 2.11 shows the association between a word processor  and the extension .doc. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  24     figure 2.11:   file groups and applications    to associate an application with a file group:  1.  select the file group to be associated from the  ? file extensions ?  dialog (figure 2.11).  2. click the  ? open with ??  button. the  ? modify file extension ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 2.12).    figure 2.12:   modify file extension dialog  3. select  ? none ?  to remove any association, select  ? editor ?  to open this type of file in the internal/external  editor or select  ? other ?  if you want to open this type of file with a specific application. if you select  ? other ?  then you can select from any previously defined application from the drop-down list or specify a  new application.  4. click  ? add ??  to define a new application. the  ? add application ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 2.13). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  25     figure 2.13:   add application dialog   5.  enter the name of the tool into the  ? name ?  field. enter the full path to the tool in the  ? command ?  field  (do not include any parameters). enter the parameters that are required to open a file in the  ? parameters ?   field. be sure to use the $(fullfile) placeholder to specify the location file (see appendix c,  ? placeholders ? , for more information on placeholders and their uses). enter the initial directory, in which  you would like the application to run, into the  ? initial directory ?  field. click  ? ok ?  to create the  application.  6. click  ? modify ??  to modify an application. the  ? modify application ?  dialog will be displayed. this  dialog is the same as the  ? add application ?  dialog described above except that the  ? name ?  field is read  only. modify the settings as desired and then click  ? ok ? .  7. click  ? ok ?  to set the application for the selected file group. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  26     2.4  specifying how to build a file  once you have added the necessary files to the project the next step is to instruct the hew on how to build each  file. to do this, you will need to select a menu option from the  ? options ?  menu. the contents of this menu  depend upon which tools you are using. for example, if you are using a compiler, assembler and linker then  there will be three menu options, each one referring to one of the tools.    to set options for a build phase:  1.  select the options menu and find the phase whose options you would like to modify. select this option.  2.  a dialog will be invoked which allows you to specify the options.  3.  after making your selections, click  ? ok ?  to set them.    to obtain further information, use the context sensitive help button or select the area in which you need  assistance and then press  f1 . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  27     2.5 build configurations  the hew allows you to store all of your build options into a build configuration (figure 2.14). this means that  you can  ? freeze ?  all of the options and give them a name. later on, you can select that configuration and all of  the options for all of the build phases will be restored.  these build configurations also allow the user to specify  debugger settings for a build configuration.  this means that each configuration can be targeted at a different end  platform.  (see simulator/debugger part in this manual, for further information).   figure 2.14 shows three build configurations;  ? default ? ,  ? mydebug ?  and  ? myoptimized ? . in the first  configuration,  ? default ? , each of the phases (compile and assemble) are set to their standard settings. in the  second configuration,  ? mydebug ? , each of the files are being built with debug information switched on. in the  third configuration,  ? myoptimized ? , each of the files are being built with optimization on full and without any  debug information. the developer of this project can select any of those configurations and build them without  having to return to the options dialogs to set them again.  c source files assembler  source files c:\myproject\default "default" configuration c:\myproject\mydebug "mydebug" configuration c:\myproject\myoptimized "myoptimized" configuration debug: on optimize: off list file: yes debug: on optimize: off list file: no debug: off optimize: on list file: no debug: off optimize: on list file: no debug: off optimize: off list file: yes debug: on optimize: off list file: no   figure 2.14:   configurations and file options 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  28     2.5.1  selecting a configuration  the current configuration can be set in two ways:  either:  1.  select it from the drop down list box (figure 2.15) in the toolbar.      figure 2.15:   toolbar selection  or:  1. select  [options->build configurations ? ] . this will invoke the  ? build configurations ?  dialog (figure  2.16).    figure 2.16:   build configurations dialog  2.  select the configuration that you want to use from the  ? current configuration ?  drop down list.  3. click  ? ok ?  to set the configuration.    2.5.2  adding and deleting configurations  you can add a new configuration by copying settings from another configuration or delete a configuration. these  three tasks are described below.    to add a new configuration:  1. select  [options->build configurations ? ]  to display the  ? build configurations ?  dialog (figure 2.16).  2. click the  ? add ??  button. the  ? add configuration ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 2.17). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  29     figure 2.17:   add configuration dialog  3.  enter the new configuration name into the  ? configuration name ?  field. as you enter the new  configuration name, the directory underneath changes to reflect the configuration directory that will be  used. select one of existing configurations, from which you want to copy a configuration, out of the drop- down list of the  ? based on configuration ?  field. click  ? ok ?  on both dialogs to create the new  configuration.      to remove a configuration:  1. select  [options->build configurations ? ]  to display the  ? build configurations ?  dialog (figure 2.16).  2.  select the configuration that you want to remove and then click the  ? remove ?  button.  3. click  ? ok ?  to close the  ? build configurations ?  dialog.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  30     2.6  building a project  the outline of the build process is shown in figure 2.1.  2.6.1  building a project  the build option only compiles or assembles those files that have changed since the last build. additionally, it  will rebuild source files if they depend upon a file that has changed since the last build. for instance, if the file  ? test.c ?  #include ? s the file  ? header.h ?  and the latter has changed since the last build, the file  ? test.c ?  will be  recompiled.    to perform a build:  select  [build->build]  or click the build toolbar button ( ) or press  f7  or click the right mouse button on a  project icon in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window and select  [build]  from the pop-up menu.    the build all option compiles and assembles all source files, irrespective of whether they have been modified or  not, and links all of the new object files produced.    to perform a build all:  select  [build->build all] , or click the build all toolbar button ( ), or click the right mouse button on a  project icon in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window and select  [build all]  from the pop-up menu.    both the build and the build all will terminate if any of the project files produce errors.  2.6.2  building individual files  the hitachi embedded workshop lets you build project files individually.    to build an individual file:  1.  select the file which you want to build from the project window.  2. select  [build->build file] , click the build file toolbar button ( ) or press  ctrl+f7  or click the right  mouse button on a file icon in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window and select  [build ]   from the pop-up menu.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  31     2.6.3  stopping a build  the hitachi embedded workshop allows you to halt the build process.    to stop a build:  1. select  [build->stop build]  or click the stop build toolbar button ( ). the build will be stop after the  current file has been built.  2.  wait until the message  ? build finished ?  appears in the  ? output ?  window before continuing.    to forcibly terminate a current tool  1. select  [build->terminate current tool] . the hew will attempt to stop the tool immediately.    note:  do not assume that any output from the tool you terminated is valid. it is recommended that you delete  any output files produced and ensure that the phase is executed again.  2.6.4  building multiple projects  the hitachi embedded workshop lets you build multiple projects and configurations at once.    to build multiple projects:  1.   select  [build->build multiple] .  the figure displayed in figure 2.18.  2.   the build multiple gives you the choice of which projects and configurations should be built.  to select  which projects and configurations need to be built select the check box next to the project  ?   configuration combination you want to build.  for example, in figure 2.18 if you wanted to build the  entire  ? hewtest2 ?  project you would check the  ? hewtest2-debug ?  and the  ? hewtest2-release ?  selections  and leave all other check boxes unchecked.  3.   when you are happy with your chosen selection click the build button and the hew will then build the  projects and configurations you have chosen.  4.    if you want to build all the projects which you choose, you click the build all button.  5.   results from the build are displayed in the build window in the same way as the normal build process.      figure 2.18: build multiple dialog  2.6.5  the output window  when a tool executes (i.e. compiler, assembler, linker etc.) its output is displayed in the  ? output ?  window. if any  of the tools produce any errors or warnings then they are displayed along with the source file name and the line  number at which the error is located. to quickly locate a specific bug, double click on a given error/warning to  invoke the current editor.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  32     2.6.6  controlling the content of the output window  it is often useful to display low-level information (such as the command line options that are being applied to a  file) during a build. the hew allows you to specify whether or not you want such options displayed in the  ? output ?  window during a build, build all or build file operation via the  ? tools options ?  dialog.    to view or hide extra information during a build:  1. select  [tools->options...] . the  ? options ?  dialog will be displayed.  2. select the  ? build ?  tab (figure 2.19).  3.  set the three check boxes in the  ? show ?  group as follows.  ? command line ?  controls whether the  command line is shown as each tool is executed.  ? environment ?  controls whether the environment is  shown as each tool is executed.  ? initial directory ?  controls whether the current directory is shown as each  tool is executed.      figure 2.19:   options dialog build tab  2.7 file dependencies  a typical project will contain dependencies between files, for example, one c file may  ? #include ?  one or more  header files. in complex projects, source files will include (or depend upon) others and this can quickly become  difficult to manage. however, the hew provides a dependency scanning mechanism whereby all files in a  project are checked for dependencies. once complete, the project window will display an up-to-date list with all  the project file dependencies.    to update a project ? s dependencies:  select  [build->update all dependencies]  or click the right mouse button on a project icon in the  ? projects ?   tab of the  ? workspace ?  window and select  [update all dependencies]  from the pop-up menu. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  33       initially, the dependencies for all files are contained within the  ? dependencies ?  folder (figure 2.20.i).  2.8  configuring the workspace window  if you click the right mouse button anywhere inside the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window, a pop-up  menu will be invoked. select the  ? configure view ??  menu option to modify the way in which information is  displayed.  the following four sections detail the effect of each option on the  ? configure view ?  dialog.  2.8.1  show dependencies under each file  if you select  ? show dependencies under each file ? , the dependent files are shown under the including source file  as a flat structure, i.e. the files themselves become folders (figure 2.20.ii). if this option is not selected then a  separate folder contains all dependencies (figure 2.20.i).    figure 2.20:   dependencies under each file 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  34     2.8.2  show standard library includes  by default, any dependent files found in standard include paths will not be shown (figure 2.21.i). for example, in  c code, if you write an include statement such as  ? #include  ?  then stdio.h will not be listed as a  dependent file. to view such system include files, select the  ? show standard library includes ?  option (figure  2.21.ii).    figure 2.21:   standard library includes 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  35     2.8.3  show file paths  if  ? show file paths ?  is selected, all of the files in the project window are shown with their full path, i.e. from a  drive letter (figure 2.22).    figure 2.22:   file paths shown  2.9  setting the current project  a workspace can contain more than one project but only one of the projects can be active at any time.   this  active project is the one which build actions and debug operations can be performed on.  it is possible to change  the builder or debugger options for the project.  an active project is displayed in bold.    to set a project as the current project:  1.  select the project from the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window.  2.  click the right mouse button to display the pop-up menu and select the  [set as current project]  option.  or:  1.   select the project, which you want to make active from the  [project->set current project]  sub-menu.    2.10  inserting a project into a workspace  when a workspace is created, it contains only one project but, after it is created, you can insert new or existing  projects into a workspace.    to insert a new project into a workspace:  1. select  [project->insert project ? ] . the  ? insert project ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 2.23).  2. set the  ? new project ?  option.  3.  click ok. the  ? insert new project ?  dialog will be invoked.  4.  enter the name of the new workspace into the  ? name ?  field. this can be up to 32 characters in length and  contain letters, numbers and the underscore character. as you enter the project name the hew will add a  subdirectory for you automatically. this can be deleted if desired.  5. click the  ? browse ??  button to graphically select the directory in which you would like to create the  project. alternatively, you can type the directory into the  ? directory ?  field manually.  6. the  ? project type ?  list displays all of the available project types (e.g. application, library etc.). select the  type of project that you want to create from this list.  7. click  ? ok ?  to create the project and insert it into the workspace.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  36     note:  when a new project is being inserted, the cpu family and tool chain cannot be specified as these  properties are already defined by the workspace (i.e. all projects within the same workspace target the  same cpu family and toolchain).    figure 2.23: insert project dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  37     to insert an existing project into a workspace:  1. select  [project->insert project ? ] . the  ? insert project ?  dialog will be displayed.  2. set the  ? existing project ?  option.  3.  enter the full path of the project database file (.hwp file) into the edit field or click  ? browse ??  to  search for it graphically.  4. click  ? ok ?  to insert the existing project into the workspace.    note:  when an existing project is being inserted into a workspace, the cpu family and tool chain upon which  that project is based must match those of the current workspace. if they do not then the project cannot be  inserted into the workspace.  2.11  specifying dependencies between projects  the projects within a workspace can be dependent upon one another so that when one project is built, all its  dependent projects are built first. this is useful if another project uses one of the others in the workspace. for  example, imagine that a workspace contains two projects. the first project is a library that is included by an  application project.  in this case the library must have been built and up to date before the second application can  build correctly.  to achieve this situation we can specify the library as a dependent (i.e. child) project of the  application project.  this would then allow the library to be built first if it is out-of-date.  when a dependent project is built the hew attempts to match the configuration in the dependent project with  that of the current project.  this means that if the current configuration is  ? debug ?  then the hew will attempt to  build the  ? debug ?  configuration in the dependent project.  if this matched configuration does not exist then the  hew will use the configuration that was last used in the dependent project.     to make projects depend upon another:  1. select  [project->dependent projects] . the  ? dependent projects ?  dialog will be displayed.(figure 2.24)  2.  select the project to which you would like to add dependents to. when you do this, the  ? dependent  projects ?  list will display all of the projects in the workspace (excluding the selected project).  3. the  ? dependent projects ?  list has a check box for each project listed. set the associated check boxes to  make those projects depend upon the selected project.  4.   click  ? ok ?  to confirm the new project dependencies.    figure 2.24: dependent projects dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  38     2.12  removing a project from a workspace    to remove a project from a workspace:  1.  select the project from the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window and click the right mouse button to  invoke a pop-up menu.  2. select the  [remove project]  option.  or:  1.  select the project from the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window.  2. press the  del  key.    note:  you cannot remove the current project from the workspace. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  39     2.13  relative projects paths in the workspace  in the hitachi embedded workshop when you add a project to the workspace you can choose to add the project  to the workspace using a relative path.  this allows you to position a project above the workspace directory and  it will still be relocated correctly if you relocate the hew workspace.  the project is always relative to the  workspace so if the project is one directory above the workspace before it is moved the hew will try to find the  project in the same relative location after the relocation procedure. this is especially useful if you are using a  project shared between more than one workspace.  in older versions of the hew this project would not have been relocated and would have still tried to access the  original project path.  the older version of the hew could only relocate the projects, which were in a  subdirectory of the workspace directory.  this is still the standard behavior for the hitachi embedded workshop.    to change a projects relative path flag:  1.   select the project in the workspace window.  2.   right click and then select properties.  3.   click the  ? project relative file path ?  checkbox to switch on or off the relative file path feature. (figure  2.25)  4.   click  ? ok ? .    figure 2.25: properties dialog  
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  41     3.  advanced build features  this chapter explains the more advanced build concepts.  3.1  the build process revisited  chapter 2,  ? build basics ?  began by describing the build process in terms of a compiler, an assembler and a  linker (figure 2.1). this will be the case for most installations of the hitachi embedded workshop. however, if  you want to begin changing the build process (e.g. adding and removing phases) then it is important to  understand more about the way in which a build functions.  3.1.1  what is a build?  building a project means applying a set of tools upon certain input files in order to produce the desired output.  thus, we apply a compiler upon c/c++ source files in order to create object files, we apply an assembler upon  assembler source files in order to create object files and so forth. at each step or  ? phase ?  of the build, we apply a  different tool upon a different set of input files. figure 3.1 presents another view of the build process.  begin end phase 1 phase 2 phase 3 phase x phase 1 output files phase 2 output files phase 1 input files phase 2 input files phase 3 output files phase x output files phase 3 input files phase x input files   figure 3.1: build process  the hitachi embedded workshop provides the ability to change this build process via its  ? build phases ?  dialog,  which can be, accessed via the  [options->build phases ? ]  (figure 3.2). on the left-hand side are the phases that 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  42     are defined in the current project (figure 3.2 shows a standard set of build phases). the remainder of this chapter  details the various functions that the  ? build phases ?  dialog provides.    figure 3.2: build phases dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  43     3.2  creating a custom build phase  if you want to execute another tool before, during or after a standard build process then this can be achieved by  creating your own (i.e. custom) build phase.  select  [options->build phases ? ]  to invoke the  ? build phases ?  dialog (figure 3.2) and then click the  ? add ??   button. this will invoke the new build phase wizard dialog (figure 3.3a).  the first step (as shown in figure 3.3a) asks whether you want to create an entirely new phase or whether you  want to add a system phase. a system phase is a  ? ready made ?  phase which is already defined within the  toolchain you are using (e.g. compiler, assembler, linker, librarian, etc.) or a utility phase (e.g. file copy,  complexity analyzer etc.).  the  ? add an existing system phase ?  button is inactive if no more system phases are available. select the  ? create  a new custom phase ?  button to create your own build phase.    figure 3.3a: new build phase dialog (step 1) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  44     the second step (figure 3.3b) asks what type of phase you would like to create. there are two choices: multiple  or single. when a multiple phase is executed, the command is applied to each file in the project of a certain file  group. for example, if you set the input file group to be c source files then the command will be executed once  for each c source file in the project. a single phase is executed once at most during a build.      figure 3.3b: new build phase dialog (step 2)  the input file group list contains the current file groups defined for the project.  it is possible to define multiple  input file groups by selecting the  ? multiple groups ??  entry in the input file group list.  selecting this list entry  displays the dialog in figure 3.3c.      figure 3.3c: modify multiple input file groups  once this choice has been made the input file group selection is displayed as  ? multiple groups ??  this dialog  allows the user to choose multiple input file groups for the custom phase being added to the project.  to select a  file group check the box next to the file groups name.  one or more file groups can be selected in this dialog.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  45     the third step (figure 3.3d) requests the fundamental information about the new build phase. enter the name of  the phase into the  ? phase name ?  field. enter the location of the program file into the  ? command ?  field (do not  insert any command line options as these options are specified via the  [options]  menu of the hew menu bar).  specify the default options for the phase (i.e. what options you would like new files to take when added to the  project) into the  ? default options ?  field. if you have a preferred directory in which you would like this program  to run from (i.e. where you want the current working directory to be set to before the tool is executed) then enter  it into the  ? initial directory ?  field.    figure 3.3d: new build phase dialog (step 3) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  46     the fourth and final step (figure 3.3e) allows you to specify any environment variables, which the phase requires.    figure 3.3e: new build phase dialog (step 4)  to add a new environment variable click the  ? add ??  button (the dialog shown in figure 3.4 will be invoked).  enter the variable name into the  ? variable ?  field and the variable ? s value into the  ? value ?  field and then click  ? ok ?  to add the new variable to the list of the fourth step. to modify an environment variables select the  variable in the list and then click the  ? modify ??  button. make the required changes to the  ? variable ?  and  ? value ?  fields and then click  ? ok ?  to add the modified variable to the list. to remove environment variables  select the variable that you want to remove from the list and then click the  ? remove ?  button.    figure 3.4: environment variable dialog  if the tool you are adding can display its output as the tool is running then use the  ? read output on fly ?  option.   this will display the tool output as each line of output happens.  if this option is set to off then the hew will  store all output, which is being displayed by the tool, and display it in the output window when the tool has  finished its operation.  this can be a problem when the tool is running an operation that might take many  minutes, as it is difficult to see the progress of the current execution.  note: using  ? read output on fly ?  can cause problems when using certain tools on certain operating systems.   if you are having problems with tools locking up or freezing in hew then uncheck the  ? read output on  fly ?  option.  click the  ? finish ?  button to create the new phase. by default the new phase is added to the bottom of the  ? build  phase order ?  list in the  ? build order ?  tab of the  ? build phases ?  dialog (figure 3.2). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  47     3.3  ordering build phases  in a standard build (shown in figure 3.5), you could add a phase at four different positions: before the compiler,  before the assembler, before the linker or after the linker. you may place your own custom phases or move  system phases to any position in the build order. it is important to remember that if the output of your custom  phase can be input into another phase then the phase order must be correct if the build is to behave as intended.  begin end compile assemble link 1 2 3 4   figure 3.5: typical build process  the build phase dialog provides facilities for ordering build phases via the  ? build phases ?  dialog. it has two tabs,  which are concerned with the ordering of phases:  ? build order ?  and  ? build file order ? . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  48     3.3.1  build phase order  the  ? build order ?  tab (figure 3.6) displays the current order in which phases will be executed when the build  ( ) or build all ( ) operation is selected. the check box to the left of each phase indicates whether or not it is  currently enabled. by clicking this box, the phase can be toggled on or off.    figure 3.6: build phases dialog build order tab  in addition the following operations can be performed:    to remove a phase:  1.  select the phase that you would like to remove.  2. click the  ? remove ?  button.    to view the properties of a system phase:  1.  select the system phase that you would like to examine.  2. click the  ? modify ??  button.    to move a phase:  1.  select the phase that you would like to move.  2.   click the  ? move up ?  or  ? move down ?  button.    to import a phase:  1.   click the import button.  a dialog is displayed which allows the user to browse to an existing project to  import a custom phase from.  2.   choose the location of the project you wish to import a custom phase from.  once selected a dialog is  displayed which lists the custom phases in the imported project.  3.   selecting a phase name and then clicking properties displays the custom phase details.  this allows you  to decide whether the phase does the functionality you require.  4.   once you have decided which phase to import highlight it in the list and then click ok.  the phase will  then be added to the build phases dialog at the bottom of the build order. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  49     to modify a custom phase:   1.  select the custom phase that you would like to modify.  2. click the  ? modify ??  button. the modify phase dialog will be invoked with the  ? command ?  tab selected  (figure 3.7).  3.  change the contents of the fields as appropriate.  4. set the  ? don ? t check for input file(s) existence before executing ?  check box if you don ? t want the hew  to abort the execution of the phase if any of the input files don ? t exist.    figure 3.7: modify phase dialog command tab  5. select the  ? environment ?  tab (figure 3.8) to edit the environment settings for the phase.  6. use the  ? add ?? ,  ? modify ??  and  ? remove ?  buttons to add, modify and remove environment variables.  the operation is the same as discussed in the previous section.  7. click  ? ok ?  when all modifications have been made.      figure 3.8: modify phase dialog environment tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  50     3.3.2  build file phase order  if you were to select a c source file from the  ? workspace ?  window and then activate  [build->build file]  (or  press  ) you would expect the file to be compiled. likewise, if you were to select an assembly source file from  the workspace window and then activate  [build->build file]  you would expect the file to be assembled. the  connection between file group and which phase(s) to execute is managed by the  ? build file order ?  tab of the  ? build phases ?  dialog (figure 3.9).    figure 3.9: build phases dialog build file order tab  the list displays all of the current phases that will be executed when the build file operation is selected upon the  file group shown in the  ? file group ?  list box. in figure 3.9 the  ? c source file ?  file group is selected and the  ? compiler ?  and  ? myphase ?  phases are associated with it.  entries in the  ? phase order ?  list, of the  ? build file order ?  tab, are added automatically as new entries are added  to the  ? build order ?  tab. for example, if you were to add a phase which takes c source files as input then this  phase will be automatically added to the list of phases to execute when a build file operation is applied to a c  source file. if you don ? t want a certain phase to execute when  [build->build file]  is selected then clear the  check box to the left of the phase name in the  ? phase order ?  list.  3.4  setting custom build phase options  once you have defined a custom phase, you will want to specify the command line options that should be used  when it is executed. each defined phase has a menu option on the  [options]  menu. to specify options for that  phase select it. the dialog that will be invoked depends upon whether the custom phase selected was a multiple  or single phase (according to the selection of phase type in figure 3.3b). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  51     figure 3.10: custom options dialog  the dialog in figure 3.10 is a custom phase options dialog.  the implementation of which is slightly different  depending on whether you are using a multiple or single shot phase.  on the left-hand side is the project and file  list.  it is possible to select multiple projects and files in the same way as windows explorer to modify the  options for more than one selection.  on the right-hand side are the 3 options tabs.  this is where you set the  options that you want to apply to the selected file(s).  you can also choose which configuration information is  being viewed from the configuration list on the upper left of the dialog box.  each configuration is listed along  with a special entry named  ? multiple configurations ?? .  if you select multiple configurations then a dialog is  displayed which allows you to select more than one configuration.  this method is used throughout hew for  modifying multiple configurations at once.  3.4.1 options tab  the  ? options ?  tab (figure 3.11) allows you to define the command line options that will be passed to the phase.  the  ? command ?  field displays the command, which was entered when you defined the phase (figure 3.3d).  enter into the  ? options ?  field the command line arguments that you would like to pass to the command. if you  want to insert a placeholder, select the relevant placeholder from the  ? placeholder ?  drop-down list box and then  click the  ? insert ?  button. for a detailed description of placeholders see appendix c,  ? placeholders ? . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  52     figure 3.11: custom options options tab  3.4.2  output files tab  the  ? output files ?  tab (figure 3.12) is where you can specify the output file or files that will be produced by the  phase. before each file is passed into this phase, the hew checks that the output files are of a less recent date  than the input file. if so, the phase will be executed for that file (i.e. input files have been modified since the  output file or files were last produced). if the files are up to date then the phase will not be executed.  note:  if no output files are specified, the phase will execute regardless. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  53     figure 3.12: custom options output files tab    to add an output file:  1. click  ? add ?? . the  ? add output file ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 3.13).  2.  enter the file path or browse to it using the  ? browse ??  button.  3. click  ? ok ?  to add this output file to the list.    figure 3.13: add output file dialog    to modify an output file:  1.  select the output file that you would like to modify.  2. click  ? modify ?? . the  ? modify output file ?  dialog, which is the same as figure 3.13 except the title,  will be invoked.  3.  modify the fields as required and then click the  ? ok ?  button to add the modified entry back to the list.    to remove an output file:  1.  select the output file that you would like to remove.  2. click the  ? remove ?  button. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  54     3.4.3  dependent files tab  the  ? dependent files ?  tab (figure 3.14) is where you can specify the dependent files that are needed by the  phase. before each file is passed into this phase, the hew checks that the dependent files are of a more recent  date than the input file. if so, the phase will be executed for that file (i.e. dependent files have been modified  since the input file or files were last modified). if not, the phase is not executed for the files.    figure 3.14: dependent files tab in custom options 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  55     to add a dependent file:  1. click  ? add ?? . the  ? add dependent file ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 3.15).  2.  enter the file path or browse to it using the  ? browse ??  button.  3. click  ? ok ?  to add this output file to the list.    figure 3.15: add dependent file dialog    to modify a dependent file:  1.  select the dependent file that you would like to modify.  2. click  ? modify ?? . the  ? modify dependent file ?  dialog, which is the same as figure 3.15 except the title,  will be invoked.  3.  modify the fields as required and then click the  ? ok ?  button to add the modified entry back to the list.    to remove a dependent file:  1.  select the dependent file that you would like to remove.  2. click the  ? remove ?  button. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  56     3.5 file mappings  by default, the files input to a phase are only taken from the project, i.e. all project files of the type specified in  the  ? select input file group ?  drop-down list on the  ? new build phase ?  dialog (figure 3.3b). if you would like a  phase to take files output from a previous phase (i.e. intermediate files) then you must define this in the  ? file  mappings ?  tab of the  ? build phases ?  dialog (figure 3.16).    figure 3.16: build phases dialog file mappings tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  57     a file mapping states that you would like the hew to pass output files of a certain type produced by one phase  (referred to as the source phase) to another phase (referred to as the destination phase). such intermediate files  are passed in addition to the project files.    to add a file mapping:  1. click  ? add ?? . the  ? define file mapping ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 3.17).  2.  select the file group, which you want to pass between the phases from the  ? file group ?  drop-down list  box.  3.  select the source phase (i.e. which phase generates the files) from the  ? source phase ?  drop-down list box.  4.  select the destination phase (i.e. which phase takes these files) from the  ? destination phase ?  drop-down  list box.  5. click  ? ok ?  to create the new mapping.    figure 3.17: define file mapping dialog    to modify a file mapping:  1.  select the mapping to be modified.  2. click  ? modify ??  button. the  ? define file mapping ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 3.17).  3.  modify the options as necessary.  4. click  ? ok ?  to commit the changes. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  58     3.6  controlling the build  by default, the hitachi embedded workshop will execute all of the phases in a build and only stop if a fatal error  is encountered. you can change this behavior by setting the controls on the  ? build ?  tab of the  ? options ?  dialog  (figure 3.18).    figure 3.18: options dialog build tab  select  [tools->options ? ]  to invoke the dialog. if you want to stop the build when a certain number of errors  are exceeded then set the  ? stop build if the no. of errors exceed ?  check box and then specify the error count limit  in the edit field to the right. if you want to stop the build when a certain number of warnings are exceeded then  set the  ? stop build if the no. of warnings exceed ?  check box and then specify the warning count limit in the edit  field to the right.  note:  irrespective of what these controls are set to, the build will always halt if a fatal error is encountered.  in addition to specifying error and warning count limits, the  ? build ?  tab also allows you to request that the  command line, environment and initial directory of each execution should be displayed. check the appropriate  check boxes as necessary.  3.7  logging build output  if you would like to write the results of each build to file then invoke the  ? customize ?  dialog by selecting  [tools->customize ? ]  and select the  ? log ?  tab (figure 3.19). set the  ? generate log file ?  check box and then  enter the full path of the log file into the  ? path ?  field or browse to it graphically by clicking the  ? browse ??   button. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  59     figure 3.19: tools customize dialog log tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  60     3.8  changing toolchain version  if two or more versions of the same toolchain are registered in the hew, you can choose a version of the  toolchain on the  ? change toolchain version ?  dialog shown in figure . to invoke the dialog, select  [tools- >change toolchain version ? ] . choose one of the versions from the  ? available versions ?  drop-down list and  click the  ? ok ?  button to enforce your choice.    figure 3.20: change toolchain version dialog  to show information of toolchain components select a tool from the  ? toolchain build phases ?  list on the  ? change toolchain version ?  dialog and click the  ? information ?  button. then a tool information dialog (figure  3.21) will show you the information of the tool. click the  ? close ?  button to close the dialog.    figure 3.21: toolchain information dialog  3.9  using an external debugger  the hitachi embedded workshop can launch an external debugger tool.  if you want to use another debugger  then you must add it to the tools menu (as described in chapter 6,  ? customizing the environment ? . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  61     the  ? debugger ?  tab of the  ? customize ?  dialog (figure 3.22) is where the hitachi debugging interface related  information is configured.  you may wish to use an older version of the debugger if certain targets are not  currently supported in the new environment.  invoke it by selecting  [tools->customize ? ]  and then selecting  the  ? debugger ?  tab.    figure 3.22: customize dialog debugger tab  when an external debugger is used, check  ? use external debugger ?  and then set the following items. firstly, the  location of the hdi executable must be specified. this must be version 4.0 or greater otherwise the behavior is  not guaranteed. the second item of data is the session file. this tells hdi which session to load when it is  launched. finally, the location of the download module is required. this allows the hew to automatically  switch to hdi when the download module changes after a build. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  62     click the  ? launch external debugger ?  toolbar button to invoke hdi with the specified session file:    after a build, if the download module has been updated, the hew will switch back to hdi to enable immediate  debugging. whilst using hdi, double clicking in any source window will switch back to the hew with the  source file open at the line which was double clicked.  3.10  generating a makefile  the hew allows you to generate a makefile, which can be used to build parts of your workspace without hew.   this is particularly useful of you want to send a project to a user who does not have the hew or if you want to  version control an entire build, including the make components.    to generate a makefile:  1.  ensure that the project, which you want to generate a makefile for, is the current project.  2.  ensure that the build configuration that you want to build the project with is the current configuration.  3.   select  [build>generate makefile] .  4.   once this menu has been selected a dialog is displayed which asks the user what parts of the workspace  need to be added to the make file. (see figure 3.23.)  5.   select the radio button which is relevant for your make file and then click ok.    figure 3.23: generate makefile dialog  the hew will create a subdirectory  ? make ?  within the current workspace directory and then generate the  makefile into it. it is named after the selection, with a .mak extension  for example the current project and  configuration(e.g. project_debug.mak). the executable hmake.exe, located in the hew installation directory,  is provided for you to execute the makefiles generated by the hew. it is not intended to execute makefiles,  which have been user modified.    to execute a makefile:  1.  open a command window and change to the  ? make ?  directory where the makefile was generated.  2.  execute hmake. its command line is hmake.exe .    note:  the degree portability of a generated makefile is entirely dependent upon how portable the project itself  is. for example, any compiler options, which include full paths to an output directory or include file  directory, will mean that, when given to another user with a different installation, the build will probably  fail. in general use placeholders wherever possible  ?  using a full, specific path should be avoided when  possible. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  63     4.  using the editor  this chapter describes how to use the editor that is provided with the hitachi embedded workshop.  4.1  the editor window  the editor window (figure 4.1) contains the file windows that are being viewed or edited. only one window is  active at anytime. this window is called the active window (or current window) and its title bar will appear a  different color from that of the others ( ? dbsct.c ?  is the active window in figure 4.1). all text operations such as  typing, pasting text and so forth only affect the active window. to switch to another source file window (i.e. to  make some other window the active window) there are a number of methods:  ?   click on it if it is visible.  ?   press  ctrl+tab  to cycle through the windows one after another.  ?   select the window by name from the  ? window ?  menu.  ?   select its tab at the bottom of the editor window.  when a file has been edited, an asterisk (*) is appended to the window ? s title bar. the asterisk remains there  until the file is saved.  the asterisk is also removed if all of the edited changes are undone in the current window.    figure 4.1: editor window   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  64     4.2  working with multiple files  the file area is where you will work with the files of your project. the editor allows you to have many files open  at one time, to switch between them, to arrange them in different configurations and to edit them in whichever  order you want to. the operations that you can perform upon the windows are typical of most windows ?   applications and they can be found under the  [window]  menu:  ?   [window->cascade]     arrange all open windows so that they overlap, with the top left of each window visible.  ?   [window->tile horizontally]  arrange all open windows in sequence (horizontally) so that they occupy the entire editor window with no  overlapping edges.  ?   [window->tile vertically]  arrange all open windows in sequence (vertically) so that they occupy the entire editor window with no  overlapping edges.  ?   [window->arrange icons]  line up all minimized windows at the bottom of the editor window.  ?   [window->close all]  close all open editor windows.    the files within the editor can be displayed in a  ? notebook ?  style. this means that each file has a separate tab  associated with it to aid in navigating between files.    to show files in notebook:  1. select  [tools->options ? ] . the  ? tools options ?  dialog box will be displayed. select the  ? editor ?  tab.  2. set the  ? show files in notebook ?  check box as appropriate.  3. click  ? ok ?  for the new settings to take effect.    4.2.1  the editor toolbars  the editor has four related toolbars: editor, search, bookmarks and templates. they provide a shortcut to the  functions of the editor, which you will use most often. the following sections describe each buttons function.  4.2.2  editor toolbar buttons   new file   the new file button creates a new source file window with a default name. when you save the file, you can  specify your own filename.    open file   click this button if you want to open a file. it invokes a standard file chooser - select the file which you want to  open and then click  ? open ? .    save file   saves the active source file.    save all files   saves all of the files in the editor. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  65     print file   to print the contents of the current window, click this button.    cut   clicking this button will remove the current text selection and place a copy of it onto the windows ?  clipboard  (it can be pasted back to a file with a paste operation).    copy   this button allows you to copy the current text selection into the windows ?  clipboard.    paste   the paste button copies the contents of the clipboard into the active window at the position of the insertion  cursor.    find   click this button if you want to find a certain text string in the current file. it invokes a find dialog box where  you can specify the search parameters.    find in files   to search several files for a text string then click this button. all find results are displayed in the  ? find in files ?   tab of the  ? output ?  window. for further information, refer to the  ? searching and navigating through files ?   section later in this chapter.    match braces   the match braces button highlights text between braces of type { }, [ ] and ( ). this is particularly useful when  attempting to find out the structure of c/c++ code blocks which are opened with { and closed with }. to use it,  select the open brace to match from, or place the cursor before it, and then click this button. for further  information on brace matching, refer to the  ? brace matching ?  section later in this chapter.   insert template   to insert a pre-defined template at the current cursor position, click this toolbar button. the  ? insert template ?   dialog box will be invoked. select a template name and then click ok. for further information on templates,  refer to the  ? templates ?  section later in this chapter.    toggle bookmark   the hitachi embedded workshop editor provides standard bookmark capabilities. to set a bookmark, select the  line to mark and click this button (a green mark will then appear in the blank on the left side of the editor  window). to remove a bookmark, select the line to remove a bookmark and click this button (the mark in the  blank on the left side of the editor window will disappear). for further information on bookmarks, refer to the  ? bookmarks ?  section later in this chapter. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  66     4.2.3   search toolbar buttons    find in files   to search several files for a text string then click this button. all find results are displayed in the  ? find in files ?   tab of the  ? output ?  window. for further information, refer to the  ? searching and navigating through files ?   section later in this chapter.     find   click this button if you want to find a certain text string in the current file. it invokes a find dialog box where  you can specify the search parameters.   find next   finds the next occurrence of the current search string.   find previous   finds the previous occurrence of the current search string.  4.2.4  bookmarks toolbar buttons   toggle bookmarks   sets a bookmark at the current line or clears a bookmark at the current line.   next bookmark   jumps to the next bookmark in the current file from the current line.   previous bookmark   jumps to the previous bookmark in the current file from the current line.    clear all bookmarks   clears all bookmarks in the current file.  4.2.5  templates toolbar buttons   define template   specify template text for subsequent insertion.   insert template   insert the template selected in the drop-down list at the current cursor position.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  67     4.3 standard file operations  4.3.1  creating a new file    to create a new editing window:  select  [file->new]  or click the new file toolbar button ( ) or press  ctrl+n .    the window will be given an arbitrary name by default. you can provide a new name when you save the file.  4.3.2  saving a file    to save the contents of an editing window:  1.  ensure that the window, whose contents you want to save, is the active window.  2. select  [file->save]  or click the save file toolbar button ( ) or press  ctrl+s .  3.  if the file has not been saved before, a file save dialog box will be displayed. enter a filename, specify a  directory and then click ok to create the file with the name given, in the directory specified.  4.  if the file has been saved before, then the file will be updated (no dialog box will be displayed).    to save the contents of an editing window under a new name:  1.  ensure that the window, whose contents you want to save, is the active window.  2. select  [file->save as...] .  3.  a file save dialog box will be displayed. enter a filename, specify a directory and then click ok to create  the file with the name given, in the directory specified.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  68     4.3.3  saving all files    to save the contents of every open editor window:  1. select  [file->save all]  or click the save all files toolbar button ( ).  2.  if any of the files has not been saved before, a file save dialog box will be displayed. enter a filename,  specify a directory and then click ok to create the file with the name given, in the directory specified.  3.  if any of the files have been saved before, then the file will be updated (no dialog box will be displayed).    4.3.4  opening a file    to open a file:  1. select  [file->open...]  or click the open file toolbar button ( ) or press  ctrl+o .  2.  an open file dialog box will be displayed. use the directory browser (on the right) to navigate to the  directory in which the file you want to open is located. use the   ? files of type ?  combo box to select the  type of file you want to open (or set it to  ? all files (*.*) ?  to see every file in a directory).  3.  once you have located the file select it and click  ? open ? .    the hitachi embedded workshop keeps track of the last five files that you have opened and adds them to the file  menu under the  ? recent files ?  sub-menu. this gives you a shortcut to opening files which you have used  recently.    to open a recently used file:  select the  [file->recent files]  menu option and from this sub-menu select the desired file.    you can also open a file via the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window. either double click the file you want  to open or select it, click the right mouse button (to invoke a pop-up menu) and then choose the  [open   ]  menu option (where  is the name of the file selected). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  69     4.3.5 closing files    to close individual files select one of the following methods:  ?   double click on the editor window ? s system menu (located at the top left of each window when not  maximized).  ?   click on the editor window ? s system menu (located at the top left of each window when not maximized)  and select the  ? close ?  menu option.  ?   ensure that the window that you want to close is the active window and then press  ctrl+f4 .  ?   ensure that the window that you want to close is the active window and then select   [file->close] .  ?   click on the close button (located at the top right of each window when not maximized).    to close all windows at once:  select  [window->close all] . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  70     4.4  editing a file  the hitachi embedded workshop editor supports standard editing functionality. this is available through the  usual methods (i.e. the menu, toolbar and keyboard shortcuts) and is additionally supported via a pop-up menu  (or local menu) that is local to each editor window. to invoke it, place the pointer in an open window and click  the right mouse button. table 4.1 outlines the basic operations that are provided by the editor.  table 4.1  basic editing operations  operation effect  action  cut  removes highlighted text and places it on the  windows? clipboard  click the cut toolbar button  select  [edit->cut]   select  [cut]  - local menu  press  ctrl+x   copy  places a copy of the highlighted text into the  windows? clipboard   click the copy toolbar button  select  [edit->copy]   select  [copy]  - local menu  press  ctrl+c   paste  copies the contents of the windows?  clipboard into the active window at the  position of the insertion cursor   click the paste toolbar button  select  [edit->paste]   select  [paste]  - local menu  press  ctrl+v   delete  removes highlighted text (it is not copied to  the windows? clipboard)  select  [edit->clear]   select  [clear]  - local menu  press  delete   select all  selects (i.e. highlights) the entire contents of  the active window  select  [edit->select all]   select  [select all]  - local menu  undo  reverses the last editing operation  select  [edit->undo]   select  [undo]  - local menu  press  ctrl+z   redo  repeats the last ?undone? editing operation  select  [edit->redo]   select  [redo]  - local menu  press  ctrl+y    

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  71     4.5  searching and navigating through files  the hitachi embedded workshop editor provides find, replace and file navigation functionality. the following  three sections detail how to use these features.  4.5.1 finding text    to search for text in the current file:  1.  ensure that the window, whose contents you want to search, is the active window.  2.  position the insertion cursor at the point from which you want to start your search.  3. select  [edit->find...] , press  ctrl+f , select  [find...]  from the editor window ? s local menu or click the  find toolbar button ( ). the  ? find ?  dialog box will be displayed (figure 4.2).    figure 4.2: find dialog  4.  enter the text that you want to search for into the  ? find what ?  field, or select a previous search string  from the drop-down list box. if you select text before invoking the find operation, the selected text will be  automatically placed into the  ? find what ?  field.  5.  if you would like to search for character string as a whole word then check the  ? match whole word only ?   check box. when this option is not selected, the search will be for any string that is matched by the search  string.  6.  if you would like your search to be case sensitive (i.e. to distinguish between upper and lower case  letters) then check the  ? match case ?  check box.  7.   if your search string uses regular expressions then check the  ? regular expressions ?  check box. refer to  appendix b,  ? regular expressions ?  for further information.  8.   the  ? direction ?  radio buttons allow you to select the direction of the search. selecting  ? down ?  means  that the search will be performed from the insertion cursor towards the bottom of the file. selecting  ? up ?   means that the search will be performed from the insertion cursor towards the top of the file.  9.   click the  ? find next ?  button to begin the search. click  ? cancel ?  to stop the find action.    the hitachi embedded workshop editor also allows you to search for a string across many files. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  72     4.5.2  finding text in multiple files    to search for text in many files:  1. select  [edit->find in files...] , select  [find in files...]  from the editor window ? s local menu or click the  find in files toolbar button ( ). the  ? find in files ?  dialog box will be displayed (figure 4.3).    figure 4.3: find in files dialog  2.  enter the text that you want to search for into the  ? find ?  field, or select a previous search string from the  drop-down list box. if you select text before invoking the find operation, the selected text will be  automatically placed into the  ? find ?  field.  3.  enter the file extensions of the files you would like to search into the  ? in files/types ?  field. if several  extensions are specified be sure to separate them with a comma (e.g. *.c,*.h).  4.  enter the directory in which you would like to search files into the  ? directory ?  field. alternatively you  may browse to the desired directory graphically if you click the  ? browse ??  button.  5.   if you would like to search the directory specified and all directories below it then check the  ? search sub  directories ?  check box. if you just want to search the single directory specified in the  ? directory ?  field  then ensure that this check box is not checked.  6.   if you would like to search for character string as a whole word then check the  ? match case ?  check box.  when this option is not selected, the search will be for any string that is matched by the search string.  7.   if you would like your search to be case sensitive (i.e. to distinguish between upper and lower case  letters) then check the  ? match case ?  check box.  8.   click  ? find ?  to begin the search. any matches found will be displayed in the  ? find in files ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window. to jump to an instance of the string, double click on the desired entry in the  ? output ?   window.    4.5.3  replacing text   replacing text is similar to finding text, as discussed in the previous section. the difference is that when the text  is found you have the option to replace it with other text.    to replace text in a file:  1.  ensure that the window, whose contents you want to replace, is the active window.  2.  position the insertion cursor at the point from which you want to start your search.   3. select  [edit->replace...] , press  ctrl+h  or select  [replace...]  from the editor window ? s local menu. a  replace dialog box will be displayed (figure 4.4).  4.  enter the text that you want to search for into the  ? find what ?  field, or select a previous search string  from the drop-down list box. if you select text before invoking the replace operation, the selected text will  be automatically placed into the  ? find what ?  field. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  73     5.  enter the text that you want to replace the search string with into the  ? replace with ?  field, or select a  previous replace string from the drop-down list box.    figure 4.4: replace dialog  6.  if you would like to search for character string as a whole word then check the  ? match whole word only ?   check box. when this option is not selected, the search will be for any string that is matched by the search  string.  7.  if you would like your search to be case sensitive (i.e. to distinguish between upper and lower case  letters) then check the  ? match case ?  check box.  8.  if your search string uses regular expressions then check the  ? regular expressions ?  check box. refer to  appendix b,  ? regular expressions ?  for further information.  9.   if you clicked  ? find next ? , the editor will search for the first occurrence of the search string. click  ? replace ?  if you want to replace it. click  ? replace all ?  to replace all occurrences or click  ? cancel ?  to  stop the replace action. if you select  ? selection ?  in  ? replace in ? , selected range of the text is replaced. if  you select  ? whole file ? , the whole files are replaced.  if you select all open files, all files that are  currently open in the editor have the replace operation carried out on them.    4.5.4  jumping to a specified line    to jump to a line in a file:  1.  ensure that the window, whose contents you want to replace, is the active window.  2. select  [edit->goto line...] , press  ctrl+g . or select  [goto line...]  from the editor window ? s local  menu. a goto line dialog box will be displayed (figure 4.5).  3.  enter into the dialog box the number of the line that you want to go to, and then click  ? ok ? .  4.  the insertion cursor will be placed at the start of the line number specified.      figure 4.5: goto dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  74     4.6 bookmarks  when working with many large files at a time, it can become difficult to locate specific lines or areas of interest.  bookmarks enable you to specify lines that you want to jump back to at a subsequent time. one example of its  use is in a large c file where you may want to set a bookmark on each function definition. once a bookmark has  been set, it exists until it is removed or the file is closed.    to set a bookmark:  1.  place the insertion cursor on the line to mark.  2. select  [edit->bookmarks->toggle bookmark] , press  ctrl+f2 , select  [bookmarks  ->toggle bookmark]  from the local menu or click the toggle bookmark toolbar button ( ).  3.  a green mark appears in the blank on the left side of the line to indicate the presence of an active  bookmark.    to remove a bookmark:  1.  place the insertion cursor on the marked line.  2. select  [edit->bookmarks->toggle bookmark] , press  ctrl+f2 , select  [bookmarks  ->toggle bookmark]  from the local menu or click the toggle bookmark toolbar button ( ).  3.  the mark will be removed and the line will return to normal text. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  75     to jump to the next bookmark in a file:  1.  ensure that the insertion cursor is somewhere within the file to be searched.  2. select  [edit->bookmarks->next bookmark] , press  f2  or select  [bookmarks->next bookmark]  from  the local menu or click the next bookmark toolbar button ( ).    to jump to the previous bookmark in a file:  1.  ensure that the insertion cursor is somewhere within the file to be searched.  2. select  [edit->bookmarks->previous bookmark] , press  shift+f2  or select  [bookmarks->previous  bookmark]  from the local menu or click the previous bookmark toolbar button ( ).    to remove all bookmarks in a file:  1.  ensure that the window, whose bookmarks you want to remove is the active window.  2. select  [edit->bookmarks->clear all bookmarks]  or select  [bookmarks->clear all bookmarks]   from the local menu or click the clear all bookmarks toolbar button ( ).    4.7  printing a file    to print a file:  1.  ensure that the window, whose contents you want to print, is the active window.  2. select  [file->print...] , or click the print toolbar button ( ) or press  ctrl+p .   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  76     4.8  configuring text layout  the following sections detail how to set-up the layout of the text within the editor windows.  4.8.1  page set-up   when you print a file from the hitachi embedded workshop editor, the settings in the print dialog box affect the  way in which the file is printed (e.g. double or single sided). control over how the text is formatted on the page  can also be controlled via the page set-up option. this allows you to specify the margins (top, bottom, left and  right) of your printouts. it is often necessary to set this because some printers cannot print to the edges of an a4  page. furthermore, some users have their own layout requirements (e.g. a large left hand margin so that code can  be placed in an a4 binder).    to set-up the page margins:  1. select  [file->page setup...] . the  ? page setup ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 4.6).  2.   enter into the edit fields the margins required (set the  ? inch ?  or  ? mm ?  radio buttons to set the  measurements).  3.   click  ? ok ?  for the new settings to take effect.      figure 4.6: page setup dialog      to set-up the page header and footers:  1.   select  [file->page setup...] . the  ? page setup ?  dialog will be invoked (figure 4.6).  2.   enter into the header and footer edit fields the text required to be displayed.  all normal placeholders are  available along with page numbering, text justification and date fields.  these are all expanded before  the page is to be printed.  3.   click  ? ok ?  for the new settings to take effect. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  77     4.8.2 changing tabs    to change tab size:  1. select  [tools->options...] . the  ? options ?  dialog will be displayed. select the  ? editor ?  tab (figure 4.7)).  2.  enter into the  ? tab size ?  field the number of desired tabs.  3. click  ? ok ?  for the tab setting specified to take effect.     figure 4.7: options dialog editor tab  when a  tab  key is pressed in the editor a tab character is usually stored in the file. however, sometimes it is  preferable to store spaces instead. the representation of tab characters can be controlled via the  ? options ?  dialog.    to use spaces as tabs:  1. select  [tools->options...] . the  ? options ?  dialog will be displayed. select the  ? editor ?  tab (figure 4.7).  2. set the  ? use spaces as tabs ?  check box as appropriate.  3. click  ? ok ?  for the tab setting specified to take effect.     4.8.3 auto indentation  when you press return in a standard editor the insertion cursor will move to the next line down, at the first  column (i.e. against the left hand side of a window). auto indentation is a feature which, when return is pressed,  places the insertion cursor on the next line (as before) but under the first non-white space character of the  previous line. this enables you to type neat c/c++ or assembler code faster as you don ? t have to type leading  spaces or tabs yourself.  figure 4.8 illustrates two examples. the first (i) shows the effect of pressing return when the auto indentation  feature is disabled - the insertion cursor returns to the left-hand side of the window on the next line. when the 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  78     line  ? int z=20 ?  is typed, it is not aligned with the previous two lines. the second example (ii) shows the effect of  pressing return when auto indentation is enabled - the insertion cursor drops underneath the  ? i ?  of the previous  line. now, when the line  ? int z=20 ?  is typed, it is automatically aligned (i.e. automatically indented).  void myfunction(void) {           int x=5;           int y=10; int z=20; void myfunction(void) {           int x=5;           int y=10;           int z=20; i) auto indentation disabled ii) auto indentation enabled   figure 4.8: effect of auto indentation    to enable/disable auto indentation:  1. select  [tools->options...] . the  ? options ?  dialog will be displayed. select the  ? editor ?  tab (figure 4.7).  2. set the  ? enable auto indentation ?  check box accordingly.  3. click  ? ok ?  for the setting of the auto indentation check box to take effect.    

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  79     4.9  splitting a window  the hitachi embedded workshop editor allows you to split a text window into two. figure 4.9 shows the split  bar button which is located just underneath the maximize button at the top right hand corner of any text window.    figure 4.9: split bar button    to split a window:  double click on the split bar button to split the window in half or click on the split bar button, keep the button  pressed, move the mouse down and then release the mouse button at the point you want to split the window.    to adjust the position of the split bar:  click on the split bar itself, keep the button pressed then move the bar to the new position and then release  the button.    to remove the split bar:  double click on the split bar or move the split bar to the top or bottom of the window.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  80     4.10  configuring text   the following sections detail how to change the appearance of the text displayed in the editor windows.  4.10.1  changing the editor font  the hitachi embedded workshop allows you to specify the font to be used in its internal editor. all editor  windows, regardless of the file type, use the same font.    to change the editor font:  1. select  [tools->format views...] . the  ? format views ?  dialog will be displayed. select the source icon  in the tree (figure 4.10).  2.  select the desired font from the  ? font ?  list.  3.  select the size of the font from the  ? size ?  list.  4. click  ? ok ?  to confirm the new editor settings.      figure 4.10: format views dialog font tab  4.11 syntax coloring  to enhance code readability, the hew editor can display specific strings (i.e. keywords) in different colors. for  instance, c source code comments could be shown in green and c types (e.g. int) could be shown in blue.  the coloring method used can be specified on a file group by file group basis. for example, you can define  different color schemes for a c source files, text files, map files or even your own files.    to change existing colors:  1.   select  [tools->format views...] . the  ? format views ?  dialog will be displayed.   2.   select the item underneath the icon in the tree you wish to modify the colour for.  this should be the file  type (e.g. c source file) and correct keyword group (e.g. identifier or pre-processor). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  81     3.   select the  ? colour ?  tab.  4.   modify the  ? foreground ?  and  ? background ?  color lists as desired. the color  ? system ?  refers to the  current window foreground and background settings in control panel.  5.   click  ? ok ?  for the new colors to take effect.       to create new keyword groups:  1.   select  [tools->format views...] . the  ? format views ?  dialog will be displayed.  2.   select the file type in the tree to which you wish to add the new keyword group.  3. click  ? add ??  underneath the tree. the  ? add category ?  dialog box will be displayed (figure 4.11). enter  the name of the keyword group in the  ? category title ?  field, then click  ? ok ?  to create the new keyword  group.      figure 4.11: add category dialog    to create new keywords:  1.   select  [tools->format views...] . the  ? format views ?  dialog will be displayed.  2.   select the item underneath the source view icon in the tree you wish to modify the syntax highlighting  for.  this should be the file type (e.g. c source file) and correct keyword group (e.g. identifier or pre- processor).  3. select the  ? keywords ?  tab (figure 4.12).    figure 4.12: format views dialog keywords tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  82     4. click the  ? add ??  button to add a keyword. then the  ? add keyword ?  dialog (figure 4.13) will be  launched. specify a keyword in the  ? keyword ?  field and click  ? ok ?  to close the dialog. to remove a  keyword, select the keyword and click the  ? remove ?  button.    figure 4.13: add keyword dialog  when you create a new file, syntax coloring will not be active as a new file does not initially have an extension  (new files are named arbitrarily by the editor without an extension). in order to activate syntax coloring, you  must save the new file with a name, which has one of the above extensions.    to disable/enable syntax coloring:  1. select  [tools->options...] . the  ? options ?  dialog will be displayed. select the  ? editor ?  tab (figure 4.7).  2. set the  ? enable syntax coloring ?  check box as necessary and then click  ? ok ? . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  83     4.12 templates  when developing software it is often necessary to enter the same text repeatedly, for instance, when typing a  function definition, for loop or a comment block for a function. the hitachi embedded workshop editor allows  you to specify a block of text (or template) which can be inserted into the currently active editor window. thus,  once a template has been defined, it can be automatically inserted without the need to re-enter it manually.  4.12.1  defining a template    to define a template:  1.   select  [edit->templates->define templates...] , select  [templates->define templates...]  from the  local menu, press  ctrl+t  or click on the define template toolbar button ( ). the dialog shown in  figure 4.14 will be displayed.  2.   click  ? add ? .  a dialog is displayed that asks you to enter your chosen template name.  this name must  be unique otherwise a duplicated template name message will be displayed and the template will not be  added.  3.   if you want to modify an existing template use the  ? template name ?  drop down menu to select which  template you want to modify.  4.   enter the desired text into the  ? template text ?  text area. you can copy text from another editor window  and then paste it into this dialog using  ctrl+v .  5.   enter the following keywords to insert special information when the template is inserted:     menu entry  placeholder  replaced with  time $(time) current time  date as dmy  $(date_dmy)  current date, in dd/mm/yy form  date as mdy  $(date_mdy)  current date, in mm/dd/yy form  date as ymd  $(date_ymd)  current date, in yy/mm/dd form  date as text  $(date_text)  current date in text form  line  $(line)  first line number of template insertion  user  $(user)  current windows user  file  $(fullfile)  name of the file  filename  $(file)  name and full path of the file  project name  $(projname)  current project name  workspace name  $(workspname)  workspace name  cursor position  $(^)  insertion  cursor  ?  positions the cursor  in this position after template has been  inserted    6.  enter the $(^) character to specify where the insertion cursor is to be placed after the template has been  inserted. if this is not specified then the insertion cursor will be placed after the last character in the  template (as in a normal paste operation).   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  84     figure 4.14: define template dialog  4.12.2  deleting a template    to delete a template:  1. select  [edit->templates->define templates...] , select  [templates->define templates...]  from the  local menu, press  ctrl+t  or click on the define template bookmark toolbar button ( ). the dialog  shown in figure 4.14 will be displayed.  2.  use the template name drop down list to select the name of the template you wish to remove and then  click the  ? remove ?  button.  3. clicking  ? ok ?  saves the template changes and dismisses the dialog.  4.12.3  inserting a template    to insert a template:  1.  select a template in the toolbar, then click the insert template toolbar button ( ), select  [edit->  templates->insert template...]  or select  [templates-> insert template...]  from the local menu. the  dialog is dismissed and the chosen template is added to the current editor window.    4.12.4 brace matching.  complicated source code can often become unwieldy, especially when blocks of c code are deeply nested within  each other or when complex logic statements are expressed within an  ? if ?  clause. to help in such situations, the  hitachi embedded workshop editor provides a match brace feature which highlights text between braces of type  { }, ( ) and [ ].    to find a matching brace:  1.  either highlight the open brace to match from or place the cursor before it.  2.  click the match braces toolbar button ( ), press  ctrl+b , select  [edit->match braces]  or select  [match braces]  from the local menu.    to check the structure of an entire file, place the cursor at its start and then repeatedly invoke the match brace  operation. the editor will successively highlight each pair of braces in turn until there are no more to match. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  85     4.13 editor column management  the editor in hew has the ability to manage columns apart from the main editor column.  these can be added  and used by debugger feature. you can choose the column to display/undisplay.        figure 4.15: editor columns    to switch off a column in all source files:  1.   right click on the editor window.  2.   click the  ? define column format ??  menu item.  3.   the  ? global editor column states ?  dialog is displayed.  4.   the  ? check status ?  shows whether the column is enabled or not.  if it is checked it is enabled if the  check box is gray this means that in some files the column is enabled and in other files it is not.  5.   click  ? ok ?  for the new column settings to take effect.      to switch off a column in one source files:  1.   right click on the editor window, which you wish to remove a column from, and the editor pop-up is  displayed.  2.   click the columns menu item and a cascaded menu item appears.  each column is displayed in this pop- up menu.  if the column is enabled it has a tick next to its name.  clicking the entry will toggle whether  the column is displayed or not. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  86     figure 4.16: global column state dialog  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  87     5. tools administration  you control the components, which can be used by the hitachi embedded workshop via the  ? tools  administration ?  dialog (figure 5.1), which is invoked via  [tools->administration ? ] . modification of the  ? tools administration ?  dialog box is only possible when no workspace is open, while only reference is possible  when a workspace is open.    figure 5.1: tools administration dialog (example)  there are five standard types of component:  ?   toolchain  - a set of build phases (e.g. compiler, assembler, and linker). these components provide the build  capability.  ?   system tool  - an application (.exe) which can be launched from the  ? tools ?  menu. they are often provided  as extra applications, which support the toolchain (e.g. an external debugger like the hitachi debugging  interface (hdi) or an interactive graphical librarian).  ?   utility phase  - a  ? ready made ?  build phase which supports some specific build functionality (e.g. analyze  complexity of source code, count lines of source code, etc.). these components provide added functionality  to the build that is not toolchain specific.  ?   debugger component   ?  a component that supports some specific debugger functionality (e.g. target  platform, object reader, etc).    ?   extension component   ?  a component that provides key functionality in a certain area of the hew system.   these components cannot be unregistered when installed (e.g. the hew builder, debugger and flash  support).   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  88     5.1 tool locations  the hew maintains the locations of hew compatible components automatically as each new tool is installed.  after installation, the hew stores information about the component (including its location)  ?  this is referred to  as  registration . although initial registration is automatic, during the course of development or if you want to  manage the tools being used in your projects more effectively, you may need to register components yourself.  the remainder of this chapter discusses registration and how it affects you.  5.2  hew registration files (*.hrf)  when a hew compatible component (i.e. toolchain, system tool or utility phase) is installed, part of its  installation will include a file with the extension  .hrf  (figure 5.2.i). this file, named a  ? hew registration file ? ,  describes the component to the hew. the process of registration refers to loading a component ? s .hrf file into  the tools administration dialog (figure 5.2.ii).  c:\ mytool mytool.hrf bin etc help c:\ mytool mytool.hrf bin etc help hew i.  install ii.  register   figure 5.2: hrf file location and registration  in order to use a component with hew it must first be registered. the  ? tools administration ?  dialog (figure 5.1)  shows all currently registered components. to access it, ensure no workspaces are open and then select  [tools  ->administration ? ] .  if you attempt to access tools administration when there is a workspace open the tools  administration dialog is opened but cannot be modified.  when hew is installed by default any new tools are  automatically registered.  hew stores tool information in a tool database file.  by default this is created in the hew application directory,  however if you are working in a network environment this directory may be set to another location.  it is possible  to change the tool directory location.      to change the tools location:  1.   select  [tools->administration ? ].  2.   click the  ? modify ?  button for the  ? current hew tools database location ?  field.  3.   select the directory under which the new tool is located, then click  ? ok ? .  4.   this will switch the directory and change the tool location to the new directory.  it will be necessary to  scan for any new tools that may be in this location this is achieved by using the scan disk or register tool  functionality. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  89     5.3 registering components  the hew will automatically attempt to register any new components installed since the last time it was invoked.  however, in some circumstances you may need to register components yourself.  5.3.1  searching drives for components  in some cases it is useful to search a drive for hew compatible components. this is especially useful if the  hew installation was deleted or corrupted as it can recreate your tool information instantly.    to search for components:  1. click the  ? search disk ??  button on the  ? tools administration ?  dialog (figure 5.1). the  ? search disk for  components ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 5.3).    figure 5.3: search disk for components dialog  2.  enter the directory in which you would like to search into the top field or browse to it graphically by  clicking the  ? browse ??  button.  3. check the  ? include subfolders ?  check box if you would like to search the directory specified and all  directories below it.  4. click the  ? start ?  button to begin the search. during the search, the  ? start ?  button will change to a  ? stop ?   button. click the  ? stop ?  button to halt the search at any time.  5.  the results of the search are shown in the  ? located components ?  list. select a component and click  ? register ?  to register an individual component or click  ? register all ?  to register all located components.  6. click  ? close ?  to exit the dialog.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  90     5.3.2  registering a single component  the hew allows you to navigate directly to a single component in order to register it. the hew registration  file (*.hrf) is located in the root directory of a component ? s installation.    to register a component:  1. click the  ? register ??  button on the  ? tools administration ?  dialog. a standard file open dialog will be  launched with its file filter set to  ? hew registration files (*.hrf) ? .  2.  navigate to the .hrf file of the component you would like to register, select it and then click  ? select ? .  3.  a dialog will be invoked which displays information regarding the selected tool. click  ? register ?  to  confirm that you want to register the tool or click  ? close ?  to abort the operation.    5.4 unregistering components  the components, which are registered with the hew, affect the way in which it behaves. for example, every  compatible system tool, which is registered, will be added to the tools menu when a new project is created.  sometimes this may not be desirable. if so, open the  ? tools administration ?  dialog, select the component from  the  ? registered components ?  list and then click the  ? unregister ?  button. a dialog will be invoked which asks  you to confirm this action. click  ? yes ?  to confirm the action.  note:  unregistering a component does not remove its installation from hard disk. it simply removes the  information, which the hew was storing about that component (i.e. it  ? disconnects ?  it from the hew).  the action can be easily reversed at anytime by registering the tool (see above). if you want to remove a  component from the hard disk (i.e. uninstall a component) then refer to the section  ? uninstalling  components ?  later in this chapter. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  91     5.5  viewing and editing component properties   to view information regarding a component, select it from the  ? registered components ?  list and then click the  ? properties ?  button. the properties dialog will be displayed with the  ? general ?  tab selected (figure 5.4). this tab  displays the name, version and location of the selected component. none of the information on this tab is  editable.    figure 5.4: properties dialog general tab  select the  ? information ?  tab to view any information about the component (figure 5.5). this may include  copyright information, enhancements, bug fixes, user notes and so on.    figure 5.5: properties dialog information tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  92     select the  ? environment ?  tab, if it exists, to view and edit a component ? s environment settings (figure 5.6). this  dialog is most commonly used to modify the environment of a toolchain.    figure 5.6: properties dialog environment tab  to add a new environment variable, click the  ? add ??  button (the dialog shown in figure 5.7 will be invoked).  enter the variable name into the  ? variable ?  field, the variable ? s value into the  ? value ?  field and then click  ? ok ?   to add the new variable to the  ? environment ?  tab. placeholder pop-up menus are included to ensure that the  environment can be specified as flexibly as possible. for a detailed description of placeholders see appendix c,  ? placeholders ? .  to modify an environment variable, select the variable that you want to modify from the  ? environment ?  tab and  then click the  ? modify ??  button. make the required changes to the  ? variable ?  and  ? value ?  fields, and then  click  ? ok ?  to add the modified variable to the  ? environment ?  tab. to remove an environment variable, select it  and then click the  ? remove ?  button.    figure 5.7: environment variable dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  93     5.6  uninstalling components   the hew provides a built in uninstaller method, which can remove unregistered components.      to uninstall a component:  1.   select  [tools->administration ? ] .   2.   click on the uninstaller button.  the  ? uninstall hew tool ?  dialog is invoked (figure 5.8).    figure 5.8: uninstall hew tool  3.  enter the directory in which you would like to search into the top field or browse to it graphically by  clicking the  ? browse ??  button.  4. check the  ? include subfolders ?  check box if you would like to search the directory specified and all  directories below it.  5. click the  ? start ?  button to begin the search. during the search, the  ? start ?  button will change to a  ? stop ?   button. click the  ? stop ?  button to halt the search at any time.  6.  the results of the search are shown in the  ? located tools which can be uninstalled ?  list. select a  component and click  ? uninstall ?  to uninstall a component.  7. click  ? exit ?  to exit the dialog.    a component may only be uninstalled if it is not currently registered with the hew. if you attempt to uninstall a  tool, which is registered, then the dialog shown in figure 5.9 will be displayed. in such a case, you must return to  the  ? tools administration ?  dialog via  [tools->administration ? ] , unregister the tool and then invoke the tool  uninstaller again. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  94     figure 5.9: unable to uninstall tool  if a tool is not registered with the hew then the dialog shown in figure 5.10 will be displayed when the  ? unregister ?  button is clicked. this confirmation dialog displays all of the files and folders that will be deleted.  if you are certain that these files and folders can be deleted then click the  ? yes ?  button. to abort the uninstall  click the  ? no ?  or  ? cancel ?  buttons.    figure 5.10: confirmation dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  95     5.7  technical support issues   the  ? tools administration ?  dialog is also capable of displaying information regarding  ? hidden ?  system  components. these are part of the hew itself that cannot be unregistered/registered manually. if you check the  ? show all components ?  check box on the tools administration dialog, extra component folders are displayed (see  figure 5.11).    figure 5.11: all components shown  when seeking technical support, you may be asked to give details about some or all of these components. to do  so, open the respective folder, select a component and click the  ? properties ?  button. the properties dialog that  will be invoked behaves in the same way as discussed previously in this chapter, with the exception that there is  no  ? environment ?  tab.  the hew also has a feature, which outputs tool information regarding the registered components to a file.  this  allows you to retrieve information on the entire hew system.  this information can then be sent to your  technical support contact if you are experiencing problems with the hew.    to output tool information:  1.   click the  [tools->administration]  menu item.  2.   click the  ? tool information ??  button.  a standard windows file save dialog is displayed.  3.   choose the file location and click ok.  4.   a file is created in the chosen location with the current registered tool setup of the hew 2.1.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  96     5.8  custom project types  the  [project->create project type ? ]  menu item in hew allows you to create a template for your project.   this menu item takes the settings of the current project and then creates a project type for you.  the user can  specify the name of the new type and style of the project generation wizard.  once created these project types  appear in the  ? tools administration ?  dialog and are initially hidden in the system components part of the tools  administration tree.  to export one of the custom project generators select the  ? export ?  button on the  ? tools  administration ?  dialog.  the execution environments of the custom project generators are packaged on the  execution file that can be installed.  when this file is executed on the target user ? s machine, the custom project  generator is installed.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  97     6.  customizing the environment  6.1  customizing the toolbar  the hitachi embedded workshop provides 2 standard toolbars as detailed in chapter 1,  ? overview ? . in addition  to these, you may also construct your own toolbars via the  ? customize ?  dialog (figure 6.1).    figure 6.1: customize dialog toolbars tab    to create a new toolbar:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed.  2. click the  ? new... ?  button. the dialog shown in figure 6.2 will be displayed.  3.  enter the name of the new toolbar into the  ? toolbar name ?  field.  4. click  ? ok ?  to create the new toolbar.      figure 6.2: new toolbar dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  98     when a new toolbar is created it will appear undocked (i.e.  ? floating ? ) and empty.    to add buttons to a toolbar:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed. select the  ? commands ?   tab (see figure 6.3).  2.  browse the available buttons by selecting the button categories from the  ? categories ?  list. select a button  from the  ? buttons ?  area to display information on its operation.  3.  click and drag a button from the dialog onto the toolbar.    figure 6.3: customize dialog commands tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  99     to remove buttons from a toolbar:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed. select the  ? commands ?   tab (see figure 6.3).  2.  click and drag a button from the toolbar onto the  ? buttons ?  area.    to remove a user defined toolbar:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed.  2.  select the user-defined toolbar from the  ? toolbars ?  list, and the  ? reset ?  button in figure 6.1 changes to  the  ? delete ?  button. then click the  ? delete ?  button.    to reset a standard toolbar back to its original state:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed.  2.  select the standard toolbar from the  ? toolbars ?  list and then click the  ? reset ?  button.    to show or hide toolbar tooltips:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed.  2. set the  ? show tooltips ?  check box as desired.    to modify the toolbar name of a toolbar created by a user:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed.  2. in the  ? toolbars ?  list, select a toolbar, which has been created by a user and whose name you, want to  modify.  3.  modify the name of the toolbar in the  ? toolbar name ?  filed. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  100     6.2  customizing the tools menu  the  ? tools ?  menu can be customized to include your own menu options.    to add a new menu option:  1.   select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed.  select the  ? menu ?  tab  (see figure 6.4).  the first thing for you to decide is whether you are adding a global application wide  tool ( ? application wide tools: ? ), which will be available to all of your workspaces.  or whether you wish  to add a workspace wide tool ( ? workspace wide tool: ? ), which is only valid for the current workspace.   once you have made the choice choose the relevant section of the dialog.    figure 6.4: customize dialog menu tab  2. click the  ? add ??  button (the dialog shown in figure 6.5 will be invoked). if you would like to add an  existing system tool to the menu then select the  ? select from existing system tools ?  radio button, choose  the tool from the drop-down list and then click  ? ok ? . alternatively, if you would like to add a tool of  your own then follow the remaining steps.  3.  enter the name of the tool into the  ? name ?  field.  4.  enter the command, excluding arguments, into the  ? command ?  field.  5.  enter any arguments that you would like to pass to the command into the  ? arguments ?  field.  6.  enter an initial directory in which you would like the tool to run, into the  ? initial directory ?  field.  7. click  ? ok ?  to add the menu option to the  ? tools ?  menu.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  101     figure 6.5: add tool dialog  new menu options are added to the bottom of the list (i.e. bottom of the tools menu) by default. the order of  menu options in the  ? tools ?  menu can also be modified.    to modify a menu option:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed. select the  ? menu ?  tab  (see figure 6.4).  2.  select the menu option that you would like to modify and then click the  ? modify ??  button.  3.  make the desired changes on the  ? modify tool ?  dialog (figure 6.6) and then click  ? ok ? .    figure 6.6: modify tool dialog    to remove a menu option:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed. select the  ? menu ?  tab  (see figure 6.4).  2.  select the menu option that you would like to remove and then click the  ? remove ?  button.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  102     6.3  configuring the help system  the hitachi embedded workshop provides context sensitive help within the editor window. in other words, if  you select some text in the editor window and then press  f1 , the hitachi embedded workshop will attempt to  locate help on that selected item. the help files, which will be searched, are listed in the  ? help ?  tab of the  ? customize ?  dialog.    to add a new help file:  1. select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed. select the  ? help ?  tab  (see figure 6.7).    figure 6.7: customize dialog help tab  2. click the  ? add ??  button. the  ? add help file ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 6.8).  3.  enter a description of the help file into the  ? title ?  field.  4.  enter the full path of the help file into the  ? path ?  field (or browse to it graphically by clicking on the  ? browse ??  button).  5. click  ? ok ?  to define the new help file.      figure 6.8: add help file dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  103     to make a help file the default choice, select it from the  ? default help file ?  drop-down list or set it to  ? (none) ?  if  you would like to be prompted for a help file when  f1  is pressed.  6.4 specifying workspace options  the hitachi embedded workshop allows you to control several aspects of a workspace via the  ? options ?  dialog  (figure 6.9). to invoke it select  [tools->options ? ] , and select the  ? workspace ?  tab.    figure 6.9: options dialog workspace tab  the following sections explain the options available on this tab.  6.4.1  open last workspace at start-up  set this check box if you would like the hitachi embedded workshop to automatically open the last workspace  you opened when it is launched.  6.4.2  restore the files on opening workspace  when you close a workspace, the hew stores, which files were open. when you open a workspace, the hew  can restore (i.e. open) the same files so that you can continue your session in exactly the same state as when you  left it. if you would like the files associated with a workspace to be opened when you open a workspace then set  this check box. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  104     6.4.3  display workspace information dialog on opening workspace  when many workspaces are being used, it is sometimes difficult to remember exactly what was contained within  each workspace. to help resolve this, the hitachi embedded workshop allows you to enter a textual description  of each workspace.    to enter a workspace description:  1.  select the workspace icon from the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window.  2.  click the right mouse button to invoke the pop-up menu and then select the  ? properties ?  option. the  dialog shown in figure 6.10 will be displayed.  3.  enter the description into the  ? information ?  field.  4. check the  ? show workspace information on workspace open ?  check box if you want a workspace  properties dialog to be launched on opening a workspace. this check box has the same role as the  ? display workspace information dialog on opening workspace ?  on the   ? workspace ?  tab of the  ? options ?   dialog.  5. click  ? ok ?  to save the description on the  ? information ?  dialog. click the  ? cancel ?  button not to save the  description.      figure 6.10: workspace properties dialog  when a workspace is opened, the hitachi embedded workshop can display this information so that it is possible  to determine whether the workspace is the desired workspace. to display this information on opening a  workspace, set the  ? display workspace information dialog on opening workspace ?  check box.  6.4.4  save workspace before executing any tools  to force the hitachi embedded workshop into saving the current workspace before executing any build phases  (i.e. build, build all or build file operations) or version control commands set the  ? save workspace before  executing any phases ?  check box.   6.4.5  prompt before saving workspace  in addition to the above check box, set this to prompt before saving. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  105     6.4.6  default directory for new workspaces  when a new workspace is created the hitachi embedded workshop invokes the  ? new workspace ?  dialog. one  of the fields on this dialog is the directory in which the new workspace will be created. by default, this is the  root directory. however, if you would like to set this default directory to another location (e.g.  ? c:\workspaces ? )  then enter the desired directory into the field or browse to it graphically via the  ? browse ??  button.  6.4.7  prompt before saving session  checking this option will force the hitachi embedded workshop into displaying a prompt before the session is  saved to disk. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  106     6.5  using an external editor  the hitachi embedded workshop allows you to use an external editor. once an external editor has been  specified, it will be launched when the following actions are performed:  ?   double clicking on a file in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window.  ?   double clicking on an entry in the  ? navigation ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window.  ?   double clicking on an error/warning in the  ? build ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window.  ?   double clicking on an entry in the  ? find in files ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window.  ?   selecting the  [open   ]  option from the  ? workspace ?  windows pop-up menu.  ?   clicking the  ? launch editor ?  toolbar button.      to specify an external editor:  1. select  [tools->options ? ] . the  ? options ?  dialog will be displayed. select the  ? editor ?  tab (figure 6.11).    figure 6.11: options dialog editor tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  107     2. check the  ? use external editor ?  check box. 2.        the  ? external editor ?  dialog will be displayed (figure 6.12).    figure 6.12: external editor dialog  3.  enter the path of the executable (without any arguments) into the  ? command ?  field.  4.  enter the arguments required to open a file into the  ? arguments to open file ?  field. use the $(fullfile)  placeholder to represent the path of the file to be opened.  5.  enter the arguments required to open a file at a specific line into the  ? arguments to open file at line ?  field.  use the $(fullfile) placeholder to represent the path of the file to be opened and the $(line)  placeholder to represent the line number at which the cursor should be initially positioned.  6. click  ? ok ?  to define the editor.    note:  when using an external editor be aware of the following issues:  ?   each time you invoke the external editor, in whichever way, a separate instance of the editor will be launched.  ?   you must save your own files before you perform a build file, build or build all operation.    6.6  customizing file save  the hitachi embedded workshop allows you to customize file save on the  ? editor ?  tab of the  ? options ?  dialog  (figure 6.11). to open the tab, select  [tools->options ? ]  and click the  ? editor ?  tab.  the following sections explain the options related to file save.  6.6.1  save files before executing any tools  to force the hitachi embedded workshop into saving edited files before executing any build phases (i.e. build,  build all or build file operations) or version control commands, set the  ? save files before executing any tools ?   check box.  6.6.2  prompt before saving files  in addition to the above check box, set this to prompt before saving. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  108     6.7  using an external debugger    the hitachi embedded workshop can launch an external debugger tool.  if you want to use another debugger  then you must add it to the  ? tools ?  menu.  the  ? debugger ?  tab of the  ? customize ?  dialog (figure 6.13) is where the hitachi debugging interface related  information is configured.  you may wish to use an older version of the debugger if certain targets are not  currently supported in the new environment.  invoke it by selecting  [tools->customize ? ]  and then selecting  the  ? debugger ?  tab.    figure 6.13: customize dialog debugger tab  to use an external debugger, check the  ? use external debugger ?  checkbox and specify the items described below.  there are three items of information, which need to be specified. firstly, the location of the hdi executable must  be specified. this must be version 4.0 or greater otherwise the behavior is not guaranteed. the second item of  data is the session file. this tells hdi which session to load when it is launched. finally, the location of the  download module is required. this allows the hew to automatically switch to hdi when the download module  changes after a build.  click the  ? launch external debugger ?  toolbar button to invoke hdi with the specified  session file.  after a build, if the download module has been updated, the hew will switch back to hdi to enable immediate  debugging. whilst using hdi, double clicking in any source window will switch back to the hew with the  source file open at the line which was double clicked. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  109       6.8  using custom placeholders    throughout the hitachi embedded workshop the user can use a number of pre-defined placeholders for  directory definitions.  for example the user can use the  ? $(projdir) ?  variable to signify the current hew  project directory.  this makes it much easier to relocate projects and keep all of the paths correct.  the hitachi embedded workshop also has the ability to define custom placeholders.  this means you can enter  your own custom placeholder definition and decide upon its directory value.  once defined this placeholder  becomes available throughout the rest of the hew system.  the placeholders can be defined on an application wide level so the placeholders are available to all workspaces  and projects that use the hew.  the other method of defining the placeholders is using the workspace wide  custom placeholders this means the placeholders can only be used in the current workspace.  this list is only  available when you have a workspace open.    figure 6.14: customize dialog placeholder tab      to add a custom placeholder:  1.   select  [tools->customize ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 6.1 will be displayed. select the  ? placeholders ?  tab (figure 6.14).  2.   choose whether you need to use an  ? application wide custom placeholder ?  or  ? workspace wide custom   placeholder ? .  click  ? add ?  on the adjacent button to the list you require.  3.   the dialog, add  ? new custom placeholder ?  dialog is displayed. (figure 6.15)  4.   in the fields provided choose a suitable name for the placeholder and a description of what the  placeholder means.  5.   then choose a directory, which relates to this placeholder.  it is possible to use placeholders that are  already defined in this field such as $(projdir). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  110     figure 6.14: new custom placeholder dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  111     7. version control  the hitachi embedded workshop provides facilities for connecting to a version control tool. some of the  reasons why version control tools are used with a project are:  ?   to maintain the integrity of a project.  ?   to store each stage of a project.  ?   to enable different users to co-develop a project by controlling revisions to its source files.    figure 7.1 illustrates a typical project where a version control system is in use. this shows three users who all  use the same-shared network drive to exchange source code. the version control system provides access and  updates to the source files.  local local network local version control system project file file file   figure 7.1: version control 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  112     7.1  selecting a version control system  initially, the version control sub-menu will appear as shown in figure 7.2. at this time only the  [version  control->select ? ]  option is available because a version control system is not yet active for the current  workspace.    figure 7.2: version control sub-menu    to select a version control system:  1. select  [version control->select ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 7.3 will be displayed. this dialog lists  all of the supported version control systems.  2.  select the desired version control system from the  ? version control systems ?  list and click the  ? select ?   button. the  ? current version control system ?  is changed to reflect the new selection.  3. click the  ? ok ?  button to confirm the selection.      figure 7.3: select version control system dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  113     note:  only those version control systems which have been installed with the hew will appear in the  ? select  version control system ?  dialog (figure 7.3).   once a version control tool is selected you will notice that the  [version control->configure ? ]  option has now  become available.    the next chapter discusses the usage of the custom version control system. 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  115     8.  using the custom version control system  the custom version control system is a configurable addition to the hitachi embedded workshop, which allows  you to connect to a version control system already installed on your machine. to clarify further, the hitachi  embedded workshop does not provide a version control tool itself, only a means by which you can integrate the  version control system, which you use into your workspaces and projects.  8.1 defining version control menu options  the custom version control system allows you to invoke a version control command either by selecting an  option from the  [tools-> version control]  sub-menu or by clicking a version control toolbar button. when  either of these actions are performed, the associated commands are executed and the output is displayed in the  ? version control ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window.    to execute a version control menu option or toolbar button:  1.  select whichever items you would like to apply the version control command to from the  ? workspace ?   window. this may include a workspace, project(s), folder(s) and file(s). when the command is selected,  all of the files will be extracted from the selected items and passed, in turn, to the version control  command. for example, if you select the workspace icon then all of the files in all of the projects will be  passed, in turn, to the version control command.  this will include any system files.  for example if you  select the project item then  2.  select the required menu option from the  [tools->version control]  sub-menu or click the desired  version control toolbar button.    the custom version control support allows you the most flexibility in specifying how a version control system is  to be used. to configure it, select  [version control->configure ? ] . the  ? version control setup ?  dialog will be  displayed (figure 8.1). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  116     figure 8.1: version control setup dialog commands tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  117     the  ? commands ?  tab contains two lists of menu options. the first list,  ? system menu options and toolbar  buttons ? , represents those menu options which always appear on the version control sub-menu. these menu  options also have an associated toolbar button on the version control toolbar. the second list,  ? user menu  options ? , represents those additional user defined options which are added to the bottom of the version control  sub-menu. figure 8.2 shows the structure of the version control sub-menu.    figure 8.2: version control sub-menu  8.1.1  system menu options and toolbar buttons  in order to invoke commands from the toolbar or the system defined options of the  [tools->version control]   sub-menu, you must first define the associated commands that should be executed when they are activated. the  names of the options and their intended action are listed in table 8.1.  table 8.1: system menu option  option description  add file(s)  add selected file(s) to version control system.  remove file(s)  remove selected file(s) from version control system.  get file(s)  get a read only local copy of the selected file(s) from version control system.  check in file(s)  put back, i.e. update, the selected file(s) in version control system with the  local copy.  check out file(s)  get a writable local copy of the selected file(s) from version control system.  status of file(s)  view the status of the selected file(s).      to modify a system menu / toolbar option:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2.  select the option to be modified from the  ? system menu options and toolbar buttons ?  list and then click  the  ? modify ??  button. the dialog shown in figure 8.3 will be displayed. this figure shows a dialog  when  ? add file(s) ?  has been selected for example.  3.  commands are added via the  ? add ??  button. see the section,  ? defining version control commands ? ,  later in this chapter for further information.  4. close the  ? define command for  ?  ??  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .  5. close the  ? version control setup ?  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  118     figure 8.3: modify system menu option (example) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  119     8.1.2  user menu options  you can create as many user defined menu options as you like, name them how you want and define their order  in the menu. user defined menu options do not appear on the version control toolbar.    to create a new version control menu option:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2. click the  ? add.. ?  button. the dialog shown in figure 8.4 will be displayed.  3.  enter the name of the menu option into the  ? option ?  field.  4.  commands are added to the menu option via the  ? add ??  button. see the section,  ? defining version  control commands ? , later in this chapter for further information.  5. close the  ? add menu option ?  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .  6. close the  ? version control setup ?  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .    figure 8.4: add menu option dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  120     to remove an existing version control menu option:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2.  select the menu option to be removed from the  ? user menu options ?  list and then click the  ? remove ?   button.  3. close the  ? version control setup ?  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .    to modify an existing version control menu option:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2.  select the menu option to be modified from the  ? user menu options ?  list and then click the  ? modify ??   button beside the list. the dialog shown in figure 8.4 will be displayed. (the title of the dialog is  ? modify  menu option ? .)  3.  modify the commands as necessary and then click  ? ok ? .  4. close the  ? version control setup ?  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .    to change the ordering of version control menu options:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2.  select the menu option to be moved and then click the  ? move up ?  and  ? move down ?  buttons as  necessary.  3. close the  ? version control setup ?  dialog by clicking  ? ok ? .   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  121     8.2  defining version control commands  commands are defined when the  ? add ??  or  ? modify ??  buttons are clicked on the dialogs shown in figure 8.3  and figure 7.4. in either case, the dialog shown in figure 8.5 is invoked.    figure 8.5: add/modify command dialog    to define a command:  1.  enter the full path of the command into the  ? version control executable ?  field or browse to it graphically  by clicking the  ? browse ??  button.  2.  enter the arguments for the command into the  ? arguments ?  field.  3.  enter the initial directory in which you would like to run the executable from into the  ? initial directory ?   field or browse to it graphically by clicking the  ? browse ??  button. in most cases this should be set to the  ? $(filedir) ?  placeholder, i.e. execute the command from the same directory as the file.  4. set the  ? executable return code ?  options as described in the following section.  5. click  ? ok ?  to define the new command.    8.2.1  executable return code  if the return code of the command(s) can be used to indicate a failure then you should select the  ? command has  failed if the return code is ?  option and set the two fields to the right as required.  if the  ? command has failed if the return code is ?  option is selected then the hew will check the return code of  each command to determine whether a failure occurred. if so, no further commands will be executed and any  other processes which would follow the commands (e.g. build) will not be executed.  if the  ? return code of tool is not meaningful ?  option is selected then the hew will not check the return code of  each. consequently, all commands will execute regardless. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  122     8.3 specifying arguments  it is obvious that arguments must be specified correctly, otherwise the version control tool executed will not  function as intended. however, it is also important, when using custom version control support, to specify the  arguments in a  flexible  way as a single version control command can be applied to more than one file. to  facilitate this, the  ? arguments ?  field has a placeholder button (refer to appendix c,  ? placeholders ? , for an in  depth discussion of placeholders) which, when clicked on, invokes a pop-up menu of available placeholders  (figure 8.6). an explanation of each placeholder and how their values are derived can be found in table 8.2,  arguments field placeholders.    figure 8.6: arguments field placeholder pop-up menu 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  123     table 8.2: arguments field placeholders  placeholder  value and how its determined  user login  name  current user login ( ? general ?  tab)  user login password  current user password ( ? general ?  tab)  version control directory  ? virtual ?  version control mapping ( ? projects ?  tab)  comment  comment specified before command execution  file path + name  full path and name of file involved in operation  filename  filename (including extension) of file involved  file leaf  filename (excluding extension) of file involved  file extension  extension of file involved in operation  file directory  directory of file involved in operation  configuration directory  current configuration directory  project directory  current project directory  workspace directory  current workspace directory  temp directory  temporary directory  command directory  version control executable directory  windows directory  directory where windows ?  is installed  windows system directory  directory where windows ?  system files exist  workspace name  current workspace name  project name  current project name  configuration name  current configuration name    8.3.1  specifying file locations  when referring to a file ? s location, be sure to use a placeholder, otherwise the command will only relate to a  hardwired file. for example, let ? s imagine that a version control executable has been selected which uses a  ? get  command to obtain a read only copy of a file. the  ? arguments ?  field could be specified as:  -get ?c:\vc\files\project\main.c?    however, when executed, this command can only ever get the file main.c. to resolve this problem, hew uses  a system of placeholders and directory mappings. the latter tell the hew which  ? working ?  directories (i.e.  where source files are being worked on) map to which  ? controlled ?  directories (i.e. where the source files are  stored in the version control system). mappings between these two directory systems can be specified via the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? version control setup ?  dialog (figure 8.7). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  124     figure 8.7: version control setup dialog projects tab     to define a new mapping:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed. select the  ? projects ?  tab, and the dialog shown in figure 8.7 will be displayed.   2. click the  ? add ??  button that is next to the  ? version control directory mappings ?  list. the dialog shown  in figure 8.8 will be displayed.  3.  enter the source (i.e.  ? working ? ) directory into the  ? source directory ?  field or browse to it graphically by  clicking the  ? browse ??  button.  4.  enter the version control directory (i.e.  ? controlled ? ) directory into the  ? version control directory ? .    figure 8.8: version control directory mapping dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  125     to modify an existing mapping:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed. select the  ? projects ?  tab, the dialog shown in figure 8.7 will be displayed.  2.  select the mapping to be modified from the  ? version control directory mappings ?  list and then click the  ? modify ??  button. the dialog shown in figure 8.8 will be displayed.  3.  make the necessary changes to the two directories and then click  ? ok ?  to confirm the edits.    to remove an existing mapping:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed. select the  ? projects ?  tab, the dialog shown in figure 8.7 will be displayed.   2.  select the mapping to be removed from the  ? version control directory mappings ?  list and then click the  ? remove ?  button.    once the mappings have been defined you can use the  ? version control directory ?  placeholder, $(vcdir), to  represent the directory in which the project file is stored. consider the scenario shown in figure 8.9. here are  three directories, which are mapped from a shared version control drive (x:\) to a local drive where the  development is being done (c:\).  c:\work\application\project1 x:\vc\sw\app\project1 c:\work\application\src x:\vc\sw\app\src c:\work\shared x:\vc\sw\shared local - c:\ network - x:\mapped to   figure 8.9: example mappings  now let ? s imagine that a version control executable has been selected which uses a  ? get command to obtain a  read only copy of a file. in order to get all of the files in a project we need to use the following command:  -get  ? $(vcdir)\$(filename) ?     when the hew executes the command for a given project file, it will replace $(vcdir) for the equivalent  version control directory in the file mapping.  for example, suppose file1.c is located at:  c:\work\application\project1\file1.c    if the get command is applied to file1.c then:  (1) x:\vc\sw\app\project1 is substituted for $(vcdir) as this is the version control directory mapping for  c:\work\application\project1.  (2) file1.c is substituted for $(filename). 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  126   c:\work\application\project1 \ file1.c $(vcdir) \ $(filename) x:\vc\sw\app\project1 \ file1.c arguments: project file: command: (1) (2)   figure 8.10: example of substitution  8.3.2 specifying environment  select the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? version control setup ?  dialog to view the current settings (figure 8.7).  to add a new environment variable click the  ? add ??  button beside the  ? environment ?  list (the dialog shown in  figure  will be invoked). enter the variable name into the  ? variable ?  field, the variable ? s value into the  ? value ?   field and then click  ? ok ?  to add the new variable to the  ? environment ?  list.    figure 8.11: environment variable dialog  to modify an environment variable, select the variable that you want to modify from the  ? environment ?  list and  then click the  ? modify ??  button beside it. make the required changes to the  ? variable ?  and  ? value ?  fields and  then click  ? ok ?  to add the modified variable back to the list. to remove an environment variable, select the  variable that you want to remove from the  ? environment ?  list and then click the  ? remove ?  button beside it. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  127     8.3.3 specifying comments  if a command contains the placeholder  ? $(comment) ?  then the hew will request that you enter the comment  when the command is executed (via the dialog as shown in figure 8.12).    figure 8.12: please enter comment dialog  you may specify a comment for each file or, if you would like to specify the same comment for all files, check  the  ? apply comment to all files ?  check box before clicking  ? ok ? . 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  128     8.3.4  specifying a user name and password  most version control tools will require you to pass a user name and password on the command line in order to  keep files secure and to keep a record of which files were changed by which users. the custom version control  support provides two placeholders  ? user login name ? , $(username), and  ? user login password ? ,  $(password). when the command is executed, these placeholders will be replaced with the current settings in  the  ? general ?  tab of the  ? version control setup ?  dialog (figure 8.13).    figure 8.13: version control setup dialog general tab 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  129     in order to give the $(username) and $(password) fields a value you will first need to login. if you have  not logged in before a command is executed which uses either of these placeholders then you will be prompted  to do so before the command can be executed.    to login (i.e. specify a user name and password):  1. click the  ? log in ??  button. the dialog shown in figure 8.14 will be displayed.  2.  enter your user name into the  ? user name ?  field.  3.  enter your password into the  ? password ?  field.  4.  re-type your password again into the  ? confirm password by retyping it below ?  field.  5. click  ? ok ?  to set the new user name and password. if there is any inconsistency between the two  versions of the password which you entered then you will be requested to type your password again.      figure 8.14: log in dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  130     8.4 controlling execution  the  ? general ?  tab of the  ? version control setup ?  dialog (figure 8.13) allows you to control the way in which  the version control tool is executed. it also shows the full path to the current version control configuration file.  8.4.1  prompt before executing command  if this check box is set then, before any version control commands are executed, a dialog is displayed (figure  8.15) which lists all of the files involved in the operation. files may be deselected by clearing the associated  check box. clicking  ? ok ?  will apply the command to each of the selected files. clicking  ? cancel ?  will abort the  operation.    figure 8.15: command prompt dialog (example)  8.4.2  run in dos window  by default, the output of the version control commands is redirected to the  ? version control ?  tab of the  ? output ?   window. if you would rather run each command in a separate dos window then set this check box.  8.4.3  use forward slash  ? / ?  as version control directory delimiter  by default, when the hew substitutes the placeholder $(vcdir) it uses the backward slash character  ? \ ?  to  divide directories. however, if the version control system you are using uses a forward slash character (e.g.  visual sourcesafe) to divide directories then set the  ? use forward slash  ? / ?  as version control directory  delimiter ? .  8.5  importing and exporting a set-up  each workspace can have a different version control set-up. the hew allows you to store the version control  settings independently so that you can import them into other workspaces. this greatly reduces the amount of  time it takes to configure the same version control settings across several workspaces.    to export a version control set-up:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2. click the  ? export ??  button. a standard file save dialog will be displayed. browse to the directory in  which you would like to save the configuration.  3.   enter the name of the file and then click  ? ok ? .   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  131     to import a version control set-up:  1. select  [version control->configure ? ] . the dialog shown in figure 8.1 will be displayed.  2. click the  ? import ??  button. a standard file open dialog will be displayed. browse to the *.hvc file  which you would like to import.  3.  select the file and then click  ? ok ? . 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  133     9.  using visual sourcesafe  the hitachi embedded workshop provides specific support for the visual sourcesafe version control system. at  the time of writing, the hew can only attach to versions 5 and 6 of visual sourcesafe.  the visual sourcesafe version control system associates a project in your workspace with a project inside a  visual sourcesafe database. it allows you to quickly invoke the standard commands either by selecting an option  from the  [tools->version control]  sub-menu or by clicking a version control toolbar button.  9.1  attaching visual sourcesafe to a workspace  the following sections describe how you can associate visual sourcesafe with your current workspace.  9.1.1  selecting visual sourcesafe  first, you need to select visual sourcesafe as the version control system.    to use visual sourcesafe 5.0 or 6.0:  1. select  [tools->version control->select ? ] . the  ? select version control system ?  dialog will be  displayed (figure 7.3) which lists all of the supported version control systems.  2. select the  ? visual sourcesafe 5.0/6.0 ?  entry from the version control systems list and click the  ? select ?   button.  3. click  ? ok ?  to confirm the selection. the sourcesafe login dialog is displayed (figure 9.1).  4.  enter your visual sourcesafe login into  ? username ?  and password into  ? password ? .  5.  enter into database path the full path to the visual sourcesafe database (i.e. srcsafe.ini) into which  you would like to add this project.  6. click  ? ok ? . the  ? create sourcesafe project ?  dialog is invoked (figure 9.2).  7. the  ? project name ?  field displays the name of the project (i.e. folder) to be created in the database. if  necessary you can change this name to another.  8.  the tree underneath the  ? project name ?  field shows the structure of the database specified in step 6.  select the folder into which you would like to create the folder specified in the  ? project name ?  field.  9. click  ? ok ? .  10. hew will require you to repeat steps 7-9 for as many projects as are present in the current workspace.      figure 9.1: sourcesafe login dialog 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  134     figure 9.2: create sourcesafe project  the hew has now created the necessary projects within visual sourcesafe and sets-up the version control  toolbar and menu for immediate access. however, although the visual sourcesafe projects themselves have  been created, no files have been added to them.   9.1.2  adding files to visual sourcesafe  the previous section has only established the mappings between the project directory on your hard disk (i.e. the  working directory) and the project directory in visual sourcesafe (i.e. the controlled directory). although the  project directory (and any subdirectories) on your hard disk may contain many source files whereas the directly  its mapped to in visual sourcesafe will be initially empty.  firstly, you must select visual sourcesafe as the version control system.    to add a file or files to visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s), which you would like to add to visual sourcesafe. you may also select a file folder,  project folder, a workspace folder or combination thereof.  when selecting the project or workspace  folder then the system files will be added to the selected file list.  for example, selecting the project folder  will also add the project file to the file list.  if the project file is then checked out and the version is newer  than when it was last loaded you will be asked whether you want to reload the project.  2.   click the add files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->add files]  menu  option.    when you add files to visual sourcesafe the local versions in your working directory will become read only. to  check that the add files operation was carried out as you expected, or to quickly review the status of all of the  files in a project:  1.  select the poject folder whose files you want to check.  2.   click the status of files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->status of files]   menu option.  3.   the status of each file will be displayed in the  ? version control ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window. the  information shown includes whether the file is added to the project, if the file is checked out and, if it is  checked out, who did so. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  135     9.2  visual sourcesafe commands  the following 8 operations are available:  ?   add a file to version control  ?   remove a file from version control   ?   get a read only copy of a file or files  ?   check out a read/write copy of a file or files (i.e. for editing)   ?   check in a previously checked out file or files (i.e. update visual sourcesafe with the edits made)   ?   undo a previously check out operation on a file or files (i.e. cancel any edits made)*   ?   view the status of a file   ?   view the history of a file*     *these commands can only be accessed via the  [tools->version control]  sub-menu whereas all of the other  commands can be accessed from both the toolbar and menu.  9.2.1  removing a file from version control  although files appear in your hew project (in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window, visual  sourcesafe is not necessarily controlling them.    to remove a file or files from visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s), which you would like to remove from visual sourcesafe. you may also select a file  folder, project folder, a workspace folder or combination thereof.  2.   click the remove files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->remove files]   menu option.    9.2.2  getting a read only copy of a file from version control  visual sourcesafe protects your source files and ensures that only one user can have a writable copy of a  controlled file at any one time. however, it is possible for any user to obtain a read only copy of any file.    to get a read only copy of a file or files from visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s), which you would like to get from visual sourcesafe. you may also select a file folder,  project folder, a workspace folder or combination thereof.  2.   click the get files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->get files]  menu  option.    9.2.3  checking out a writable copy of a file from version control  visual sourcesafe protects your source files and ensures that only one user can have a writable copy of a  controlled file at any one time. the check out operation takes a writable copy of the file from visual sourcesafe  and places it on your local drive. this can only be done if another user does not already check out the file or files  in question.    to check out a writable copy of a file or files from visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s), which you would like to check out from visual sourcesafe. you may also select a file  folder, project folder, a workspace folder or combination thereof.  2.  click the check out files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->check out  files]  menu option.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  136     9.2.4  checking in a writable copy of a file into version control  visual sourcesafe protects your source files and ensures that only one user can have a writable copy of a  controlled file at any one time. the check out operation takes a writable copy of the file from visual sourcesafe  and places it on your local drive. once a file is checked out it is edited and then checked back in so that the edits  can be made available to other users.    to check in edits made to a file or files in visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s) upon which you would like to check back into visual sourcesafe. you may also select a  file folder, project folder, a workspace folder or combination thereof.  2.   click the check in files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->check in]  menu  option.    9.2.5  undoing a check out operation  visual sourcesafe protects your source files and ensures that only one user can have a writable copy of a  controlled file at any one time. the check out operation takes a writable copy of the file from visual sourcesafe  and places it on your local drive. once a file is checked out it is edited and then checked back in so that the edits  can be made available to other users. however, if the check out operation was carried out by mistake, or perhaps  is no longer required, then the operation can be undone.    to undo a check out of a file or files from visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s) upon which you would like to undo a previous check out operation. you may also select  a file folder, project folder, a workspace folder or combination thereof.  2.   select the  [tools->version control->undo check out]  menu option.    9.2.6  viewing the status of a file  although files appear in your hew project (in the projects tab of the workspace window), visual sourcesafe is  not necessarily controlling them. of those files, which are being controlled by visual sourcesafe, some will be  checked in and others will be checked out (i.e. being edited by a user). the status command displays the current  status of a file or file(s).    to view the status of a file or files in visual sourcesafe:  1.   select the file(s) whose status you would like to view. you may also select a file folder, project folder, a  workspace folder or combination thereof.  2.   click the status of files toolbar button ( ) or select the  [tools->version control->status of files]  menu option.    9.2.7  viewing the history of a file  visual sourcesafe controls the edits to the files in its projects and allows you to view the complete history of  these edits right back to the time that the file was first added to the project.    to view the history of a file or files in visual sourcesafe:  1.  select the file(s) whose history you would like to view. you may also select a file folder, project folder, a  workspace folder or combination thereof.  2. select the  [tools->version control->show history]  menu option.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  137     9.3  visual sourcesafe integration options  you can control the way in which the history and status commands are displayed by selecting  [tools->version  control->configure ? ] .  to display the results of a history command in a dialog box then check the  ? display dialog box for history ?   check box or clear it if you would rather display the output in the  ? version control ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window.  to display the results of a status command in a dialog box then check the  ? display dialog box for file status ?   check box or clear it if you would rather display the output in the  ? version control ?  tab of the  ? output ?  window. 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  141     section 1   overview  this section describes the fundamental concepts of the hitachi embedded workshop (hew) necessary to use  the simulator/debugger.  it is intended to give users who are unfamiliar with the windows ?  extra help, the details  that are required by subsequent sections.  1.1  workspaces, projects, and files  just as a word processor allows you to create and modify documents, the hew allows you to create and modify  workspaces.   a workspace can be thought of as a container of projects. similarly, a project can be thought of as a container of  project files.  thus, each workspace contains one or more projects and each project contains one or more files.   figure 1.1 shows this configuration.  project project project file file file workspace   figure 1.1   workspaces, projects, and files  workspaces allow you to group related projects together.  this is useful when you have an application that needs  to be built for different processors, when you are developing an application and library at the same time, or in  other cases.  projects can also be linked hierarchically within a workspace, which means that when one project is  built all of its child projects are built first.  however, workspaces on their own are not very useful, first you need to add a project to a workspace and then  add files to that project before you can actually do anything.  1.2  launching the hew  to initiate the hew, open the [start] menu of windows ? , select [programs], select [hitachi embedded  workshop 2], and then select the shortcut of the hew.  the [welcome!] dialog box shown in figure 1.2 will be  displayed by default. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  142     figure 1.2   welcome! dialog box  to create a new workspace, select the [create a new project workspace] button, and click the [ok] button.  to  open one of the recent project workspaces, select the [open a recent project workspace] button, select a  workspace from the drop-down list, and click the [ok] button.  the recent project workspace list displays the  same information as that seen in the workspace most recently used file list.  this list appears on the file menu.   to open a workspace by specifying a workspace file (.hws file), select the [browse to another project  workspace] button, and click the [ok] button.  to register or unregister a tool from the hew, click the  [administration] button. click the [cancel] button to use the hew without opening a workspace. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  143     1.3  creating a new workspace    to create a new workspace  1.  select the [create a new project workspace] option from the [welcome!] dialog box (figure 1.2) and click  the [ok] button or select [file -> new workspace...].  the [new project workspace] dialog box will be  displayed (figure 1.3).      figure 1.3   new project workspace dialog box  2.  enter the name of the new workspace into the [workspace name] field.  this can be up to 32 characters  in length and contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character.  as you enter the workspace name,  the hew will add a subdirectory and project name for you automatically.  to select the directory in  which you would like to create the workspace, use the [browse ? ] button or type the directory into the  [directory] field manually.  this allows the workspace and project name to be different.  3.  select the cpu family and toolchain upon which you would like to base the workspace.  note that these  cannot be changed once the workspace has been created.  4.  when a new workspace is created, the hew will also automatically create a project with the name  specified in the project name field and place it inside the new workspace.  the [project types] list displays  all of the available project types (application, library, etc.).  select the project type you want to create  from this list.  the project types displayed will be all valid types for the current pair of cpu family and  toolchain.  the project types are classified in three classes: toolchain-only, debugger-only, and full  project generator that configures both the debugger and toolchain aspect of the hew.  5.  click the [ok] button to create the new workspace and project.    note:  it is not possible to create a workspace if one already exists in the same directory. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  144     1.4  opening a workspace    to open a workspace  1.  select [browse to another project workspace] option from the [welcome!] dialog box (figure 1.2) and  click the [ok] button or select [file -> open workspace ? ].  the [open project workspace] dialog box  will be displayed.  2.  select the workspace file that you want to open (.hws files only).  3.  click the [open] button to open the workspace.  if the hew is set up to display information when a  workspace is opened, the [workspace properties] dialog box will be displayed (figure 1.4).  otherwise,  the workspace will be opened.  note that whether the [workspace properties] dialog box is shown depends on the setting of either the  [show workspace information on workspace open] check box in the [workspace properties] dialog box  or the [display workspace information dialog on opening workspace] check box on the [workspace]  sheet of the [tools options] dialog box.  click the [ok] button in the [workspace properties] dialog box  to open the workspace.  click the [cancel] button to stop opening the workspace.      figure 1.4   workspace properties dialog box  the hew keeps track of the last five workspaces that you have opened and adds them to the [file] menu under  the [recent workspaces] submenu.  this gives you a shortcut to opening workspaces, which you have used  recently.    to open a recently used workspace  select [open a recent project workspace] in the [welcome!] dialog box, select the name of the workspace  from the drop-down list, and then click the [ok] button.  another way is to select [file -> recent workspaces], and then from this submenu select the name of the  workspace.    note:  the hew only permits one workspace to be open at a time.  consequently, if you attempt to open  a second workspace, the first will be closed before the new one is opened.  1.5  saving a workspace  selecting [file -> save workspace] saves a hew workspace. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  145     1.6  closing a workspace  selecting [file -> close workspace] closes a hew workspace.  if there are any changes to the workspace or any  of its projects, you will be requested whether or not you wish to save them.  selecting [file -> save workspace] can save a hew workspace.  1.7  using old workspaces  the hew can open any workspace that was created on a previous version of the hew.  this should not cause  any problems, and any differences in the workspace file details should be upgraded when the workspace is  opened.  a back-up version of the initial workspace or project file must be saved in the current directory of the  file that has been upgraded.  the session files used in the hitachi debugging interface will not be upgraded.  1.8 exiting the hew  the hew can be exited by selecting [file -> exit], pressing the alt + f4 accelerator, or selecting the [close]  option from the system menu. (to open the system menu, click the icon at the upper-left corner of the hew title  bar.)  if a workspace is currently open, the same workspace closing procedure is followed as described in section  1.6, closing a workspace.    1.9 debugger sessions  the hew stores all of your builder options into a configuration.  in a similar way, the hew stores your  debugger options in a session.  the debugging platforms, the programs to be downloaded, and each debugging  platform ? s options can be stored in a session.  sessions are not directly related to a configuration.  this means that multiple sessions can share the same  download module and avoid unnecessary code rebuilds.  each session ? s data should be stored in a separate file in the hew project.  for details, refer to section 3.4,  debugger sessions. 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  147     section 2   simulator/debugger functions  this section describes the functions of the h8s, h8/300 series simulator/debugger.  2.1 features  ?   since the simulator/debugger runs on a host computer, software debugging can start without using an actual  user system, thus reducing overall system development time.  ?   the simulator/debugger performs a simulation to calculate the number of instruction execution cycles for a  program, thus enabling performance evaluation without using an actual user system.  ?   the simulator/debugger offers the following functions that enable efficient program testing and debugging.  ?   the ability to handle all of the h8s, h8/300 series cpus  ?   functions to stop or continue execution when an error occurs during user program execution  ?   profile data acquisition and function-unit performance measurement  ?   a comprehensive set of break functions (pseudo-interrupts are also possible)  ?   functions to set or edit memory maps  ?   functions to display function call history  ?   coverage information is displayed in the c/c++ or assembly-source level  ?   visual debugging functions provided through the display of images or waveforms  ?   the breakpoints, memory map, performance, and trace can be set through the dialog boxes under windows ? .   environments corresponding to each memory map of the h8s, h8/300 series microcomputers can be set  through the dialog box.  ?   intuitive user interface  ?   online help  ?   common display and operationality    2.2  target user program  load modules in the elf/dwarf2 format can be symbolically debugged with the simulator/debugger. load  modules in other formats can be downloaded, and their instructions can be executed, however, they cannot be  symbolically debugged. for details, refer to section 4.10, elf/dwarf2 support.  2.3 simulation range  the simulator/debugger provides simulation functions for the h8/300, h8/300l, h8/300h, h8s/2600, and  h8s/2000 series microcomputers.  the simulator/debugger supports the following h8s, h8/300 series microcomputer functions:  ?   all cpu instructions  ?   exception processing  ?   registers  ?   all address areas  ?   cpu modes shown in table 2.1   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  148     table 2.1  platforms and cpu modes  names of debugging platforms  cpu modes  h8/300 simulator  h8/300  h8/300l simulator  h8/300l  h8/300ha simulator  h8/300h: advanced mode  h8/300hn simulator  h8/300h: normal mode  h8s/2600a simulator  h8s/2600: advanced mode  h8s/2600n simulator  h8s/2600: normal mode  h8s/2000a simulator  h8s/2000: advanced mode  h8s/2000n simulator  h8s/2000: normal mode    the simulator/debugger does not support the following h8s, h8/300 series mcu functions. programs that use  these functions must be debugged with the h8s, h8/300 series emulator.  ?   dual-port ram  ?   timer  ?   pulse-width modular  ?   serial communication interface (sci)  ?   a/d converter  ?   i/o ports  ?   interrupt controller    2.4 memory management  memory map specification:   a memory map is used to calculate the number of memory access cycles during  simulation.  the following items can be specified:  ?   memory type  ?   start and end addresses of the memory area  ?   number of memory access cycles  ?   memory data bus width    for details, refer to section 4.21, modifying the simulator/debugger settings. the user program can be executed  in all areas except for the internal i/o area.  memory resource specification:   a memory resource must be specified to load and execute a user program.   the following items can be specified:  ?   start address  ?   end address  ?   access type    the access type is readable/writable, read-only, or write-only.   since an error occurs if the user program attempts an illegal access (for example, trying to write to read-only  memory), such an illegal access in the user program can be easily detected.  unlike the other memory, eeprom is writable by the eepmov instruction even if its access type is read-only.  other instructions than eepmov are not available.  for details on memory resource setting, refer to section 3.3.2, memory resource. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  149     2.5  instruction-execution reset processing  the simulator/debugger resets the instruction execution counts and the number of instruction execution cycles  when:  ?   the program counter (pc) is modified after the instruction simulation stops and before it restarts.  ?   the run command to which the execution start address has been specified is executed.  ?   initialization is performed.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  150     2.6 exception processing  the simulator/debugger detects the generation of trapa instructions (h8/300h, h8s series only) and trace  exceptions (h8s series only) and simulates exception processing. accordingly, simulation can be performed  even when an exception occurs.  the simulator/debugger simulates exception processing with the following procedures.  1.  detects an exception during instruction execution.   2.  saves the pc and sr in the stack area. exr is also saved when the enabled bit of exr is on. if an error  occurs when saving, the simulator/debugger suspends exception processing, displays the generation of the  exception processing error, and returns to the command-wait state.  3.  sets the i bits in ccr to 1.  4.  reads the start address from the vector address corresponding to the vector number. if an error occurs  when reading, the simulator/debugger suspends exception processing, displays the generation of the  exception processing error, and returns to the command-wait state.  5.  starts instruction execution from the start address. if the start address is 0, the simulator/debugger stops  exception processing, displays that an exception processing error has occurred, and enters the command  input wait state.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  151     2.7  h8s/2600 cpu specific functions  mac instruction:  the multiplication/accumulation operation (mac instruction) can be performed on the  h8s/2600 cpu. in this instruction, a saturation and non-saturation operations are selectable. the  simulator/debugger determines the operation with a value of bit 7 (hereafter called as the macs bit) in the  syscr register of internal i/o.  macs bit 0: non-saturation operation  macs bit 1: saturation operation  exr register:  the exr register can be used on the h8s/2600 cpu. it is also possible to set the enable or  disable of this register. the simulator/debugger determines the operation with a value of bit 5 (hereafter called as  the exr bit) in the syscr register of internal i/o.  exr bit 0: exr disabled  exr bit 1: exr enabled  the syscr address is set in [syscr address] in the [simulator system] dialog box.  note:  set the syscr address in the internal i/o. note that the simulator/debugger determines the macs bit as  0 (non-saturation) and the exr bit as 0 (exr disabled) when the syscr address is set other than the  internal i/o.  for details, refer to section 4.21.1, simulator system dialog box.  2.8 control registers  the h8s/2600 series support the syscr (system control register) as the control register mapped to the memory.  it enables multiplication/accumulation operation, user program simulation for exr accessing, and debugging.  the syscr address is set in [syscr address] in the [simulator system] dialog box. for modifying or  displaying the control register, use the [io] window.  for details, refer to section 4.21.1, simulator system dialog box, or section 4.5, viewing the i/o memory. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  152     2.9 trace  the simulator/debugger writes the execution results of each instruction into the trace buffer. the conditions for  trace information acquisition can be specified in the [trace acquisition] dialog box. right-clicking on the  [trace] window displays the pop-up menu. choose [acquisition...] from the pop-up menu to display the [trace  acquisition] dialog box. the acquired trace information is displayed in the [trace] window.  the trace information can be searched. the search conditions can be specified in the [trace search] dialog box.  right-clicking on the [trace] window displays the pop-up menu. choose [find...] from the pop-up menu to  display the [trace search] dialog box.  for details, refer to section 4.14, viewing the trace information. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  153     2.10  standard i/o and file i/o processing  the simulator/debugger enables the standard i/o and file i/o processing listed in table 2.2 to be executed by the  user program. when the i/o processing is executed, the [simulated i/o] window must be open.   table 2.2 shows the supported i/o functions. the function codes have 16-bit address, 24-bit address, and 32-bit  address versions. select the version according to the cpu to be used.  table 2.2  i/o functions  no.  function code  function name  description  1  h ? 01 (16-bit address)  h ? 11 (24-bit address)  h'21 (32-bit address)  getc  inputs one byte from the standard input  device  2  h ? 02 (16-bit address)  h ? 12 (24-bit address)  h'22 (32-bit address)  putc  outputs one byte to the standard output  device  3  h ? 03 (16-bit address)  h ? 13 (24-bit address)  h'23 (32-bit address)  gets  inputs one line from the standard input device  4  h ? 04 (16-bit address)  h ? 14 (24-bit address)  h'24 (32-bit address)  puts  outputs one line to the standard output device  5  h ? 05 (16-bit address)  h ? 15 (24-bit address)  h'25 (32-bit address)  fopen  opens a file  6  h'06  fclose  closes a file  7  h ? 07(16-bit address)  h ? 17 (24-bit address)  h'27 (32-bit address)  fgetc  inputs one byte from a file  8  h ? 08 (16-bit address)  h ? 18 (24-bit address)  h'28 (32-bit address)  fputc  outputs one byte to a file  9  h ? 09 (16-bit address)  h ? 19 (24-bit address)  h'29 (32-bit address)  fgets  inputs one line from a file  10  h ? 0a (16-bit address)  h ? 1a (24-bit address)  h'2a (32-bit address)  fputs  outputs one line to a file  11  h'0b  feof  checks for end of the file  12  h'0c  fseek  moves the file pointer  13  h'0d  ftell  returns the current position of the file pointer    for details on i/o functions, refer to section 4.22, standard i/o and file i/o processing. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  154     2.11  calculation of the number of instruction execution cycles  the simulator/debugger calculates the number of instruction execution cycles by using the expression, the data- bus width of the memory map, and the number of access cycles, which is described in the h8s, h8/300 series  programming manual. however, note that the number of instruction execution cycles may differ when the  number of instruction execution cycles that is calculated on the simulator/debugger and the one that the program  is executed on the system.  movfpe and movtpe instructions:  the number of cycles for transferring data of the e-clock  synchronization instruction is the value between 9 to 16. the simulator/debugger calculates as  ? 11 + number of  operand access cycles ? . the number of operand access cycles can be calculated from the data bus width of the  memory and the number of access cycles.  eepmov instruction:  the number of cycles for the eeprom-write instruction is the sum of the number of  cycles for reading instructions and cycles for transferring data.  sleep instruction:  the simulator/debugger does not add the number of cycles considering the case when the  sleep instruction is used for halting program.  standard i/o and file i/o processing:  the standard i/o and file i/o processing are specific functions for the  simulator/debugger, and they are not added to the number of cycles. note that the standard i/o and file i/o  processing are the period while the branch to the position specified with the system-call address of the bsr and  jsr instructions is completed to return to the called source after the i/o processing. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  155     2.12 break conditions  the simulator/debugger provides the following conditions for interrupting the simulation of a user program  during execution.  ?   break due to the satisfaction of a break command condition   ?   break due to the detection of an error during execution of the user program  ?   break due to a trace buffer overflow  ?   break due to execution of the sleep instruction  ?   break due to the [stop] button    break due to satisfaction of a break command condition:   there are five break commands as follows:  ?   breakpoint:  break based on the address of the instruction executed  ?   break_access:  break based on access to a memory range  ?   break_data:  break based on the value of data written to memory  ?   break_register:  break based on the value of data written to a register  ?   break_sequence:  break based on a specified execution sequence    if [stop] is specified as the action for when a break condition is satisfied, user program execution stops when the  break condition is satisfied. for details, refer to section 4.15, using the simulator/debugger breakpoints.  when a break condition is satisfied and user program execution stops, the instruction at the breakpoint may or  may not be executed before a break depending on the type of break, as listed in table 2.3.  table 2.3  processing when a break condition is satisfied  command  instruction when a break condition is satisfied  breakpoint not executed  break_access executed  break_cycle executed  break_data executed  break_register executed  break_sequence not executed    for breakpoint and break_sequence, if a breakpoint is specified at an address other than the  beginning of the instruction, the break will not be detected.  when a break condition is satisfied during user program execution, a break condition satisfaction message is  displayed on the status bar and execution stops.  break due to error detection during user program execution:   the simulator/debugger detects simulation  errors, that is, program errors that cannot be detected by the cpu exception generation functions. the [simulator  system] dialog box specifies whether to stop or continue the simulation when such an error occurs. table 2.4  lists the error messages, error causes, and the action of the simulator/debugger in the continuation mode. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  156     table 2.4  simulation errors  error message  error cause  processing in continuation  mode  access to a memory area that has not  been allocated  write to a memory area having the write  protect attribute  read from a memory area having the  read disable attribute  memory access error  access to an area where memory does  not exist  on memory write, nothing is  written; on memory read, all bits  are read as 1.  zero division executed by the div1  instruction  illegal operation  writing zero by the setrc instruction  shift of more than 32 bits executed by  the psha instruction  illegal dsp operation  shift of more than 16 bits executed by  the pshl instruction  operates in the same way as the  actual device operation.  invalid dsp instruction  code  invalid dsp instruction code  always stops.  tlb multiple hit  hit to multiple tlb entries at mmu  address translation (only for the sh-3,  sh-3e, and sh3-dsp series)  undefined.    when a simulation error occurs in the stop mode, the simulator/debugger returns to the command input wait state  after stopping instruction execution and displaying the error message. table 2.5 lists the states of the program  counter (pc) at simulation error stop. the status register (sr) value does not change at simulation error stop. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  157     table 2.5  register states at simulation error stop  error message  pc value  memory access error  ?   when an instruction is read:  ?   sh2-dsp and sh3-dsp series  the third instruction address before the instruction that caused the  error.  ?   sh-1, sh-2, sh-2e, sh-3, sh-3e, and sh-4 series  the instruction address before the instruction that caused the error.  the slot address if an error occurs when a branch destination is  read.  ?   when an instruction is executed:  the instruction address following the instruction that caused the error.  illegal operation  the instruction address following the instruction that caused the error.  illegal dsp operation  the second instruction address following the instruction that caused the  error.  invalid dsp  instruction code  the second instruction address following the instruction that caused the  error.  tlb multiple hit  the address of the instruction that caused the error.    use the following procedure when debugging programs that include instructions that generate simulation errors.  1.  first execute the program in the stop mode and confirm that there are no errors except those in the intended  locations.  2.  after confirming the above, execute the program in the continuation mode.    note:  if an error occurs in the stop mode and simulation is continued after changing the simulator mode  to the continuation mode, simulation may not be performed correctly. when restarting a  simulation, always restore the register contents and the memory contents to the state prior to the  occurrence of the error.   break due to a trace buffer overflow:   after the [break] mode is specified with [trace buffer full handling]  in the [trace acquisition] dialog box, the simulator/debugger stops execution when the trace buffer becomes full.  the following message is displayed in the [output] window when execution is stopped.    trace buffer full    break due to execution of the sleep instruction:   when the sleep instruction is executed during  instruction execution, the simulator/debugger stops execution. the following message is displayed in the  [output] window when execution is stopped.   sleep    note:  when restarting execution, change the pc value to the instruction address at the restart location.  break due to the [halt] button:   users can forcibly terminate execution by clicking the [halt] button during  instruction execution. the following message is displayed on the status bar when execution is stopped.   stop    execution can be resumed with the go or step command. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  158     2.13 floating-point data  floating-point numbers can be used for the following real-number data, which makes floating-point data  processing easier. the following data can be specified for floating-point data:  ?   data in the [set break] dialog box when the break type is set to [break data] or [break register]  ?   data in the [memory] window  ?   data in the [fill memory] dialog box  ?   data in the [search memory] dialog box  ?   input data in the [register] dialog box    the floating-point data format conforms to the ansi c standard.  in the simulator/debugger, the rounding mode for floating-point decimal-to-binary conversion can be selected in  the [simulator system]   dialog box. one of the following two modes can be selected:  ?   round-to-nearest (rn)  ?   round-to-zero (rz)    if a denormalized number is specified for binary-to-decimal or decimal-to-binary conversion, it is converted to  zero in rz mode, and left as a denormalized number in rn mode. if an overflow occurs during decimal-to- binary conversion, the maximum floating-point value is returned in rz mode, and the infinity is returned in rn  mode.  2.14  display of function call history  the simulator/debugger displays the function call history in the [stack trace] window when simulation stops,  which enables program execution flow to be checked easily. selecting a function name in the [stack trace]  window displays the corresponding source program in the [source] window. this allows the function that has  called the current function to also be checked.  the displayed function call history is updated in the following cases:  ?   when simulation stops due to the break conditions described in section 2.16, break conditions.  ?   when register values are modified while simulation stops due to the above break conditions.  ?   while single-step execution is performed.    for details, refer to section 4.13, viewing the function call history.  2.15 performance measurement  the simulator/debugger has the profiler function and performance analysis function for performance  measurement of the user program.  2.15.1 profiler  the profiler function displays the memory address and size allocated to functions and global variables, the  number of function calls, and the profile data for the entire user program.  the profile data displayed differs  according to the cpu.   profile information is displayed in list, tree, and chart formats.  profile information is useful in optimizing user programs by reducing the size and putting the most frequently  called functions in-line.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  159     when using the profile information saved in a file, it is possible to optimize user programs based on dynamic  information using the optimizing linkage editor.  for details, refer to section 4.12, viewing the profile information, and section 4.2.3, optimize option profile in  the optimizing linkage editor user's manual.  2.15.2 performance analysis  the performance analysis function displays the number of execution cycles and function calls for the specified  function in the user program. since performance data for only the specified function is acquired, simulation can  be done faster. for details, refer to section 4.16, analyzing performance.  2.16 pseudo-interrupts  the simulator/debugger can generate pseudo-interrupts during simulation in the following two ways:  1.  pseudo-interrupts generated by break conditions  a pseudo-interrupt can be generated using a break command to specify [interrupt] as the action when a break  condition is satisfied. for details, refer to  ? specifying the action at break ?  in section 4.15.2, setting a  breakpoint.  2.  pseudo-interrupts generated from the [trigger] window  a pseudo-interrupt can be generated by clicking a button in the [trigger] window. for details, refer to section  4.20, generating a pseudo-interrupt manually.    if another pseudo-interrupt occurs between a pseudo-interrupt occurrence and its acceptance, only the interrupt  that has a higher priority can be processed.  note:  in the pseudo-interrupts, whether an interrupt is accepted is determined by interrupt information  [priority], not the vector number. note that when h'8 is specified as the priority level of an  interrupt, that interrupt is always accepted. the simulator/debugger does not simulate the  operation of the interrupt controller.  2.17 coverage  the simulator/debugger acquires instruction coverage information during instruction execution within the  address range specified by the user.  the status of each instruction execution can be monitored through the instruction coverage information. in  addition, this information can be used to determine which part of a program has not been executed.   the [coverage] window displays the acquired instruction coverage information:  the instruction coverage information can also be displayed in the [source] window by highlighting the column  corresponding to the source line of the executed instruction.  the instruction coverage information can be saved in or loaded from a file. only a file in the .cov format can  be loaded.  for details, refer to section 4.17, acquiring code coverage. 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  161     section 3   preparations for debugging  this section describes the preparations for debugging your program.  you will learn how to select and configure  a debugging platform with which to debug, how to load the user program, and what the debugger sessions are.  3.1  building before debugging  to debug your program in the c/c++ source level, your c/c++ program must be compiled and linked with the  [debug] option enabled. when this option is enabled, the compiler puts all the information necessary for  debugging your c/c++ code into the absolute file or management information file. if either of these files is used  for this purpose, it is usually called a debug object file.  when you create your project, the initial setup will  normally be configured for debugging.    note:  make sure you have the [debug] option enabled in your compiler and linker, when you generate  an object file for debugging.  even if your debug object file does not contain any debugging information (for example, the s- record format), you can still load it into the debugging platform, but you will only be able to debug  it in the assembly-language level.  3.2  selecting a debugging platform  selecting the debugging platform is very dependent on the installation method of the hew.  if the hew has a  toolchain installed, the application project generator will be able to set up both the toolchain and the debugger  targets simultaneously.  this allows the options for the targets and toolchain to be matched closely so no  inconsistencies occur.  if there is no toolchain installed, you will only be able to select debug-only project types.   by default, the hew will display the debug-only project generation type for each cpu family in the [new  project workspace] dialog box.  this project type will provide similar behavior to the previous [hdi session]  dialog box. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  162     figure 3.1   new project workspace dialog box  the dialog box shown in figure 3.1 allows you to select a project generation type that matches your target cpu.    [application]  project for generating an execution program that includes the initial routine file written in  the c/c++ language or assembly language.  [demonstration]  project for generating a demonstration program written in the c language or assembly  language.  [empty application]  project for only setting the toolchain environment (no generation file).  [library]  project for generating a library file (no generation file).  note:  select [empty application] to generate a debug-only project. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  163     figure 3.2   cpu selection display (step 1)  1.  select the cpu in step 1. the cpu types ([cpu type]) are classified according to the cpu series ([cpu  series]). select the cpu corresponding to the program to be developed because the generation file differs  according to the [cpu type] and [cpu series] settings. if there is no corresponding cpu, select a cpu with  similar hardware specifications or [other].  the following buttons at the bottom of the dialog box are the same as those in the [new project] wizard  dialog box.  [next>]  moves to the next display.  [] button in step 1.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  164     figure 3.3   option setting display (step 2)  2.  specify the options common to all project files in step 2. the specifiable items depend on the cpu selected  in step 1.  list box settings:  [operating mode]  specifies the operating mode of the object to be created.   [normal] specifies normal mode.    [advanced]  specifies advanced mode.  [address space]  specifies the address space of the object to be created.    [1m byte]  specifies 1-mbyte address space.    [16m byte]  specifies 16-mbyte address space.    [256m byte]  specifies 256-mbyte address space.    [4g byte]  specifies 4-gbyte address space.  [merit of library]  specifies whether the priority of the standard library is speed       or code size.    [code size]  reduces size.   [speed] execution speed.  [stack calculation]  specifies the range of the stack address.    [small]  1-byte calculation of the stack address.    [medium]  2-byte calculation of the stack address.    [large]  4-byte calculation of the stack address.    check box settings:  [change number of parameter registers from]  three registers for storing parameters.   2(default) to 3]  there are two registers by default.  [treat double as float]  generates an object making the value of the double-precision  floating-point type as the single-precision floating-point type. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  165     [pass struct parameter via register]  specifies whether or not the parameter of the structure is  allocated to the register. when checked, the parameter is  passed with the register. when not checked, the parameter is  passed with the memory, not with the register.  [pass 4-byte parameter/return value via]  specifies whether or not the 4-byte parameter   register]  or the return value is allocated to the register. when checked,  the parameter is passed with the register. when not checked,  the parameter is passed with the memory, not with the  register.  [use try, throw and catch of c++]  checking enables the c++ exception processing functions  (try, catch, and throw).  [enable/disable runtime type information]  enables or disables the type information at execution.     when checked, dynamic_cast and typeid are enabled.    when not checked, dynamic_cast and typeid are disabled.  to move to step 3, click the [next>] button in step 2.      figure 3.4   generation file setting display (step 3)  3.  specify the generation file in step 3.   [use i/o library]  checking enables use of standard i/o libraries.    [number of i/o  specifies the number of i/o streams that  streams]  can be used simultaneously.  [use heap memory]  checking enables use of the heap area management function sbrk( ).    [heap size]  specifies the size of the heap area to be    managed.  [generate main( ) function]  selects generation of a model main function.  generates a main function file [(project name).c(cpp)].  [i/o register definition files]  checking generates an i/o register definition file (iodefine.h) written in the c  language. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  166       [generate hardware  selects generation of a model i/o   setup function]  register initial setting program.     generates a hardware setting file    (hwsetup.c(cpp) or hwsetup.src).  note:  to include a main function that has already been made, select [none] in [generate main( )  function] and after making the project, add the file containing the main function to the  project. note that if the name of the function to be included is different, the function calling  section in resetprg.c must be modified. be sure to refer to the hardware manual of the cpu for  actual values of the sample file contents, such as the vector table definition and i/o register  definition, which are generated by the project generator.  to move to step 4, click the [next>] button in step 3.      figure 3.5   standard library setting display (step 4)  4.  specify the configuration of the standard libraries used by the c/c++ compiler in step 4.   the functions defined in the checked items and the runtime function are included.  [enable all]  selects all standard library functions.  [disable all]  does not select all standard library functions.  note that only the minimum required functions, runtime and new, are selected.  to move to step 5, click the [next>] button in step 4.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  167     figure 3.6   stack area setting display (step 5)  5.  specify the stack area in step 5. this is done by setting the initial value of the stack pointer and the stack size.  the initial value of the stack areas depends on the cpu selected in step 1.  note:  the stack area is defined by stacksct.h which is generated by the hew. if stacksct.h has been  modified by an editor, it cannot be modified from [project -> edit project configuration] in  the hew.  to move to step 6, click the [next>] button in step 5.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  168     figure 3.7   vector setting display (step 6)  6.  specify the vector in step 6.   [vector definition files]  checking generates a vector definition file and a vector table setting function  definition file.  [vector handlers]  [handler]  displays the handler program name of the reset    vector.    to modify the handler program, after selecting the     handler program name by clicking on it, enter the     new handler program name. note that if the handler     program is modified, a reset program (resetprg.c)     is not generated.    [vector]  displays a description of the vector.  note:  since the generated reset program and interrupt functions are samples, be sure to refer to the  cpu hardware manual.  to move to step 7, click the [next>] button in step 6.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  169     figure 3.8   debugger target setting display (step 7)  7.  specify the debugger targets in step 7.   [targets]  sets the debugger targets. select (by checking) the debugger targets. no selection or a  selection of more than one target is possible.  [target type]  specifies the type of the targets displayed in [targets].  to move to step 8, click the [next>] button in step 7.      figure 3.9   debugger option setting display (step 8) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  170     8.  set the options for the debugger targets selected in step 8.   [configuration name]  by default, the hew generates two configurations: [release] and [debug]. if a  debugger target is selected, a configuration for the selected target is also generated  (an abbreviation including the target name). this configuration name can be  changed in [configuration name].  [detail options]  sets the debugger target options. to modify an option, select [item] and click  [modify]. if the selected item cannot be modified, [modify] remains gray even  when [item] is selected.    [simulator i/o]  system call for standard i/o or file i/o     from the user program is enabled ([enable])     or disabled ([disable]).    [simulator i/o addr.]  address for above system call.    [bus mode]  currently cannot be used by the    simulator/debugger.  to move to step 9, click the [next>] button in step 8.      figure 3.10   generation file name modification display (step 9)  9.  the files to be generated by the hew based on the settings made so far is displayed as a list in step 9.   [file name]  file name  to change a file name, after selecting the file name by clicking on it, enter the new file  name.  [extension] file extension  [description]  description of the file  clicking the [finish] button in step 9 displays the [summary] dialog box.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  171     figure 3.11   summary dialog box  10. the project generator displays information on the project to be generated in the [summary] dialog box. after  confirming the display contents, click [ok].  checking [generate readme.txt as a summary file in the project directory] will save the project information  displayed in the [summary] dialog box as a text file named readme.txt in the project directory.    3.3  configuring the debugging platform  before loading a program into your debugging platform, the platform must be set up to match your application  system. the items that must be set are typically the device type, operating mode, clock speed, and memory map.  it is particularly important to set the memory map.  in the hew, the project generation process will have  completed much of this work.  however if you are using a board with a configuration different from the standard  types, then some customization will be required.  3.3.1 memory map  the debugging platform needs to know which areas in the device's address space are ram, rom, on-chip  registers, or areas where memory is not allocated. therefore, the memory map must be set up.  when you select the device type and mode in the project generator, the hew will automatically set up the map  for that device and the mode in which the processor is operating. for example, in a device with internal rom  and ram, the areas where these are located in the device's memory map will be set by default.  when external memory is used, the debugging platform requires to be informed.  when using the simulator, the memory map settings can be modified in the [simulator system] dialog box. for  details, refer to section 4.21.1, simulator system dialog box. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  172     in this case, the settings can be referred to in the [simulator] sheet of the [standard toolchain] dialog box.  clicking the [view] button of the [standard toolchain] dialog box (figure 3.12) displays the [cpu hardware  map] dialog box (figure 3.13).    figure 3.12   standard toolchain dialog box    figure 3.13   cpu hardware map dialog box  the following information is displayed:  [operation]  displays the address range in the upper step.  displays the linkage map in the lower step.  [memory view]  displays memory map and memory resource information.  a memory resource already allocated (allocated area) is displayed in yellow. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  173     3.3.2 memory resource  to use the simulator, the memory resource of the address range being used must be saved.   in this case, the settings can be referred to in the [simulator] sheet of the [standard toolchain] dialog box (figure  3.12). the [simulator] sheet contains the following buttons:  [view]  displays the memory map information.  [add]  adds a memory resource.  [modify]  modifies the selected memory resource.  [remove]  removes the selected memory resource.  clicking the [add] button displays the [add memory resource] dialog box (figure 3.14).    figure 3.14   add memory resource dialog box   specify the following items in the [add memory resource] dialog box:  [start] start address  [end] end address  [attribute]  attribute (r: read-only, r/w: readable/writable)  the memory resource settings can be changed in the [simulator memory resource] dialog box. for details, refer  to section 4.21.3, simulator memory resource dialog box.  modification of the memory resource information in the [simulator memory resource] dialog box will be  reflected in the contents of the [standard toolchain] dialog box, and modification in the [standard toolchain]  dialog box will be reflected in the contents of the [simulator memory resource] dialog box as well.  3.3.3  downloading a program  if there is sufficient memory in the system in which to download your program, you can then proceed to  download a program to debug.  by default, the program output from the linker of the current project is  automatically downloaded.  it is also possible to manually choose the download modules after the project creation.  this is achieved via the  [debug settings] dialog box shown in figure 3.16.  this dialog box allows you to control the debug settings  throughout your workspace.  the tree on the left of the dialog box contains all of the current projects.  selecting  a project in this tree will then show you the settings for that project, and the session selection in the session drop- down list.  multiple sessions or all sessions in this list box can be selected.  if you select multiple sessions, you 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  174     can choose to modify the settings for one or more sessions at once. the [debug settings] dialog box displays the  following debug options:  ?   current debug target for the current project and session selection  ?   download modules for the current project and session selection    the download module list displays the order in which the files will be downloaded to the target.  it is possible to  add, remove, modify, move up, and move down modules in this list.    to add a new download module:  1.  select [options -> debug settings ? ]. the dialog box shown in figure 3.16 will be displayed.  2.  select the project and configurations you are interested in adding a download module to in [tree control].  3.  click the [add] button.  the dialog box displayed in figure 3.15 is displayed.  4.  the [format] list box contains a list of supported object format readers.  this allows you to choose the  correct reader for the download module you wish to add to the project.  5.  the [filename] field allows you to browse to the download module on your disk, or simply type it into  [edit control] if you have not yet built the module.  6.  enter an offset address to the [offset] field (suitable only for some object formats).  7.  when the user clicks the [ok] button, the debug download module is added to the bottom of the list.  if  you wish to position the module in a different position in relation to the other modules, select the module  and then use the [up] and [down] buttons to position the module correctly.      figure 3.15   download module dialog box  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  175     figure 3.16   debug settings dialog box ([target] sheet)  any changes made in the [debug settings] dialog box do not take effect until you click the [ok] button.  the default debug format is set to the first download module in the list by default.  only one default debug  object format can be specified for each session.  all currently installed debugger formats are listed here.    figure 3.17   debug settings dialog box ([options] sheet) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  176     the [options] sheet (figure 3.17) of the [debug settings] dialog box contains the option that determines when a  target is connected.  if the option is checked, the target is not connected until you select [build -> debug -> go].   if the option is unchecked, the target is connected whenever a configuration is opened.  this happens when a  new workspace or project is opened or also when you switch configuration using the toolbar or [build  configurations] dialog box.  the [command line batch processing] list in the sheet contains a list of command line batch commands.  these  batch commands can perform debug operations via the command line.  when these commands are executed can  be selected in the [command batch file load timing] drop-down list.  add the batch file to be executed after  selecting an item in the [command batch file load timing] drop-down list.  the order in the list is the order in  which the command line batch files will be executed when the timing event occurs. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  177     3.3.4  manual download of modules  once you have decided which modules are to be downloaded to the target, it is possible to manually update the  modules of the connected target by selecting [debug -> download modules].  this allows a single module or all  of the modules to be downloaded.  this can also be achieved by right-clicking on modules under the [download  module] folder in the [workspace] window.    3.3.5  automatic download of modules  when you select [debug -> run ? ], the hew calculates whether any of the files or debugger settings that affect  the modules have changed since the last download.  if the hew detects a change, then it asks the user whether a  download needs to take place for each module.  if the user selects [yes], then the module is downloaded to the  target.  if you have banked multiple modules at the same start address, only the first module at that address is  downloaded by default.  it is then possible to manually load or unload the other modules in the list whenever you  want from the [debug -> download modules] and the [debug -> unload modules] menu items.  3.3.6  unloading of modules  it is possible to manually unload downloaded modules in the list whenever you want from the [debug -> unload  modules] menu item.  this can also be done from the [download module] pop-up menu in the [workspace]  window.  when a module is unloaded, its symbols are erased from the hew debugging system, but the memory contents  of the target remains unmodified.  after a module has been unloaded, it cannot be debugged unless it is reloaded.  3.4 debugger sessions  the hew stores all of your builder options into a configuration.  in a similar way, the hew stores your  debugger options in a session.  the debugging platforms, the programs to be downloaded, and each debugging  platform ? s options can be stored in a session.  sessions are not directly related to a configuration.  this means that multiple sessions can share the same  download module and avoid unnecessary program rebuilds.  each session ? s data should be stored in a separate file in the hew project.  debugger sessions are described in  detail below.  3.4.1  selecting a session  the current session can be selected in the following two ways:  ?   from the toolbar  select a session from the drop-down list box (figure 3.18) in the toolbar.      figure 3.18   toolbar selection  ?   from the dialog box  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ]. this will open the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  178     figure 3.19   debug sessions dialog box  2.  select the session you want to use from the [current session] drop-down list.  3.  click the [ok] button to set the session.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  179     3.4.2  adding and deleting sessions  a new session can be added by copying settings from another session or deleting a session.  ?   to add a new empty session  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ] to display the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).  2.  click the [add ? ] button to display the [add new session] dialog box (figure 3.20).  3.  check the [add new session] radio button.  4.  enter a name for the session.  5.  click the [ok] button to close the [debug sessions] dialog box.  6.  this creates a file with the same name as the entered session name.  if the file name already exists, an  error is displayed.      figure 3.20   add new session dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  180     ?   to import an existing session into a new session file  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ] to display the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).  2.  click the [add ? ] button to display the [add new session] dialog box (figure 3.20).  3.  check the [use an existing session file] radio button.  4.  enter a name for the session.  5.  browse to the existing session file location that you would like to import into the current project.  if the [open and maintain link to session file] check box is not checked, the imported new session file is  generated in the project directory.  if the [open and maintain link to session file] check box is checked, a new session file is not generated in  the project directory but is linked to the current session file.  if the [make session file link read only] check box is checked, the linked session file is used as read-only.  6.  click the [ok] button to close the [debug sessions] dialog box.    ?   to remove a session  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ] to display the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).  2.  select the session you would like to remove.  3.  click the [remove] button.  note that the current session cannot be removed.  4.  click the [ok] button to close the [debug sessions] dialog box.    ?   to view the session properties  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ] to display the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).  2.  select the session you would like to view the properties for.  3.  click the [properties] button to display the [session properties] dialog box (figure 3.21).      figure 3.21   session properties dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  181     ?   to make a session read-only  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ] to display the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).  2.  select the session you would like to make read-only.  3.  click the [properties] button to display the [session properties] dialog box (figure 3.21).  4.  check the [read only] check box to make the link read-only.  this is useful if you are sharing debugger- setting files and you do not want data to be modified accidentally.  5.  click the [ok] button.    ?   to save a session with a different name  1.  select [options -> debug sessions ? ] to display the [debug sessions] dialog box (figure 3.19).  2.  select the session you would like to save.  3.  click the [save as] button to display the [save session] dialog box (figure 3.22).  4.  browse to the new file location.  5.  if you want to export the session file to another location, leave the [maintain link] check box unchecked.   if you would like the hew to use this location instead of the current session location, check the  [maintain link] check box.  6.  click the [ok] button.      figure 3.22   save session dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  182     3.4.3  saving session information  ?   to save a session  select [file -> save session].     

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  183     section 4   debugging  this section describes the debugging operations and their related windows and dialog boxes.  4.1  viewing a program  how to look at your program as source code and assembly language mnemonics is explained here. the hew has  various facilities for dealing with code and symbol information which are explained in this section and you will  be shown how to look at text files via the user interface.  note:  after a break occurs, the hew displays the location of the program counter (pc). in most cases,  for example if an elf/dwarf2   based project is moved from its original path, the source file may not  be automatically found.  in this case, the hew will open a source file browser dialog box to allow  you to manually locate the file. this path will then be used to update any other source files in this  debug project.  4.1.1  viewing the source code  select your source file and click the [open]   button to make the hew open the file in the integrated editor.  it is  also possible to display your source files by double-clicking on them in the [workspace] window.    figure 4.1   source window  the editor is divided into two areas: the gutter area (containing markers for breakpoints, pc location, etc.) and  the text area (containing color syntax highlighted code).  this is shown above in figure 4.1.  4.1.2  source address column  after your program has been downloaded, the [source] window displays the addresses for the current source file  (figure 4.2).  the addresses are shown on the left-hand side of the [source] window.  this is useful for deciding  where to set the pc or hardware breakpoints. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  184     figure 4.2   source window and address column    to switch off a column in all source files  1.  right-click on the [editor] window.   2.  click the [define column format ? ] menu item.  3.  the [global editor column states] dialog box is displayed.  4.  the [check status] check box indicates whether the column is enabled or not.  if it is checked, the column  is enabled. if the check box is gray, the column is enabled in some files and disabled in others.  5.  click the [ok] button for the new column settings to take effect.      figure 4.3   global editor column states dialog box    to switch off a column in one source file  1.  right-click on the [editor] window which contains the column you wish to remove to display the pop-up  menu.  2.  click the [columns] menu item to display a cascaded menu item.  each column is displayed in this pop- up menu.  if the column is enabled, it has a tick mark next to its name.  clicking the entry will toggle  whether the column is displayed or not.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  185     4.1.3 debugger columns  the debugging platform can add columns to the [source] window.  these added columns are referred to as  debugger columns.  the columns that can be added to the [source] window differ according to the debugging platform.  the  [coverage] column that graphically displays code coverage during debugger execution is an example of the  columns that can be added.  right-clicking on the column displays the respective pop-up menu for that column.  double-clicking on the  column has a different effect depending on the column.  for example, in the [editor] column, this sets a pc  breakpoint.  4.1.4  viewing the assembly-language code  if you have a source file open, right-click to open the pop-up menu and select [go to disassembly] to open the  [disassembly] window at the same address as the current [source] window.  if you do not have a source file, but wish to view code in the assembly-language level, either choose [view ->  disassembly ? ], use the ctrl + d accelerator, or click on the [disassembly] window ? s toolbar button  [ ].  the [disassembly] window opens at the current pc location and shows [address] and [code] (optional) which  show the disassembled mnemonics (with labels when available).     figure 4.4   disassembly window  4.1.5  modifying the assembly-language code  you can modify the assembly-language code by double-clicking on the instruction that you wish to change. the  [assembler] dialog box will open. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  186     figure 4.5   assembler dialog box  the address, machine code, and disassembled instruction are displayed. enter the new instruction or edit the old  instruction in the [mnemonics] field. pressing the enter key will assemble the instruction into memory and move  on to the next instruction. clicking the [ok] button will assemble the instruction into memory and close the  dialog box. clicking the [cancel] button or pressing the esc key will close the dialog box.  note:  the assembly-language display is disassembled from the actual machine code in the debugging  platform's memory. if the memory contents are changed the dialog box (and [disassembly]  window) will show the new assembly-language code, but the [source] window contents will be  unchanged. this is the same even if the source file contains an assembler.  4.1.6  viewing a specific address  when you are viewing your program in the [disassembly] window, you may wish to look at another area of your  program's code. rather than scrolling through a lot of code in the program, you can go directly to a specific  address. select [set address] from the pop-up menu, and the dialog box shown in figure 4.6 is displayed.    figure 4.6   set address dialog box  enter the address or label name in the edit box and either click on the [ok] button or press the enter key. the  [disassembly] window will be updated to show the code at the new address. when an overloaded function or a  class name is entered, the [select function] dialog box opens for you to select a function.  for details, refer to  section 4.10, elf/dwarf2 support.  4.1.7  viewing the current program counter address  wherever you can enter an address or value into the hew, you can also enter an expression.  if you enter a  register name prefixed by the hash character, the contents of that register will be used as the value in the  expression. therefore, if you open the [set address] dialog box and enter the expression #pc, the [source] or  [disassembly] window will display the current pc address. it also allows the offset of the current pc to be  displayed by entering an expression with the pc register plus an offset, e.g., #pc+0x100.  4.2 operating memory  this section describes how to look at memory areas in the cpu's address space. how to look at a memory area  in different formats, how to fill and move a memory block, and how to load and verify a memory area with a  disk file are described. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  187     4.2.1  viewing a memory area  to look at a memory area, choose [view -> cpu ->memory ? ] with the ctrl + m accelerator or click the [view  memory] toolbar button [ ] to open the [memory] window. this will open the [set address] dialog box  shown in figure 4.7.    figure 4.7   set address dialog box  enter the range you wish to display as an address value or an equivalent symbol in the [begin] and [end] fields.  select the data size for the display from the [display data as] drop-down list. click the [ok] button or press the  enter key, and the dialog box closes and the [memory] window opens. the display can be scrolled within the  range of the entered display start and end addresses.    figure 4.8   memory window  there are three display columns:  [address]  address of the first item in the [data] column of this row  [data]  data is read from the debugging platform ? s physical memory in the access width, and then  converted to the display width.  [value]  data displayed in an alternative format  4.2.2  displaying data in different formats  if you want to change the display format of the [memory] window, select [format] from the pop-up menu.  the  dialog box shown in figure 4.9 is displayed. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  188     figure 4.9   format memory display dialog box  to display and edit memory in different widths, use the [display data as] drop-down list. for example, choose  the [byte] option and the display will be updated to show the memory area as individual bytes.  the data can be converted into different formats, as shown in the third column [value]. the list of formats  depends on the data selection.  the font of the [value] column can be different from the font used to display the data. this is useful for  displaying [double] byte character values when the data is displayed in the [word] format.   4.2.3  splitting up the window display  to vertically divide the [memory] window display into two, select [split] from the pop-up menu and move the  split-up bar. moving the split-up bar to the top end or bottom end of the window cancels the split-up display.  4.2.4  viewing a different memory area  to change the memory area displayed in the [memory] window, use the scroll bars. to quickly look at a new  address, use the [set address] dialog box. this can be opened by choosing [start address] from the pop-up  menu.  enter the new address value, and click the [ok] button or press the enter key. the dialog box closes and the  [memory] window display is updated with the data at the new address. when an overloaded function or a class  name is entered, the [select function] dialog box opens for you to select a function.   4.2.5  modifying the memory contents  the memory contents can be modified via the [edit memory] dialog box. move the cursor on the memory unit  (according to the [memory] window display choice) that you wish to change. either double-click on the memory  unit or press the enter key. the dialog box shown in figure 4.10 is displayed.    figure 4.10   edit memory dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  189     a number or c/c++ expression can be entered in the [new value] field. after you have entered the new number  or expression, click the [ok] button or press the enter key. then the dialog box closes and the new value is  written into memory.  the memory contents can also be modified by moving the cursor on the memory unit and entering the new value  in hexadecimal through the keyboard.  4.2.6  selecting a memory range  if the memory address range is in the [memory] window, you can select the range by clicking on the first  memory unit (according to the [memory] window display choice) and dragging the mouse to the last unit. the  selected range is highlighted.  if the memory address range is larger than or outside the [memory] window, you can enter the start address and  byte count in the respective fields of the [memory] dialog box.  4.2.7  finding a value in memory  to find a value in memory, open the [memory] window and select [search] from the pop-up menu.   the [search memory] dialog box shown in figure 4.11 is displayed.    figure 4.11   search memory dialog box  enter the start and end addresses of the range in which to search (if a memory area was selected in the [memory]  window, the start and end address values will be automatically filled in) and the data value to search for, and  select the search format. if pattern search is selected as the search format, a byte string of up to 256 bytes can be  searched for. the end address can also be prefixed by a plus (+); the end address will become the (start address)  + (entered value).  search conditions other than pattern search are data match/mismatch and search direction. note that only data  match and forward direction can be selected with pattern search.  click the [ok] button or press the enter key. the dialog box closes and the hew searches the range for the  specified data. if the data is found, the address at which the data has been found is displayed in the [memory]  window.  if the data could not be found, the [memory] window display remains unchanged and a message box informing  that the data could not be found is displayed. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  190     if [search next] is selected from the pop-up menu in the state where data has been found, the search will  continue from the next address.  4.2.8  filling a memory area with a value  a value can be set as the contents of a memory address range using the memory fill function.  to fill a memory range with the same value, choose [fill] from the pop-up menu of the [memory] window or  choose [fill] from the [memory] drop-down menu. the [fill memory] dialog box is shown in figure 4.12.    figure 4.12   fill memory dialog box  if an address range has been selected in the [memory] window, the specified start and end addresses will be  displayed. select a format from the [format] drop-down list and enter the data value in the [data] field. on  clicking the [ok] button or pressing the enter key, the dialog box closes and the new value is written into the  memory range.  4.2.9  copying a memory area  you can copy a memory area using the memory copy function. select a memory range and then choose  [copy ? ] from the pop-up menu. the [copy memory] dialog box opens (figure 4.13).    figure 4.13   copy memory dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  191     the source start address and end address selected in the [memory] window will be displayed in the [begin] and  [end] fields. checking the [verify] check box enables copying while comparing the copy source and copy  destination. the copy unit can be selected in the [format] list box. enter the destination start address in the  [destination] field and click the [ok] button or press the enter   key. this will close the dialog box and copy the  memory block to the new address.  4.2.10  saving and verifying a memory area  a memory area in the address space can be saved into a disk file using the memory save function. open the  [save memory as] dialog box by choosing [file -> save memory...].    figure 4.14   save memory as dialog box  enter the start and end addresses of the memory block that you wish to save, and a name and format for the file.  the [file name] drop-down list contains the previous four file names used for saving memory.  clicking the [browse ? ] button can open the standard [file save as] dialog box. on clicking the [ok] button or  pressing the enter key, the dialog box closes and the memory block will be saved into the disk as a file of the  specified format type. when file saving has completed, a confirmation message box may be displayed.  a memory area in the address space can be verified using the memory verify function. open the [verify  memory] dialog box by choosing [file -> verify memory...].    figure 4.15   verify memory dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  192     4.2.11  disabling update of the window contents  automatic update of the [memory] window contents, which is performed when user program execution stops  and in other cases, can be disabled. this is done by checking [lock refresh] in the pop-up menu.  4.2.12  updating the window contents  the [memory] window contents can be forcibly updated. this is done by checking [refresh] in the pop-up menu.  4.2.13  comparing the memory contents  the contents of two memory blocks can be compared. open the [compare memory] dialog box by selecting  [memory -> compare ? ] from the main menu or by selecting [compare ? ] from the pop-up menu of the  [memory] window.    figure 4.16   compare memory dialog box  enter the comparison format ([format]), the start address ([begin]) and end address ([end]) of the source  memory area, and the start address ([start compare]) of the destination memory area. if the memory block is  already highlighted in the [memory] window, the start and end addresses will be automatically filled in when the  [compare memory] dialog box is opened.  if there is a mismatch, the address where it was found is displayed in a message box.  4.2.14  loading a memory area from a file  a file can be loaded to the debugging platform ? s memory. select [load ? ] from the pop-up menu of the  [memory] window to open the [load program] dialog box. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  193     figure 4.17   load program dialog box  enter the file format ([format]) and the file name ([file name]). if the load address value is to be changed, enter  the offset value in the offset field ([offset address]), otherwise enter zero.  4.3  displaying memory contents as an image  the memory contents can be displayed as an image in the [image view] window.  4.3.1  opening the image view window  choose [view -> graphic -> image ? ] or click the [image] toolbar button [ ] to open the [image properties]  dialog box shown in figure 4.18.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  194     figure 4.18   image properties dialog box  the [image properties] dialog box is used to specify the display method of the [image view] window.  the following items are to be specified:  [color information]  specifies the color information of the image to be displayed.    [mode]  specifies the format.    [monochrome]  displays in black and white.    [rgb]  displayed in r (red), g (green), and b      (blue)    [bgr]  displayed in b (blue), g (green), and r      (red)    [ycbcr]  displayed by y (brightness), cb (color       difference in blue), and cr (color difference     in red)    [bit/pixel]  specifies bit/pixel according to the selected [mode]. (valid when   rgb or bgr is selected)    [sampling]  specifies the format of sampling. (valid when ycbcr is selected)    [format]  specifies chunky/planar. (valid when ycbcr is selected) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  195     [buffer information]  specifies the area to store data, size, and the address of the palette.     [data address]  specifies the start address of the memory where image data is to   be displayed. (displayed in hexadecimal)    [palette address]  specifies the start address of the memory of color palette data.   (displayed in hexadecimal) (valid when 8bit is selected for rgb or bgr)    [width/height size]  specifies the width and height of the image.     [width (pixel)]  specifies the width of the image.       (when a prefix is omitted, the values are       input and displayed in decimal.)    [height (pixel)]  specifies the height of the image.      (when a prefix is omitted, the values are       input and displayed in decimal.)    [buffer size]  displays the buffer size of the image       from the width and height       (displayed in hexadecimal)  [view information]  specifies the location, size, and data start location of the part to be  displayed among the entire image.     [view mode]  specifies the entire/part to be displayed in the image.    [full size]  displays the entire image.    [part size]  displays part of the image.   [start position]    [top]  displays data from the upper left.    [bottom]  displays data from the lower left.    [position]  specifies the start position of the image where part of the image is   to be displayed. (valid when [part size] is selected)    [x position]  specifies the x axis of the start location.       (when a prefix is omitted, the values are       input and displayed in decimal.)    [y position]  specifies the y axis of the start location.       (when a prefix is omitted, the values are       input and displayed in decimal.)    [width/height size]  specifies the height and width of the image to be displayed partly.    [width (pixel)]  displays the width of display.      (when a prefix is omitted, the values are       input and displayed in decimal.)    [height (pixel)]  displays the height of display.      (when a prefix is omitted, the values are       input and displayed in decimal.)  after the settings have been made in the [image properties] dialog box, clicking the [ok] button opens the  [image view] window.  even after the [image view] window is displayed, the display contents can be modified by opening this dialog  box by choosing [properties ? ] from the pop-up menu. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  196     figure 4.19   image view window  displays the memory contents as an image.  4.3.2  automatically updating the window contents  checking [auto refresh] in the pop-up menu will allow the window contents to be automatically updated when  user program execution stops.  4.3.3  updating the window contents  selecting [refresh now] from the pop-up menu immediately updates the window contents.  4.3.4  displaying the pixel information  double-clicking within the window displays information on the pixel on which the mouse pointer is located in  the [pixel information] dialog box.    figure 4.20   pixel information dialog box 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  197     this dialog box displays pixel information on the cursor location.  [color mode]  displays the format of the image.   [pixel]  displays color information of the cursor location. (displayed in decimal)  [position]  displays the cursor location in x and y axis. (displayed in decimal)  [x]  displays the x axis of the cursor location.  [y]  displays the y axis of the cursor location.  [buffer size]  displays the buffer size. (displayed in decimal)  [width]  displays the buffer width.  [height]  displays the buffer height.  [image size]  displays the width and height of the display. (displayed in decimal)  [width]  displays the width.  [height]  displays the height.  4.4  displaying memory contents as waveforms  memory contents can be displayed as waveforms in the [waveform view] window.  4.4.1  opening the waveform view window  choose [view -> graphic -> waveform ? ] or click the [waveform] toolbar button [ ] to open the [waveform  properties] dialog box shown in figure 4.21.     figure 4.21   waveform properties dialog box  specifies the waveform format. the following items can be specified.  [data address]  specifies the start address of data in memory. (displayed in hexadecimal)  [data size]  selects 8bit or 16bit.  [channel]  specifies mono or stereo.  [buffer size]  specifies the buffer size of data. (displayed in hexadecimal)  after the settings have been made in the [waveform properties] dialog box, clicking the [ok] button opens the  [waveform view] window. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  198     even after the [waveform view] window is displayed, the display contents can be modified by opening this  dialog box by choosing [properties ? ] from the pop-up menu.    figure 4.22   waveform view window  displays the memory contents as waveforms. the x axis shows the number of sampling data and the y axis  shows the sampling value.  4.4.2  automatically updating the window contents  checking [auto refresh] in the pop-up menu will allow the window contents to be automatically updated when  user program execution stops.  4.4.3  updating the window contents  selecting [refresh now] from the pop-up menu immediately updates the window contents.  4.4.4 zoom-in display  selecting [zoom in] from the pop-up menu displays the waveforms with the horizontal axis enlarged.  4.4.5 zoom-out display  selecting [zoom out] from the pop-up menu displays the waveforms with the horizontal axis reduced.  4.4.6  resetting the zoom display  selecting [reset zoom] from the pop-up menu displays the waveforms in its original size.  4.4.7  setting the zoom magnification  in the [zoom magnification] submenu of the pop-up menu, the zoom magnification can be selected from 2, 4, or  8. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  199     4.4.8  setting the horizontal scale  in the [xscale] submenu of the pop-up menu, the size of the x axis can be selected from 128, 256, or 512 pixels.  4.4.9 non-display of cursor  selecting [clear cursor] from the pop-up menu hides the cursor display.  4.4.10  displaying the sampling information  selecting [sample information ? ] from the pop-up menu displays the [sample information] dialog box.    figure 4.23   sample information dialog box  displays the sampling information of the cursor location in the [waveform view] window. the following  information is displayed.  [data size]  displays 8bit or 16bit.  [channel]  displays the data channel.  [value]  [x]  displays the x axis of cursor location.  [y]  displays the y axis of cursor location (displays y axes for both the upper and   lower plots when stereo is selected).  4.5  viewing the i/o memory  as well as a cpu and rom/ram, a microcomputer also contains on-chip peripheral modules. the exact  number and type of peripheral modules differ between devices but the typical modules are a dma controller,  serial communications interface, a/d converter, integrated timer unit, bus state controller, and watchdog timer.  registers that are mapped to the microcomputer ? s address space controls the on-chip peripheral modules.  the [memory] window enables you to look at data in continuous memory addresses as byte, word, longword,  single-precision floating-point, double-precision floating-point, or ascii values. however, registers of different  sizes are allocated to non-continuous memory addresses in the i/o memory. to handle this memory, the hew  has the [io] window to facilitate checking and setting up of these kinds of registers. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  200     4.5.1  opening the io window  to open the [io] window, select [view -> cpu -> io] or click the [view i/o] toolbar button [ ]. modules that  match the on-chip peripheral modules organize the i/o register information. when the [io] window is first  opened, only a list of module names is displayed.    figure 4.24   io window  4.5.2  expanding the i/o register display  to display the names, addresses, and values of the i/o registers, double-click on the module name or select the  module name by clicking on it or using the cursor keys and press the enter key. the module display will expand  to show the individual registers of that peripheral module and their names, addresses, and values. double- clicking (or pressing the enter key) again on the module name will close the i/o register display.  for a display in the bit level, expand the i/o register in a similar way to the [registers] window.  4.5.3  modifying the i/o register contents  to edit the value in an i/o register, type hexadecimal values directly into the window. to enter more complex  expressions, double-click or press the enter key on the register to open a dialog box to modify the register  contents.  when you have entered the new number or expression, click the [ok] button or press the enter key;  the dialog box closes and the new value is written into the register.  4.6  looking at labels  symbol information is included in the debugging information, which is used when the hew links the user  program source code to the actual code in the memory. symbol information is also included in the debug object  file. this information is a list of names that indicate addresses in the program. these names are called labels in  the hew. the [disassembly] window shows the first eight characters of each label instead of the corresponding  address or as a part of an instruction operand * .   note:  when a label value matches an operand, the corresponding instruction operand is replaced by the  label. if two or more labels have the same value, the one that comes first in alphabetical order is  displayed.  hint:  when [edit control] accepts an address or a value, a label can be input instead. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  201     4.6.1 listing labels  choose [view -> symbol -> labels] or click the [view labels] toolbar button   to list all labels defined in the  current debugger session.    figure 4.25   label window  you can view symbols sorted either alphabetically (by ascii code) or by address value by clicking on the  respective column heading.  double-clicking in the [bp] column can set or clear a software breakpoints at the start of the function.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  202     4.6.2  adding a label  choose [add..] from the pop-up menu and open the [add label] dialog box to add a label:    figure 4.26   add label dialog box  enter the new label name into the [name] field and the corresponding value into the [address] field and press  [ok]. the [add label] dialog box closes and the label list is updated to show the new label. when an  overloaded function or a class name is entered in the [address] field, the [select function] dialog box opens for  you to select a function. for details, refer to section 4.10.3, supporting duplicate labels.  4.6.3  editing a label  choose [edit ...] from the pop-up menu and open the [edit label] dialog box to edit a label:    figure 4.27   edit label dialog box  edit the label name and value as required and then press [ok] to save the modified version in the label list. the  list display is updated to show the new label details. when an overloaded function or a class name is entered in  the [address] field, the [select function] dialog box opens for you to select a function. for details, refer to  section 4.10.3, supporting duplicate labels. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  203     4.6.4  deleting a label  to delete a label, select the label and choose [delete] from the pop-up menu. a confirmation message box  appears:    figure 4.28   message box for confirming label deletion  if you click [ok], the label is removed from the list and the window display is updated. if the message box is not  required then do not select the [delete label] option of the [confirmation] sheet in the hew [options] dialog  box.  4.6.5  deleting all labels  to delete all the labels from the list, choose [delete all] from the pop-up menu. a confirmation message box  appears:    figure 4.29   message box for confirming all label deletion  if you click [ok], all the labels are removed from the hew system ? s symbol table and the list display will be  cleared. if the message box is not required, do not select the [delete all labels] option of the [confirmation]  sheet in the hew [options] dialog box.  4.6.6  loading labels from a file  a symbol file can be loaded and merged into the hew's current symbol table. choose [load ...] from the pop-up  menu to open the [load symbols] dialog box: 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  204     figure 4.30   load symbols dialog box  the dialog box operates like a standard windows ?  [open file] dialog box; select the file and click [open] to start  loading. the standard file extension for symbol files is  ? .sym ? . when the symbol loading is complete a  confirmation message box may be displayed showing how many symbols have been loaded (this can be switched  off in the [confirmation] sheet on the hew [options] dialog box).  4.6.7  saving labels into a file  choose [save as ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [save symbols] dialog box. the [save symbols] dialog  box operates like a standard windows ?  [save file as] dialog box. enter the name for the file in the [file name]  field and click [save] to save the hew's current label list to a symbol file. the standard file extension for  symbol files is  ? .sym ? .  see appendix b, symbol file format, for symbol file format.  once a file is specified by the [save as...] menu, the current symbol table can be saved in the same symbol file  just by choosing [save] from the pop-up menu.  4.6.8  searching for a label  choose [find ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [find label] dialog box:    figure 4.31   find label dialog box  enter all or part of the label name that you wish to find into the edit box and click [ok] or press the enter key.  the hew searches the label list for a label name containing the text that you entered.  note:  only the label is stored by 1024 characters of the start, therefore the label name must not overlap  mutually in 1024 characters or less. labels are case sensitive. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  205     4.6.9  searching for the next label  choose [find next] from the pop-up menu to find the next occurrence of the label containing the text that you  entered.  4.6.10  viewing the source corresponding to a label  select a label and choose [view source] from the pop-up menu to open the [source] or [disassembly] window  containing the address corresponding to the label. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  206     4.7  looking at registers  if you are debugging at assembly-language level, then you will probably find it useful to see the contents of the  cpu's general registers. you can do this using the [register] window.  4.7.1  opening the register window  to open the [register] window choose [view->cpu->registers] or click the [register] toolbar button  . the  [register] window opens showing all of the cpu's general registers and the values, displayed in hexadecimal.    figure 4.32   register window 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  207     4.7.2  expanding a bit register  if a register is used as a set of flags at the bit level for the control of state, its one-character symbol rather than its  state indicate each bit. double-click on the register ? s name to display the [edit register] dialog box and switch  each bit on or off. checking the check box for any bit specifies it as holding a 1, while removing the check  specifies it as a 0.    figure 4.33   expanding a bit register  4.7.3  modifying register contents  to change a register's contents, open the [edit register] dialog box in one of the following methods:  ?   double-click the register you want to change.  ?   select the register you want to change, and choose [edit ? ] from the pop-up menu.      figure 4.34   edit register dialog box  you can enter a number or c/c++ expression in the [value] field. you can choose whether to modify the whole  register contents, a masked area, floating or flag bits by selecting an option from the drop-down list (the contents  of this list depend on the cpu model and selected register).  when you have entered the new number or expression, click the [ok] button or press the enter key; the dialog  box closes and the new value is written into the register.  4.7.4  using register contents  use the value contained in a cpu register by specifying the register name prefixed by the  ? # ?  character, e.g.:  #r1, #pc, #r6l, or #er3 when you are entering a value elsewhere in the hew, for example when displaying a  specified address in the [disassembly] or [memory] windows.  4.8  executing your program  this section describes how you can execute your program's code. you will learn how to do this by either running  your program continuously or stepping single or multiple instructions at a time. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  208     4.8.1  running from reset  to reset your user system and run your program from the reset vector address, choose [debug->reset go], or  click the [go reset] toolbar button  .  the program will run until it hits a breakpoint or a break condition is met. you can stop the program manually  by choosing [debug->halt], or by clicking the [halt] toolbar button  .  note:  the program will start running from whatever address is stored in the reset vector location.  therefore it is important to make sure that this location contains the address of your startup code.  4.8.2 continuing run  when your program is stopped, the hew will display an yellow arrow mark in the gutter of the line in the editor  and [disassembly] windows that correspond to the cpu's current program counter (pc) address value. this will  be the next instruction to be executed if you perform a step or continue running.  to continue running from the current pc address, click the [go] toolbar button  , or choose [debug->go].   to continue running from a specified address which is not the stop address, change the pc value in one of the  following ways, and click the [go] toolbar button   or choose [debug->go].  ?   change the pc value in the [register] window. refer to section 4.7.3, modifying register contents.  ?   place the text cursor (not the mouse cursor) to a target line in the [source] or [disassembly] window, and  choose [set pc here] from the pop-up menu.    4.8.3  running to the cursor  sometimes as you are going through your application you may want to run only a small section of code, that  would require many single steps to execute. you can do this using the go to cursor feature.    how to use the go to cursor  1.  make sure that a [source] or [disassembly] window is open showing the address at which you wish to stop.  2.  position the text cursor on the address at which you wish to stop by either clicking in the [address] field or  using the cursor keys.  3.  choose [go to cursor] from the pop-up menu.    the debugging platform will run your code from the current pc value until it reaches the address indicated by  the cursor's position.  notes:  1.  if your program never executes the code at this address, the program will not stop. if this  happens, code execution can be stopped by pressing the esc key, choosing [debug->halt], or  clicking on the [halt] toolbar button  .    2.  the go to cursor feature requires a pc breakpoint - if you have already used all those  available, then the feature will not work.  4.8.4  running from a specified address  the [run program] dialog box allows the user to run the program from any address. choose [debug -> run ...]  to open the [run program] dialog box. 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  210     the following execution conditions can be specified in this dialog box:  [program counter]  instruction address to start execution. the initial value is     the current pc value.  [temporary pc breakpoints]  a temporary pc breakpoint. when execution started     by this dialog box stops, this breakpoint is cleared.  note:  the [temporary pc breakpoints] feature requires a pc breakpoint - if you have already used all  those available then the feature will not work.  clicking the [go] button starts execution according to the settings. clicking the [reset go] button starts  execution from the reset vector. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box without executing  instructions.  4.8.5 single step  to debug your code it is very useful to be able to step a single line or instruction at a time and examine the effect  of that instruction on the system. in the [source] window, then a step operation will step a single source line. in  the [disassembly] window, a step operation will step a single assembly-language instruction. if the instruction  calls another function or subroutine, you have the option to either step into or step over the function. if the  instruction does not perform a call, then either option will cause the debugger to execute the instruction and stop  at the next instruction.  4.8.6  stepping into a function  if you choose to step into the function the debugger will execute the call and stop at the first line or instruction of  the function. to step into the function either click the [step in] toolbar button  , or choose [debug->step in].  4.8.7  stepping over a function call  if you choose to step over the function the debugger will execute the call and all of the code in the function (and  any function calls that that function may make) and stop at the next line or instruction of the calling function. to  step over the function either click the [step over] toolbar button  , or choose [debug->step over].  4.8.8  stepping out of a function  there are occasions when you may have entered a function, finished stepping through the instructions that you  want to examine and would like to return to the calling function without tediously stepping through all the  remaining code in the function. or alternatively you may have stepped into a function by accident, when you  meant to step over it and so want to return to the calling function without stepping all the way through the  current function. you can do this with the step out feature.  to step out of the current function either click the [step out] toolbar button  , or choose [debug->step out].  4.8.9 multiple steps  you can step several instructions at a time by using the [step program] dialog box. the dialog box also provides  an automated step with a selectable delay between steps. open it by choosing [debug-> step...]. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  211     the [step program] dialog box is displayed:    figure 4.36   step program dialog box  [steps]  number of steps to be executed.  [delay (seconds)]  delay between steps when the program is automatically stepped.     value 0 to 6 can be specified where value 0 indicates the longest delay.  [step over calls]  selecting this box steps over function calls.  [source level step]  selecting this box steps the program at the source level.  clicking the [ok] button or pressing the enter key starts step execution.  4.9  stopping your program  this section describes how you can halt execution of your application's code. this section describes how to do  this directly by using the [halt] button and by setting breakpoints at specific locations in your code.  4.9.1 halting execution  when your program is running, the [halt] toolbar button is enabled [ ] (a red stop sign), and when the  program has stopped it is disabled [ ] (the stop sign is grayed out). click on the [halt] toolbar button, or  choose [debug->halt program].  when the program has been stopped by [halt], "stop" is displayed in the [debug] sheet of the [output] window.  4.9.2  standard breakpoints (pc breakpoints)  when you are trying to debug your program you will want to be able to stop the program running when it  reaches a specific point or points in your code. you can do this by setting a pc breakpoint on the line or  instruction at which to want the execution to stop. the following instructions will show you how to quickly set  and clear simple pc breakpoints. if more complex breakpoint operation is required, use the [breakpoints]  window, which can be opened by clicking the   button or choosing [view -> code -> breakpoints]. for details,  refer to section 4.15, using the simulator/debugger breakpoints.  ?   to set a pc breakpoint in the [source] window  1.  make sure that the [disassemble] or a [source] window is open at the place you want to set a pc  breakpoint. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  212     2.  choose [toggle breakpoint] from the pop-up menu, or press f9, at the line showing the address at which  you want the program to stop.   3.  you will see a red circle appear in the gutter to indicate that a pc breakpoint has been set.  4.  the current breakpoint set can be enabled or disabled by using [enable/disable breakpoint] in the pop-up  menu.     now when you run your program and it reaches the address at which you set the pc breakpoint, execution halts  with the message "break = pc breakpoint" displayed in the [debug] sheet of the [output] window, and the  [source] or [disassembly] window is updated with the pc breakpoint line marked with an arrow in the gutter.  note:  when a break occurs, the program stops just before it is about to execute the line or instruction at  which you set a program pc breakpoint. if you choose go or step after stopping at the pc  breakpoint, then the line marked with an arrow will be the next instruction to be executed.  ?   to set a pc breakpoint by using the [breakpoints] dialog box  the [breakpoints] dialog box is shown in figure 4.53. it allows the user to view the current breakpoints set.  clicking the [edit code] button displays the source where each breakpoint is set. the [remove] or [remove  all] button deletes one or all breakpoints, respectively. the check box of each breakpoint enables or disables  the breakpoint.      figure 4.37   breakpoints dialog box  ?   toggling pc breakpoints  it is possible to toggle the [pc breakpoints] setting by either double-clicking in the [bp] column of the line  where the pc breakpoint is set or placing the cursor on the line and pressing the f9 key. the setting to be  toggled depends on the debugging platform.    4.10 elf/dwarf2 support  the hew supports the elf/dwarf2 object file format for debugging applications written in c/c++ and assembly  language for hitachi microcomputers. it provides a powerful way of accessing, observing and modifying the  symbolic level debugging information about the user application that is running.  key features  ?   source level debugging  ?   c/c++ operators  ?   c/c++ expression (casting, pointers, references, etc.)  ?   ambiguous function names  ?   overlay memory loading  ?   watch - locals, and user defined 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  213     ?   stack trace    4.10.1 c/c++ operators  the c/c++ language operators are available:  +, -, *, /, &, |, ^, ~, !, >>, , =, ==, !=, &&, ||  buffer_start + 0x1000  #r1 | b'10001101  ((pointer + (2 * increment_size)) & h'ffff0000) >> d'15  !(flag ^ #er4)  4.10.2 c/c++ expressions  expression examples  object.value   //specifies direct reference of a member (c/c++)  p_object->value   //specifies indirect reference of a member (c/c++)  class::value   //specifies reference of a member with class (c++)  *value   //specifies a pointer (c/c++)  &value   //specifies a reference (c/c++)  array[0]   //specifies an array (c/c++)  object.*value   //specifies reference of a member with pointer (c++)  ::g_value   //specifies reference of a global variable (c/c++)  class::function(short)   //specifies a member function (c++)  (struct str) *value   //specifies cast operation (c/c++) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  214     4.10.3  supporting duplicate labels  in some languages, for example c++ overloaded functions, a label may represent more than one address. when  such a label name is entered in a dialog box, the hew will display the [select function] dialog box to display  overloaded functions and member functions.    figure 4.38   select function dialog box  select overloaded functions or member functions in the [select function] dialog box. generally, one function  can be selected at one time; only for setting breakpoints, multiple functions can be selected. this dialog box has  three areas.  [select function name]  displays the same-name functions or member functions and     their detailed information.  [set function name]  displays the function to be set and their detailed information.  [counter]  [all function]  displays the number of same-name functions       or member functions.    [select function]  displays the number of functions displayed       in the [select function name] list box.    [set function]  displays the number of functions displayed       in the [set function name] list box.  selecting a function  click the function you wish to select in the [select function name] list box, and click the [>] button. you will  see the selected function in the [set function name] list box. to select all functions in the [select function  name] list box, click the [>>] button.  deselecting a function  click the function you wish to deselect from the [set function name] list box, and click the [ hitachi embedded workshop user manual  215     clicking the [cancel] button closes the dialog box without setting the functions.  4.10.4  debugging an overlay program  this section explains the settings for using the overlay functions.  displaying section group  when the overlay mode is used, that is, when several section groups are assigned to the same address range, the  address ranges and section groups are displayed in the [overlay] dialog box.  open the [overlay] dialog box by choosing [memory->configure overlay].    figure 4.39   overlay dialog box (at opening)  this dialog box has two areas: the [address] list box and the [section name] list box.   the [address] list box displays the address ranges used in the overlay mode. click to select one of the address  ranges in the [address] list box.    figure 4.40   overlay dialog box (address range selected)  the [section name] list box displays the section groups assigned to the selected address range.  !  setting section group  when using the overlay function, the highest-priority section group must be selected in the [overlay] dialog box;  otherwise the hew will operate incorrectly.  first click one of the address ranges displayed in the [address] list box. the section groups assigned to the  selected address range will then be displayed in the [section name] list box. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  216     click to select the section group with the highest-priority among the displayed section groups.    figure 4.41   overlay dialog box (highest-priority section group selected)  after selecting a section group, clicking the [ok] button stores the priority setting and closes the dialog box.  clicking the [cancel] button closes the dialog box without storing the priority setting.  note:  within the address range used by the overlay function, the debugging information for the section  specified in the [overlay] dialog box is referred to. therefore, the same section of the currently  loaded program must be selected in the [overlay] dialog box.  4.11  looking at variables  this section describes how you can look at variables in the source program.  4.11.1 tooltip watch  the quickest way to look at a variable in your program is to use the tooltip watch feature.  !  to use tooltip watch:  open the [source] window showing the variable that you want to examine.  rest the mouse cursor over the variable name that you want to examine - a tooltip will appear near the variable  containing basic watch information for that variable.    figure 4.42   tooltip watch  4.11.2 instant watch  open the [source] window showing the variable that you want to examine.  rest the mouse cursor over the variable name that you want to examine and choose [instant watch ...] from the  pop-up menu; the [instant watch] dialog box will appear and display the variable at the cursor location. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  217     figure 4.43   instant watch dialog box  ? + ?  shown to the left of the variable name indicates that the information may be expanded by clicking on the  variable name, and  ? - ?  indicates that the information may be collapsed. clicking [add] registers the variable in  the [watch] window. clicking [close] closes the window without registering the variable in the [watch] window.  4.11.3 watch window  you can view any value in the [watch] window.  opening a [watch] window  to open a [watch] window, choose [view->symbol->watch] or click on the [watch ] toolbar button   if it is  visible. a [watch] window opens. initially the contents of the window will be blank.    figure 4.44   watch window  this window allows the user to view and modify c/c++-source level variables. the contents of this window are  displayed only when the debugging information available in the absolute file (*.abs) includes the information on  the c/c++ source program. the variable information is not displayed if the source program information is  excluded from the debugging information during optimization by the compiler. in addition, the variables that are  declared as macro cannot be displayed.  the following items are displayed.  [name]  name of the variable 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  218     [value]  value and assigned location.    the assigned location is enclosed by { }.  [type]  type of the variable  adding a watch item  use the [add watch] dialog box in the [watch] window to add watch items to the [watch] window.  !  to use add watch from a [watch] window:  open the [watch] window.  choose [add watch] from the pop-up menu.  the [add watch] dialog box opens:    figure 4.45   add watch dialog box  enter the name of the variable that you wish to watch and click [ok]. the variable is added to the [watch]  window. a variable can be dragged from the [source] window and dropped into the [watch] window.  note:  if the variable that you have added is a local variable that is not currently in scope, the hew will  add it to the [watch] window but its value will be blank, or set to a question mark, '?'.  expanding a watch item  if a watch item is a pointer, array, or structure, then you will see a plus sign (+) expansion indicator to left of its  name, this means that you can expand the watch item. to expand a watch item, double click on it. the item  expands to show the elements (in the case of structures and arrays) or data value (in the case of pointers)  indented by one tab stop, and the plus sign changes to a minus sign (-). if the elements of the watch item also  contain pointers, structures, or arrays then they will also have expansion indicators next to them.    figure 4.46   expanding a watch item 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  219     to collapse an expanded watch item, double click on the item again. the item's elements will collapse back to  the single item and the minus sign changes back to a plus sign.  editing a watch item's value  you may wish to change the value of a watch variable, e.g. for testing purposes or if the value is incorrect due to  a bug in your program. to change a watch item's value use the edit value function.   !  editing a watch item's value:  enter a value directly in the window.  in another way, select the item to edit by clicking on it, you will see a flashing cursor on the item.  choose [edit value] from the pop-up menu.  the [edit value] dialog box opens:    figure 4.47   edit value dialog box  enter the new value or expression in the [new value] field and click [ok]. the [watch] window is updated to  show the new value.  deleting a watch item  to delete a watch item, select it and choose [delete] from the pop-up menu. the item is deleted and the [watch]  window is updated.  to delete all watch items, choose [delete all] from the pop-up menu. all items are deleted and the [watch]  window is updated.  specifying realtime update  the r mark shown to the left of each variable indicates whether the variable is updated in real time. when an r  mark is displayed in bold face, the value of the corresponding variable will be updated in realtime during user  program execution.  a pop-up menu containing the following options is available in the [watch] window:  ?   auto update  marks the selected variable with a bold r and updates the variable in real time.  ?   auto update all  marks all variables with bold rs and updates all variables in real time.  ?   delete auto update  marks the selected variable with an outlined r and cancels realtime update.  ?   delete auto update all  marks all variables with outlined rs and cancels realtime update.    modifying the radix 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  220     the radix for the selected variable display can be modified by choosing [radix] from the pop-up menu. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  221     saving the watch window contents in a file  to save the contents of the [watch] window, choose [save as...] from the pop-up menu; the save as dialog box  opens. it allows the user to specify the name of a file and to save the contents of the [watch] window in the file.  if the [append] check box is selected, the window contents are appended to the existing file, and if it is not  selected, the existing file is overwritten.  opening a memory window  the contents of the memory area to which the selected variable is assigned can be displayed in the [memory]  window. choose [go to memory ...] from the pop-up menu; the [set address] dialog box opens, showing the  information (start address, end address, and size) of the selected variable as default. clicking [ok] opens the  [memory] window.  4.11.4 locals window  the local variables and their values can be displayed in the [locals] window.  opening the locals window  to open the [locals] window, choose [view->symbol->locals] or click the [locals] toolbar button  .    figure 4.48   locals window  as you debug your program, the [locals] window will be updated. if a local variable is not initialized when  defined, then the value in the [locals] window will be undefined until a value is assigned to the local variable.   the local variable values and the radix for local variable display can be modified in the same manner as in the  [watch] window. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  222     4.12  viewing the profile information  the profile function enables function-by-function measurement of the performance of the application program in  execution. this makes it possible to identify parts of an application program that degrade its performance and the  reasons for such degradation.   the hew displays the results of measurement in three windows, according to the method and purpose of  viewing the profile data.  4.12.1  stack information files  the profile function allows the hew to read the stack information files (extension:  ? .sni ? ) which are output by  the hitachi optimizing linker (ver. 7.0 or later). each of these files contains information related to the calling of  static functions in the corresponding source file. reading the stack information file makes it possible for the  hew to display this information to do with the calling of functions without executing the user application (i.e.  before measuring the profile data). however, this feature is not available when [setting->only executed  functions] is checked in the pop-up menu of the [profile] window.  when the hew does not read any stack information files, the data about the functions executed during  measurement will be displayed by the profile function.   to make the linker create a stack information file, select [other] from the [category] list box and check the  [stack information output] box in the [link/library] sheet of the [standard toolchain] dialog box.    figure 4.49  standard toolchain dialog box (1)  4.12.2  profile information files  to create a profile information file, choose the [output profile information files ? ] menu option from the pop- up menu of the [profile] window and specify the file name, after measuring a profile data of the application  program. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  223     this file contains information on the number of times functions are called and global variables are accessed. the  hitachi optimizing linker (ver. 7.0 or later) is capable of reading the profile information file and optimizing the  allocation of functions and variables in correspondence with the status of the actual operation of the program.   to input the profiler information file to the linker, choose [optimize] from the [category] list box and check the  [include profile] box in the [link/library] sheet of the [standard toolchain] dialog box, and specify the name of  the profile information file.    figure 4.50   standard toolchain dialog box (2)  to enable the settings in the [include profile] box, specify the [optimize] list box as some setting other than  [none].  4.12.3  loading stack information files  you can select whether or not to read the stack information file in a message box for confirmation that is  displayed when a load module is loaded. clicking the [ok] button of the message box loads the stack  information file. the message box for confirmation will be displayed when:  ?   there are stack information files (extension:  ? *.sni ? ).  ?   the [load stack information files (sni files)] check box is checked in the [confirmation] sheet of the  [options] dialog box (figure 4.51) that can be opened by choosing [tools->options] from the main menu.    

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  224     figure 4.51   options dialog box  4.12.4  enabling the profile  choose [view->performance->profile] to open the [profile] window.  choose [enable profiler] from the pop-up menu of the [profile] window. the item on the menu will be checked.  4.12.5  specifying measuring mode  you can specify whether to trace functions calls while profile data is acquired. when function calls are traced,  the relations of function calls during user program execution are displayed as a tree diagram. when not traced,  the relations of function calls cannot be displayed, but the time for acquiring profile data can be reduced.   to stop tracing function calls, choose [disable tree (not traces function call)] from the pop-up menu in the  [profile] window (a check mark is shown to the left of the menu item).  when acquiring profile data of the program in which functions are called in a special way, such as task switching  in the os, stop tracing function calls.  4.12.6  executing the program and checking the results  after the user program has been executed and execution has been halted, the results of measurement are  displayed in the [profile] window.  the [profile] window has two sheets; a [list] sheet and a [tree] sheet.  4.12.7 list sheet  this sheet lists functions and global variables and displays the profile data for each function and variable. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  225     figure 4.52   list sheet  clicking the column header sorts the items in an alphabetical or ascending order. double-clicking the  [function/variable] or [address] column displays the source program corresponding to the address in the line.  right-clicking on the mouse within the window displays a pop-up menu. for details on this pop-up menu, refer  to section 4.12.8, tree sheet. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  226     4.12.8 tree sheet  this sheet displays the relation of function calls along with the profile data that are values when the function is  called. this sheet is available when [disable tree (not traces function call)] is not selected from the pop-up  menu in the [profile] window.    figure 4.53   tree sheet  double-clicking a function in the [function] column expands or reduces the tree structure display. the  expansion or reduction is also provided by the  ? + ?  or  ? - ?  key. double-clicking the [address] column displays the  source program corresponding to the specific address.  right-clicking on the mouse within the window displays a pop-up menu. supported menu options are described  in the following:  ?   view source  displays the source program or disassembled memory contents for the address in the selected line.  ?   view profile-chart  displays the [profile-chart] window focused on the function in the specified line.  ?   enable profiler  toggles acquisition profile data. when profile data acquisition is active, a check mark is shown to the left of  the menu text.   ?   not trace the function call   stops tracing function calls while profile data is acquired. this menu is used when acquiring profile data of  the program in which functions are called in a special way, such as task switching in the os.   to display the relation of function calls in the [tree ]sheet of the [profile] window, acquire profile data  without selecting this menu. in addition, do not select this menu when optimizing the program by the  optimizing linkage editor using the acquired profile information file.  ?   find ?   displays the [find text] dialog box to find a character string in the [function] column. search is started by  inputting a character string to be found in the edit box and clicking [find next] or pressing the enter key.  ?   find data ?   displays the [find data] dialog box.    

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  227     figure 4.54   find data dialog box  by selecting the column to be searched in the [column] combo box and the search type in the [find data]  group and entering [find next] button or enter key, search is started. if the [find next] button or the enter  key is input repeatedly, the second larger data (the second smaller data when the minimum is specified) is  searched for.  ?   clear data  clears the number of times functions are called and profile data. data in the [list] sheet of the [profile]  window and the data in the [profile-chart] window are also cleared.  ?   output profile information files ?   displays the [save profile information files] dialog box. profiling results are saved in a profile information  file (.pro extension). the optimizing linkage editor optimizes user programs according to the profile  information in this file. for details of the optimization using the profile information, refer to the manual of  the optimizing linkage editor.    note:  if profile information has been acquired by choosing the [not trace the function call] menu, the  program cannot be optimized by the optimizing linkage editor.  ?   output text file ?   displays the [save text of profile data] dialog box. displayed contents are saved in a text file.  ?   setting  this menu has the following submenus (the menus available only in the [list] sheet are also included).  ?   show functions/variables  displays both functions and global variables in the [function/variable] column.  ?   show functions  displays only functions in the [function/variable] column.  ?   show variables  displays only global variables in the [function/variable] column.  ?   only executed functions  only displays the executed functions. if a stack information file (.sni extension) output from the  optimizing linkage editor does not exist in the directory where the load module is located, only the  executed functions are displayed even if this check box is not checked.   ?   include data of child functions  sets whether or not to display information for a child function called in the function as profile data.  ?   properties...  this menu cannot be used in this simulator/debugger.    4.12.9 profile-chart window  the [profile-chart] window displays the relation of calls for a specific function. this window displays the  specified function in the middle, with the callers of the function on the left and the callees of the function on the  right. the numbers of times the function calls the called functions or is called by the calling functions are also  displayed in this window. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  228     figure 4.55   profile-chart window  4.12.10  types and purposes of displayed data  the profile function is able to acquire the following information:  address  you can see the locations in memory to which the functions are allocated.     sorting the list of functions and global variables in order of their addresses     allows the user to view the way the items are allocated in the memory space.  size  sorting in order of size makes it easy to find small functions that are frequently     called. setting such functions as inline may reduce the overhead of function    calls.  stack size  when there is deep nesting of function calls, pursue the route of the function     calls and obtain the total stack size for all of the functions on that route to     estimate the amount of stack being used.  times  sorting by the number of calls or accesses makes it easy to identify the     frequently called functions and frequently accessed global variables.  profile data  ?   [times] (the number of function calls or global variable accesses)  ?   [cycle] (the number of execution cycles)  ?   [ext_mem] (the number of external memory accesses)  ?   [i/o_area] (the number of internal i/o area accesses)  ?   [int_mem] (the number of internal memory accesses)    the number of execution cycles is calculated by subtracting the total execution cycles at a specific function call  instruction execution from the total execution cycles at a return instruction execution of a specific function.  4.12.11  creating profile information files  to create a profile information file, choose the [output profile information files ? ] menu option from the pop- up menu. the [save profile information files] dialog box is displayed. pressing the [save] button after selecting  a file name will write the profile information to the selected file. pressing the [save all] button will write the  profile information to all of the profile information files. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  229     figure 4.56   save profile information files dialog box  4.12.12 notes  1.  the number of executed cycles for an application program as measured by the profile function includes a  margin of error. the profile function only allows the measurement of the proportions of execution time that  the functions occupy in the overall execution of the application program. use the performance analysis  function to precisely measure the numbers of executed cycles.  2.  the names of the corresponding functions may not be displayed when the profile information on a load  module with no debug information is measured.   3.  the stack information file (extension:  ? .sni ? ) must be in the same directory as the load module file  (extension:  ? .abs ? ).  4.  it is not possible to store the results of measurement.  5.  it is not possible to store the results of measurement.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  230     4.13  viewing the function call history  the [stack trace] window shows the function call history.  4.13.1  opening the stack trace window  to open the [stack trace] window, choose [view -> code -> stack trace] or click the [stack trace] toolbar  button  .     figure 4.57   stack trace window  the following items are displayed.  [kind]  indicates the type of the symbol.  f: function  p: function parameter  l: local variable  [name]  indicates the symbol name.  [value]  indicates the value, address, and type of the symbol.  4.13.2  viewing the source program  select a function and choose [go to source] from the pop-up menu to display, in the [source] window, the  source program corresponding to the selected function.  4.13.3  specifying the view  choose [view setting ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [stack trace setting] dialog box, which allows the  user to specify the [stack trace] window settings. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  231     figure 4.58   stack trace setting dialog box  [nest level]  specifies the level of function call nesting to be displayed in the [stack trace] window.  [display symbol]  specifies the symbol types to be displayed in addition to functions.  [display radix]  specifies the radix for displays in the [stack trace] window. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  232     4.14  viewing the trace information  the simulator/debugger acquires the results of each instruction execution as trace information and displays it in  the [trace] window. the conditions for the trace information acquisition can be specified in the [trace  acquisition] dialog box.   4.14.1  opening the trace window  to open the [trace] window, choose [view -> code -> trace] or click the [trace] toolbar button  .  4.14.2  specifying trace acquisition conditions  after the [trace] window opens, the trace acquisition conditions must be specified in the [trace acquisition]  dialog box. to open this dialog box, choose [acquisition...] from the pop-up menu.    figure 4.59   trace acquisition dialog box  this dialog box specifies the conditions for trace information acquisition.  [trace start/stop]    [disable]  disables trace information acquisition.    [enable]  enables trace information acquisition.  [instruction type]    [instruction]  acquires trace information for all instructions.    [subroutine]  acquires trace information for the subroutine instructions only.  [trace buffer full handling]    [continue]  continues acquiring trace information even if the trace information acquisition buffer  becomes full.    [break]  stops execution when the trace information acquisition buffer becomes full.  the trace buffer capacity can be selected from 1024 records, 4096 records, 16384 records, and 32768 records in  the [trace capacity]. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  233     clicking the [ok] button stores the settings. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box without  modifying the settings.  4.14.3  acquiring trace information  after trace acquisition is enabled, trace information is acquired during instruction execution. the acquired  information will be displayed in the [trace] window.    figure 4.60   trace window  this window displays the following trace information items:  [ptr]  pointer in the trace buffer (0 for the last executed instruction)  [cycle]  total number of instruction execution cycles (cleared by instruction-execution reset)  [address] instruction address  [ccr]  displays the contents of the condition code register (ccr) as a mnemonic.  [mult]  displays the flag in the multiplier as a mnemonic (h8s/2600 series only).  [instruction] instruction mnemonic  [access data]  data access information (display format:  destination  hitachi embedded workshop user manual  234     figure 4.61   trace search dialog box  this dialog box specifies the conditions for searching trace information. specify a search item in [item] and  search for the specified contents in [value].  [ptr]  pointer in the trace buffer (0 for the last executed instruction, specify in the form of -nnn)  [cycle]  total number of instruction execution cycles  [address] instruction address  [instruction] instruction mnemonic  clicking the [ok] button stores the settings and starts searching. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog  box without searching.  when a trace record that matches the search conditions is found, the line for the trace record will be highlighted.  when no matching trace record is found, a message dialog box will appear.  if a find operation is successful, choosing [find next] from the pop-up menu will move to the next found item.  4.14.5  clearing the trace information  choose [clear] form the pop-up menu to empty the trace buffer that stores the trace information. if more than  one [trace] window is open, all [trace] windows will be cleared as they all access the same buffer.  4.14.6  saving the trace information in a file  choose [save ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [save as] file dialog box, which allows the user to save the  contents of the trace buffer as a text file. a range can be specified based on the [ptr] number (saving the  complete buffer may take several minutes). note that this file cannot be reloaded into the trace buffer.  4.14.7  viewing the source window  the [source] window corresponding to the selected trace record can be displayed in the following two ways:  ?   select a trace record and choose [view source] from the pop-up menu.  ?   double-click a trace record    the [source] or [disassembly] window opens and the selected line is marked with a cursor.  4.14.8  trimming the source  choose [trim source] from he pop-up menu to remove the white space from the left side of the source. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  235     when the white space is removed, a check mark is shown to the left of the [trim source] menu. to restore the  white space, choose [trim source] while the check mark is shown.  4.14.9  analyzing statistical information  choose [statistic] from the pop-up menu to open the [trace statistic] dialog box and analyze statistical  information under the specified conditions.    figure 4.62   trace statistic dialog box  this dialog box allows the user to analyze statistical information concerning the trace information. the target of  analysis is specified in [item] and the input value or character string is specified by [start] and [end].   when [default] is selected, the input value or character string cannot be specified as a range. to specify a range,  select [range].   [set]  adds a new condition to the current one  [new]  creates a new condition  [result]  obtains the result of statistical information analysis  [clear]  clears all condition and results of statistical information analysis  clicking the [close] button closes this dialog box.   4.15  using the simulator/debugger breakpoints  sophisticated breakpoint functions are available in the simulator/debugger in addition to the hew standard pc  breakpoints. the user can specify break conditions and actions after a break condition is satisfied, and can  display the breakpoints set. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  236     4.15.1  listing the breakpoints  choose [view -> code -> breakpoints] or click the [breakpoints] toolbar button   to open the [break] window,  which lists the breakpoints set.    figure 4.63   break window  the following items are displayed:  [enable]  displays whether the breakpoint is enabled or disabled.    [enable]: valid   [disable]: invalid  [type]  displays break types      [bp]: pc break      [ba]: break access      [bd]: break data      [br]: break register (register name)      [bs]: break sequence      [bcy]: break cycle  [condition]  displays the conditions that satisfies a break condition. the contents displayed differ from the type  of the break. when the type of the break is br, the register name is displayed, and when the type of  the break is bcy, the number of cycles is displayed.       bp: pc = program counter (corresponding file name, line, and symbol name)      ba: address = address (symbol name)      bd: address = address (symbol name)      br: register = register name      bs: pc = program counter (corresponding file name, line, and symbol name)      bcy: cycle = number of cycles (displayed in hexadecimal)  [action]  displays the operation of the simulator/debugger when a break condition is satisfied.       [stop]: execution halts      [file input] (file name) [file state]: memory data is read from file]      [file output] (file name) [file state]: memory data is written to file]      [interrupt] (interrupt type/priority):  interrupt processing  4.15.2  setting a breakpoint  choose [add ...] from the pop-up menu in the [breakpoints] window to open the [set break] dialog box, which  allows the user to set a break condition.   the [set break] dialog box has two pages: [condition] page for specifying break conditions and [action] page  for specifying the action when a break condition is satisfied. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  237     specifying break conditions:  specify break conditions in the [condition] page in the [set break] dialog box (figure 4.64).    figure 4.64   set break dialog box (condition page)   this dialog box specifies break conditions.   set a break type in the [break type] box. the following shows the conditions that can be specified in each type.   [pc breakpoint]  up to 255 breakpoints can be specified    [address]  address where a break occurs    [count]  number of times that a specified instruction is fetched (when the prefix is  omitted, values must be input and are displayed in decimal) (1 to 16383,  default: 1)  [break access]  up to two addresses can be specified    [start address]  start address of memory where a break occurs if the memory is accessed    [end address]  end address of memory where a break occurs if the memory is accessed (if  no data is input, only the start address is break range)    [access type]  read, write, or read/write  [break data]  up to eight values of data can be specified    [start address]  address of memory where a break occurs    [data]  data value that causes a break   [size] data size   [option] data match/mismatch 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  238     [break register]  up to eight register names can be specified    [register]  register name where break conditions are specified   [size] data size    [data]  data value that causes a break (if no data is input, a break occurs whenever  data is written to the register)   [option] data match/mismatch  [break sequence] only one address can be specified    [address1] to  pass addresses that are the conditions to generate a break.    [address8]  (all eight breakpoints do not have to be set.)  [break cycle]  up to 255 cycles can be specified    [cycle]  number of cycles to determine a break (h ? 1 to h ? ffffffff).       a condition will be satisfied by a number of cycles of [cycle] x n. however,  the specified number of cycles and the number of cycles that satisfied the  condition may be different.    [count]  number of times breaks will occur      [all]  a break will occur whenever a condition is satisfied.       [times]  (when the prefix is omitted, values must be input and are displayed  in hexadecimal) (1 to 65535)         a break will occur only when the number of times         the conditions is satisfied is equal to or below the         value specified for [times].   when [pc breakpoint] and [break sequence] is selected, if an overloaded function or class name including a  member function is specified in address, the [select function] dialog box opens. in the dialog box, select a  function. for details, refer to section 4.10.3, supporting duplicate labels.  clicking the [ok] button sets the break conditions. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box without  setting the break conditions. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  239     specifying the action at break:  specify the action when a break condition is satisfied in the [action] page in the [set break] dialog box (figure  4.65).    figure 4.65   set break dialog box (action page)  this dialog box specifies the action when a break condition is satisfied. set the action in [action type]. the  following show the items that can be set in each action.  [stop]  stops the operation of user program when a condition is satisfied. there is no item to be set.  [file input]  the data of a specified file is referred to and its contents are written to the specified memory  when a condition has been satisfied     [input file]  data file to refer to.      when the simulator/debugger has reached referring to the end of a file, it  will repeat referring to the beginning of the same file.    [address]  memory address where data should be written to.    [data size]  data size to be written to (1/2/4/8).     [count]  number of data to be written to (when the prefix is omitted, values must be  input and are displayed in decimal) (h ? 1 to h ? ffffffff).  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  240     [file output]  the contents of a specified memory is written to the specified file when a condition has been  satisfied.    [output file]  data file to be written to.    [append]  when a existing file is specified for the [output file],     [address]  memory address to read data to.    [data size]  size of one data to refer to (1/2/4/8).    [count]  number of data to refer to (when the prefix is omitted, values must be input  and are displayed in decimal) (h ? 1 to h ? ffffffff).   [option] data match/mismatch  [interrupt]  interrupts the program when a condition has been satisfied. for details, refer to section 2.16,  pseudo-interrupts.    [interrupt type1]  specifies the interrupt vector number (when the prefix is omitted, values  must be input and are displayed in hexadecimal) (0 to h ? ff)    [priority]  interrupt priority (when the prefix is omitted, values must be       input and are displayed in hexadecimal) (h ? 0 to h ? 11)  whether or not the interrupt is accepted is determined by the cpu ? s  specification of the selected debugging platform. however, when h ? 8 or  larger is specified for the priority, interrupts are always accepted.  note:  when the same file is specified for multiple [file input], the simulator/debugger will read data  from the file in the order conditions are satisfied. when the same file is specified for multiple [file  output], the simulator/debugger will write data to the file in the order conditions are satisfied.  however, when [file input] and [file output] specify the same file, only the operation for the first  condition satisfied is valid.  4.15.3 modifying breakpoints  select a breakpoint to be modified, and choose [edit ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [set break] dialog box,  which allows the user to modify the break conditions. the [edit...] menu is only available when one breakpoint  is selected.   4.15.4  enabling a breakpoint  select a breakpoint and choose [enable] from the pop-up menu to enable the selected breakpoint.  4.15.5  disabling a breakpoint  select a breakpoint and choose [disable] from the pop-up menu to disable the selected breakpoint. when a  breakpoint is disabled, the breakpoint will remain in the list, but a break will not occur when the specified  conditions have been satisfied.  4.15.6  deleting a breakpoint  select a breakpoint and choose [delete] from the pop-up menu to remove the selected breakpoint. to retain the  breakpoint but not have it cause a break when its conditions are met, use the [disable] option (see section 4.15.5,  disabling a breakpoint).  4.15.7  deleting all breakpoints  choose [delete all] from the pop-up menu to remove all breakpoints. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  241     4.15.8  viewing the source line for a breakpoint  select a breakpoint and choose [go to source] from the pop-up menu to open the [source] or [disassembly]  window at address of breakpoint. the [go to source] menu is only available when one breakpoint is selected.   4.15.9  closing input or output file  select a breakpoint and choose [close file] from the pop-up menu to close the selected [file input] or [file  output] data file and to reset the address to read the file.  4.15.10  closing all input and output files  choose [close all files] from the pop-up menu to close all [file input] and [file output] data files and to reset  the address to read the file.  4.16 analyzing performance  use the [performance analysis] window to select a function name and analyze the performance.  4.16.1  opening the performance analysis window  choose [view -> performance -> performance analysis] or click the [pa] toolbar button   to open the  [performance analysis] window.    figure 4.66   performance analysis window  this window displays the number of execution cycles required for each specified function.   the number of execution cycles are calculated as follows:  execution cycles = total number of execution cycles when execution returns from the function     ?  total number of execution cycles when the target function is called   the following items are displayed:  [index]  index number of the set condition  [function]  name of the function to be measured (or the start address of the function)  [cycle]   total number of instruction execution cycles  [count]  total number of calls for the function  [%]  ratio of execution cycle count required for the function to the execution cycle count required for  the whole program  [histogram]  histogram display of the above ratio 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  242     4.16.2  specifying a target function  after the [performance analysis] window is open, choose [add range...] from the pop-up menu or press the  insert key to open the [performance option] dialog box, which allows the user to specify a function to be  analyzed.    figure 4.67   performance option dialog box  this dialog box specifies a function (including a label) to be evaluated. up to 255 functions can be specified in  total. when an overloaded function or a class name including a member function is specified, the [select  function] dialog box opens. in the dialog box, select a function. for details, refer to section 4.10.3, supporting  duplicate labels.  clicking the [ok] button stores the setting. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box without setting  the function to be evaluated.  select a function that has been set and choose [edit range] from the pop-up menu or press the enter key to open  the [performance option] dialog box and to change the function to be evaluated.   4.16.3  starting performance data acquisition  choose [enable analysis] from the pop-up menu (a check mark is shown to the left of [enable analysis]) to start  acquiring performance analysis data.   4.16.4 resetting data  choose [reset counts/times] from the pop-up menu to clear the current performance analysis data.  4.16.5  deleting a target function  select a function and choose [delete range] from the pop-up menu to delete the selected target function and to  recalculate the data for the other ranges. the selected function can also be deleted by the delete key.  4.16.6  deleting all target functions  choose [delete all ranges] from the pop-up menu to delete all the current target functions and to clear the  performance analysis data.  4.17  acquiring code coverage  the [coverage] window acquires code coverage information (c0 coverage and c1 coverage) in the range  specified by the user, and displays the information.  4.17.1  opening the coverage window  choose [view -> code -> coverage ...] or click the [coverage] toolbar button   to open the [open coverage]  dialog box. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  243     figure 4.68   open coverage dialog box  this dialog box specifies the coverage acquiring range. to acquire coverage for a new range, specify the start  and end addresses in [new window]. the following items can be specified:  [start address]  start address of coverage information display       (when a prefix is omitted, the values is input in hexadecimal.)  [end address]  end address of coverage information display       (when a prefix is omitted, the value is input in hexadecimal.)  to use the settings saved in a coverage information file, choose the file from [open a recent coverage file], or  open a file open dialog box by [browse to another coverage file] and select the file. when [open a recent  coverage file] is selected, up to four recent files that have been saved are displayed.  clicking [ok] opens the [coverage] window.    figure 4.69   coverage window  this window displays the instruction-execution information in c/c++ and assembly-language level.   the following items are displayed:  [times]  number of times instruction was executed 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  244     [pass]  execution status of conditional branch instructions    t:  a branch occurred because the condition was satisfied    f:  no branch has occurred because the condition was not satisfied  [address] instruction address  [assembler] disassembled display  [source]  c/c++ or assembly-language source  when the [coverage] window is closed, the acquired instruction-execution information and the conditions to  acquire information will be cleared.  4.17.2  acquiring coverage information  select [enable coverage] from the pop-up menu and execute the user program to acquire coverage information.  4.17.3  viewing the source window  choose [view source] from the pop-up menu to display the [source] window corresponding to the cursor  location in the [coverage] window.  4.17.4  changing the display address  choose [go to address ...] to open the [go to address] dialog box.    figure 4.70   go to address dialog box  this dialog box changes the address displayed in the [coverage] window.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  245     4.17.5  changing the coverage range  choose [set range ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [coverage range] dialog box.    figure 4.71   coverage range dialog box  this dialog box specifies the condition to acquire instruction execution information. the following items can be  specified.  [start address]  start address (when a prefix is omitted, the value is input in hexadecimal.)  [end address]  end address (when a prefix is omitted, the value is input in hexadecimal.)  clicking [ok] changes the coverage range.  4.17.6  clearing coverage information  choose [clear data] from the pop-up menu to clear the acquired coverage information.  4.17.7  saving coverage information in a file  choose [save data ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [save data] dialog box, which allows the user to save  the coverage information in a file.    figure 4.72   save data dialog box  this dialog box specifies the location and name of a coverage information file to be saved. the placeholder or  the [browse...] button can be used.  if a file name extension is omitted, .cov is automatically added. if a file name extension other than .cov  or .txt is specified, an error message will be displayed. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  246     4.17.8  loading coverage information from a file  choose [load data ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [load data] dialog  box, which allows the user to load  the coverage information from a file.    figure 4.73   load data dialog box  this dialog box specifies the location and name of a coverage information file to be loaded. the placeholder or  the [browse...] button can be used.  only .cov files can be loaded. if a file name extension other than .cov is specified, an error message will be  displayed.  4.17.9  updating the information  choose [refresh] from the pop-up menu to update the [coverage] window to the latest information.  4.17.10 stopping update  choose [lock refresh] from the pop-up menu to only update [times] and [pass] when program execution stops.  memory accesses to update instruction codes in the [coverage] window are stopped.  4.17.11  confirmation request dialog box  a confirmation request dialog box will appear when [clear data] or [set range...] is clicked or an attempt is  made to close the [coverage] window.    figure 4.74   confirmation request dialog box  clicking [ok] clears the coverage data. choosing [save coverage data] opens the [save coverage data] dialog  box (figure 4.75) to save the coverage data in a file before it is cleared. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  247     4.17.12  save coverage data dialog box  when [file -> save session] menu option is clicked, the [save coverage data] dialog box will appear, which  allows the user to save the [coverage] window data in separate files or a single file.    figure 4.75   save coverage data dialog box  when multiple [coverage] windows are open, a [save coverage data] dialog box will appear for each open  coverage window.   clicking the [no to all] button closes the dialog box without saving any coverage data.  clicking the [yes to all] button saves the data of all [coverage] windows in a single file.  4.17.13  displaying the coverage information in the source window  the coverage information is reflected to the [source] window by highlighting the debugger columns  corresponding to the source lines of executed instructions. when the coverage settings are modified in the  [coverage] window, the debugger column display will be updated.    figure 4.76   debugger column (coverage) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  248     4.18  viewing the current status  choose [view -> cpu -> status] or click the [view status] toolbar button   to open the [status] window and  see the current status of the debugging platform.    figure 4.77   status window  the [status] window is split into three sheets:  ?   [memory] sheet  contains information about the current memory status including the memory mapping resources and the  areas used by the currently loaded object file.  ?   [platform] sheet  contains information about the current status of the debugging platform, typically including cpu type and  mode; and run status.  ?   [events] sheet  contains information about the current event (breakpoint) status, including resource information.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  249     4.19  debugging with the command line interface  use the [command line] window to enter text-based commands instead of window menus and commands.  4.19.1  opening the command line window  choose [view -> command line] or click the [command line] toolbar button   to open the [command line]  window.    figure 4.78   command line window  this window allows the user to control the debugging platform by sending text-based commands. a series of  predefined command lines can be called from a file and the output can be recorded in a file. the command can  be executed by pressing the enter key after the command is input at the prompt ( hitachi embedded workshop user manual  250     figure 4.79   set batch file dialog box  4.19.3  executing a command file  click the [play] button in the [set batch file] dialog box or choose [play] from the pop-up menu to execute the  command file. the [play] menu is displayed in gray while the file is running and can be used when the command  file execution stops and control returns to the user.  4.19.4  stopping command execution  choose [stop] from the pop-up menu to stop command execution. the [stop] menu becomes valid during  command execution.  4.19.5  specifying a log file  choose [set log file ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [open log file] dialog box, in which a log file to  store the command execution results can be specified.    figure 4.80   open log file dialog box  enter the name of a log file (*.log). the logging option is automatically set and the name of the file is shown on  the window title bar.  opening a previous log file will ask the user if they wish to append or overwrite the current log.  4.19.6  starting or stopping logging  choose [logging] from the pop-up menu to toggle logging to file on and off. when logging is active, the button  becomes effective. note that the contents of the log file cannot be viewed until logging is completed, or  temporarily disabled by clearing the check box. re-enabling logging will append to the log file.  4.19.7  entering a full path to the file  it is recommended that the full path to a file is specified as a file name in the [command line] window because  the current directory can be moved. however, care must be taken to enter the correct full path to a file when it is  entered from the keyboard. to save this trouble, a full path can be easily specified by browsing through files. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  251     choose [browse ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [browse] dialog box. select a file and click [open] to  paste the full path to the selected file to the cursor location. this option can only be used when the cursor is  located on the last line.  4.19.8  pasting a placeholder  select a placeholder from the [placeholder] submenu in the pop-up menu to paste the selected placeholder to the  cursor location. this function is only available when the cursor is located on the last line. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  252     4.20  generating a pseudo-interrupt manually  choose [view -> cpu -> trigger] or click the [trigger] toolbar button   to open the [trigger] window, which  allows the user to generate a pseudo-interrupt manually by pressing a button on the window.     figure 4.81   trigger window  this window displays trigger buttons that generate pseudo-interrupts manually. the details of the interrupt to be  generated by pressing each trigger button can be specified in the [trigger setting] dialog box.  up to 16 trigger buttons can be used.  for details on the interrupt processing in the simulator/debugger, refer to section 2.16, pseudo-interrupts. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  253     4.20.1  setting a trigger button  choose [setting ...] from the pop-up menu to open the [trigger setting] dialog  box and to specify the details of  the pseudo-interrupt to be generated by pressing each trigger button.    figure 4.82   trigger setting dialog box  this dialog box allows the user to specify the details of the pseudo-interrupt to be generated by pressing each  trigger button.   [trigger no.]  selects a trigger button to specify details  [name]  specifies the name of the selected trigger button, which will be displayed in the [trigger]  window  [enable]  enables the trigger button when this box is checked.  [interrupt type1]  specifies the interrupt vector number. (0 to h ? ff)  [priority]  interrupt priority. (0 to h ? 11)    whether or not the interrupt is accepted is determined by the cpu ? s specification of the  selected debugging platform. however, when h ? 8 or larger is specified for the priority,  interrupts are always accepted.     clicking the [ok] button stores the setting. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box without setting  the details of the interrupt.  note:  if the [cancel] button is clicked after multiple trigger button settings are modified, the  modifications of all those buttons are canceled.  4.20.2  changing the size of trigger buttons  specify the size of trigger buttons displayed in the [trigger] window in the [size] submenu in the pop-up menu.  [large], [normal], or [small] can be selected.   4.21  modifying the simulator/debugger settings  this section describes how to modify the simulator system settings after the simulator/debugger is started. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  254     4.21.1  simulator system dialog box  the [simulator system] dialog box specifies the system call start location, execution mode, floating-point  rounding mode, and memory map.  choose [options -> simulator -> system ...] or click the [simulator system] toolbar button   to open this  dialog box.    figure 4.83   simulator system dialog box  the following items can be specified in this dialog box:  [cpu]  displays the current cpu. (the cpu must be specified in the [debug settings] dialog box.  [data area bit size]  specifies the number of bits in the data space. the following values can be set in  each cpu:    h8/300, h8/300l, h8/300hn, and h8s/2600n: 16   h8s/2000n:     h8/300ha: 17 to 24    h8s/2600a and h8s/2000a: 17 to 32  [program area bit size]  specifies the number of bits in the program area. the following values can be set  in each cpu:    h8/300, h8/300l, h8/300hn, and h8s/2600n: 16   h8s/2000n:     h8/300ha: same as the number of address space bits    h8s/2600a and h8s/2000a: 17 to 32  [syscr address]  specifies the syscr address.  [system call address]  specifies the start address of a system call that performs standard input/output or  file input/output processing from the user program. [enable] when checked, a  system call is enabled.  [execution mode]  specifies whether the simulator/debugger stops or continues operating when a simulation  error occurs.    [stop]  stops the simulation.    [continue]  continues the simulation.  [round mode]  specifies the rounding mode for floating-point decimal-to-binary conversion.    [round to nearest]  rounds to the nearest value.    [round to zero]  rounds toward zero. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  255     in the [memory map], the start address, end address, memory type, data bus width, and access cycles are  displayed in that order.  [memory map] can be specified, modified, or deleted using the following buttons:  [add]  specifies [memory map] items. clicking this button opens the [memory map modify] dialog box  (section 4.21.2), and memory map items can be specified.  [modify]  modifies [memory map] items. select an item to be modified in the list box and click the [modify]  button. the [memory map modify] dialog box (section 4.21.2) opens and memory map items can be  modified.  [delete]  deletes [memory map] items. select an item to be deleted in the list box and click the [delete]  button.  clicking the [ok] button stores the modified settings. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box  without modifying the settings.  4.21.2  memory map modify dialog box  the [memory map modify] dialog box specifies the memory map of the target cpu.   the contents displayed in this dialog box depend on the target cpu. the simulator/debugger uses the specified  data to calculate the number of cycles for memory accesses.    figure 4.84   memory map modify dialog box  the following items are specified:  [memory type]  memory type   [rom] internal rom   [ram] internal ram   [ext] external memory   [io] internal i/o   [eeprom] eeprom  [start address]  start address of the memory corresponding to a memory type  [end address]  end address of the memory corresponding to a memory type  [state count]  number of memory access cycles  [data bus size]  memory data bus width  clicking the [ok] button stores the settings. clicking the [cancel] button closes this dialog box without  modifying the settings. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  256     note:  the memory map setting for the area allocated to a system memory resource cannot be deleted or  modified. first delete the system memory resource allocation with the [simulator memory  resource] dialog box, then delete or modify the memory map setting.  4.21.3  simulator memory resource dialog box  this dialog box displays the target cpu information, and sets and modifies memory resources.    figure 4.85   simulator memory resource dialog box  the following items are specified:  [system configuration]  displays the target cpu, address bus width, and execution mode of the  simulator/debugger.  [system memory resource]  displays the access type, start address, and end address of the current memory  resources.  [memory map]  displays the start address, end address, memory type, data bus width, and access  cycles as memory information.  [system memory resource] can be specified, modified, and deleted using the following buttons:  [add]  specifies [system memory resource] items. clicking this button opens the [system  memory resource modify] dialog box, and [system memory resource] items can be  specified.  [modify]  modifies [system memory resource] items. select an item to be modified in the list box and  click this button. the [system memory resource modify] dialog box opens and [system  memory resource] items can be modified.  [delete]  deletes [system memory resource] items. select an item to be deleted in the list box and  click this button.  note that the [reset] button can reset the [memory map] and [system memory resource] to the default value.  clicking the [close] button closes this dialog box. [system memory resource] contains the same setting  information as [memory resource] on the [simulator] sheet in the [hitachi h8s, h8/300 standard toolchain]  dialog box. for details on the [hitachi h8s, h8/300 standard toolchain] dialog box, refer to section 3.3.1,  memory map.  4.21.4  system memory resource modify dialog box  the [system memory resource modify] dialog box sets and modifies memory resources. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  257     figure 4.86   system memory resource modify dialog box  the following items are specified:  [start address]  start address of the memory area to be allocated  [end address]  end address of the memory area to be allocated  [access type]  access type  [read] read only  [write] write only  [read/write]  read and write  click the [ok] button after specifying the [start address], [end address], and [access type]. clicking the  [cancel] button closes this dialog box without modifying the setting.  4.22  standard i/o and file i/o processing  use the [simulated i/o] window to enable the standard i/o and file i/o system calls from the user program.   4.22.1  opening the simulated i/o window  choose [view -> cpu -> simulated i/o] or click the [simulated i/o] toolbar button   to open the [simulated  i/o] window.    figure 4.87   simulated i/o window  the standard output from the user program is displayed in this window. the key input from this window is  handled as the standard input to the user program. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  258     4.22.2 i/o functions  table 4.1 lists the supported i/o functions.  table 4.1  i/o functions  no.  function code  function name  description  1  h ? 01 (16-bit address)  h ? 11 (24-bit address)  h'21 (32-bit address)  getc  inputs one byte from the standard input  device  2  h ? 02 (16-bit address)  h ? 12 (24-bit address)  h'22 (32-bit address)  putc  outputs one byte to the standard output  device  3  h ? 03 (16-bit address)  h ? 13 (24-bit address)  h'23 (32-bit address)  gets  inputs one line from the standard input device  4  h ? 04 (16-bit address)  h ? 14 (24-bit address)  h'24 (32-bit address)  puts  outputs one line to the standard output device  5  h ? 05 (16-bit address)  h ? 15 (24-bit address)  h'25 (32-bit address)  fopen  opens a file  6  h'06  fclose  closes a file  7  h ? 07(16-bit address)  h ? 17 (24-bit address)  h'27 (32-bit address)  fgetc  inputs one byte from a file  8  h ? 08 (16-bit address)  h ? 18 (24-bit address)  h'28 (32-bit address)  fputc  outputs one byte to a file  9  h ? 09 (16-bit address)  h ? 19 (24-bit address)  h'29 (32-bit address)  fgets  inputs one line from a file  10  h ? 0a (16-bit address)  h ? 1a (24-bit address)  h'2a (32-bit address)  fputs  outputs one line to a file  11  h'0b  feof  checks for end of the file  12  h'0c  fseek  moves the file pointer  13  h'0d  ftell  returns the current position of the file pointer    to perform i/o processing, use the [system call address] in the [simulator system] dialog box (section 4.21.1)  in the following procedure.  1.  set the address specialized for i/o processing in the [system call address], select [enable] and execute the  program.  2.  when detecting a subroutine call instruction (bsr, jsr, or bsrf), that is, a system call to the specialized  address during user program execution, the simulator/debugger performs i/o processing by using the r0 and  r1 values (h8/300, h8/300l series) or the er1 value (h8/300h, h8s series) as the parameters.    therefore, before issuing a system call, set as follows in the user program:  ?   set the function code (table 4.1) to the r0 register   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  259     msb 1 byte 1  byte lsb h'01 function code     ?   set the parameter block address to the r1 register (for the parameter block, refer to each function  description)    msb lsb parameter block address     ?   reserve the parameter block and input/output buffer areas    each parameter of the parameter block must be accessed in the parameter size.  after the i/o processing, the simulator/debugger resumes simulation from the instruction that follows the system  call instruction.  each i/o function is described in the following format:    (2)  (1)  (3)  (4)      parameter block  (5)    parameters  (6)      (1) number corresponding to table 4.1  (2) function name  (3) function code  (4) i/o overview  (5) i/o parameter block  (6) i/o parameters    getc  1  h'01, h ? 11, h ? 21  inputs one byte from the standard input device    parameter block  input buffer start address+0 ?  function code: h'11 (24-bit address), h'21 (32-bit address) input buffer start address +0 +2 one byte one byte one byte one byte   parameters  ?   input buffer start address (input)  start address of the buffer to which the input data is written to. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  260     putc  2  h'02, h ? 12, h ? 22  outputs one byte to the standard output device    parameter block  output buffer start address+0 ?  function code: h'12 (24-bit address), h'22 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'02 (16-bit address) one byte one byte output buffer start address +0 +2 one byte one byte   parameters  ?   output buffer start address (input)  start address of the buffer in which the output data is stored.    gets  3  h'03, h ? 13, h ? 23  inputs one line from the standard input device    parameter block  input buffer start address+0 ?  function code: h'13 (24-bit address), h'23 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'03 (16-bit address) one byte one byte input buffer start address +0 +2 one byte one byte   parameters  ?   input buffer start address (input)  start address of the buffer to which the input data is written to.    puts  4  h'04, h ? 14, h ? 24  outputs one line to the standard output device    parameter block  output buffer start address+0 ?  function code: h'14 (24-bit address), h'24 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'04 (16-bit address) one byte one byte output buffer start address +0 +2 one byte one byte   parameters  ?   output buffer start address (input)  start address of the buffer in which the output data is stored. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  261     fopen  5  h'05, h ? 15, h ? 25  opens a file    the [fopen] opens a file and returns the file number. after this processing, the returned file number must be  used to input, output, or close files. a maximum of 256 files can be open at the same time.  parameter block  ?  function code: h'15 (24-bit address), h'25 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'05 (16-bit address) start address of file neme +0 +2 +4 +6 one byte return value open mode file number unused one byte start address of file neme +0 +2 +4 one byte return value open mode file number unused one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: error  ?   file number (output)  the number to be used in all file accesses after opening.  ?   open mode (input)  h'00: "r"  h'01: "w"  h'02: "a"  h'03: "r+"  h'04: "w+"  h'05: "a+"  h'10: "rb"  h'11: "wb"  h'12: "ab"  h'13: "r+b"  h'14: "w+b"  h'15: "a+b"  these modes are interpreted as follows.  "r": open for reading.  "w": open an empty file for writing.  "a": open for appending (write starting at the end of the file).  "r+": open for reading and writing.  "w+": open an empty file for reading and writing.  "a+" : open for reading and appending.  "b"  : open in binary mode.  ?   start address of file name (input)  the start address of the area for storing the file name. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  262       fclose  6  h'06  closes a file    parameter block  +0 one byte return value file number one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: error  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  263     fgetc  7  h'07, h ? 17, h ? 27  inputs one byte from a file    parameter block  ?  function code: h'17 (24-bit address), h'27 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'07 (16-bit address) +0 +2 one byte return value file number one byte input buffer start address input buffer start address +0 +2 +4 one byte return value file number one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: eof detected  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.  ?   start address of input buffer (input)  the start address of the buffer for storing input data.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  264       fputc  8  h'08, h ? 18, h ? 28  outputs one byte to a file    parameter block  ?  function code: h'18 (24-bit address), h'28 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'08 (16-bit address) +0 +2 one byte return value file number one byte output buffer start address output buffer start address +0 +2 +4 one byte return value file number one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: error  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.  ?   start address of output buffer (input)  the start address of the buffer used for storing the output data.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  265       fgets  9  h'09, h ? 19, h ? 29  reads character string data from a file    reads character string data from a file. data is read until either a new line code or a null code is read, or until  the buffer is full.  parameter block  ?  function code: h'19 (24-bit address), h'29 (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'09 (16-bit address) input buffer start address +0 +2 +4 +6 one byte return value buffer size file number one byte input buffer start address +0 +2 +4 one byte return value buffer size file number one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: eof detected  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.  ?   buffer size (input)  the size of the area for storing the read data. a maximum of 256 bytes can be stored.  ?   start address of input buffer (input)  the start address of the buffer for storing input data.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  266     fputs  10  h'0a, h ? 1a, h ? 2a  writes character string data to a file    writes character string data to a file. the null code that terminates the character string is not written to the file.  parameter block  ?  function code: h'1a (24-bit address), h'2a (32-bit address) ?  function code: h'0a (16-bit address) +0 +2 one byte return value file number one byte output buffer start address output buffer start address +0 +2 +4 one byte return value file number one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: error  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.  ?   start address of output buffer (input)  the start address of the buffer used for storing the output data.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  267       feof  11  h'0b  checks for end of file    parameter block  +0 one byte return value file number one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: file pointer is not at eof  ? 1: eof detected  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.    fseek  12  h'0c  moves the file pointer to the specified position    parameter block  offset lower word offset upper word +0 +2 +4 +6 one byte return value derection file number unused one byte   parameters  ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: error  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.  ?   direction (input)  0: the offset specifies the position as a byte count from the start of the file.  1: the offset specifies the position as a byte count from the current file pointer.  2: the offset specifies the position as a byte count from the end of the file.  ?   offset (input)  the byte count from the location specified by the direction parameter.    ftell  13  h'0d  returns the current position of the file pointer    parameter block  offset lower word offset upper word +0 +2 +4 one byte return value file number one byte   parameters  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  268     ?   return value (output)  0: normal completion  ? 1: error  ?   file number (input)  the number returned when the file was opened.  ?   offset (output)  the current position of the file pointer, as a byte count from the start of the file.    the following shows an example for inputting one character as a standard input (from a keyboard)   mov.w #h ? 0101,r0   mov.w #parm,r1   jsr @sys_call  stop nop  sys_call nop  parm .data.w inbuf  inbuf .res.b 2   .end    4.23  synchronizing multiple debugging platforms  multiple debugging platforms can be operated at the same time in the hew.   multiple debugging platforms are synchronized by initiating a hew from another hew. the hew that initiates  another hew is called the master, and the initiated hew is called the slave. choose [tools -> launch slave  hew...] or click the [launch slave hew] toolbar button   to initiate a slave hew.  the slave hew has the same functionality as the master hew.  the slave hew is notified of the following actions done in the master hew to ensure synchronization of the  slave hew and the master hew.  ?   reset go  ?   go  ?   stop debugging    note:  the master hew can initiate multiple slave hews, but slave hews cannot be nested (no slave  hew can initiate another slave hew). 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  270     section 5   command lines  table 5.1 lists the commands.  table 5.1  simulator/debugger commands  no. command name  abbreviation function  1 !  -  comment  2  analysis  an  enables or disables performance analysis  3  analysis_range  ar  sets or displays performance analysis functions  4  analysis_range_  delete  ad  deletes a performance analysis range  5  assemble  as  assembles instructions into memory  6  assert  -  checks if an expression is true or false  7  breakpoint  bp  sets a breakpoint at an instruction address  8  break_access  ba  specifies a memory range access as a break condition  9 break_clear  bc  deletes breakpoints  10  break_cycle  bcy  specifies a cycle as a break condition  11  break_data  bd  specifies a memory data value as a break condition  12  break_display  bi  displays a list of breakpoints  13  break_enable  be  enables or disables a breakpoint  14  break_register  br  specifies a register data as a break condition  15  break_sequence  bs  sets sequential breakpoints  16  change_configura tion  cc  sets the current configuration  17  change_project  cp  sets the current project  18  coverage  cv  enables or disables coverage measurement  19  coverage_display  cvd  displays coverage information  20  coverage_load  cvl  loads coverage information  21  coverage_range  cvr  sets a coverage range  22 coverage_save  cvs  saves coverage information  23  default_object_fo rmat  do  sets the default object (program) format  24 disassemble  da  disassembles memory contents  25  erase  er  clears the [command line] window  26  evaluate  ev  evaluates an expression   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  271     table 5.1  simulator/debugger commands (cont)  no. command name  abbreviation function  27  exec_mode  em  sets and displays execution mode.  28  file_load  fl  loads an object (program) file  29  file_save  fs  saves memory to a file  30  file_verify  fv  verifies file contents against memory  31  go  go  executes user program  32  go_reset  gr  executes user program from reset vector  33  go_till  gt  executes user program until temporary breakpoint  34  halt  ha  halts the user program  35  initialize  in  initializes the debugging platform  36  log  lo  controls command output logging  37  map_display  ma  displays memory mapping  38  map_set  ms  allocates a memory area  39 memory_display  md  displays memory contents  40  memory_edit  me  modifies memory contents  41  memory_fill  mf  fills a memory area  42  memory_move  mv  moves a block of memory  43  memory_test  mt  tests a block of memory  44  open_workspace  ow  opens a workspace  45  profile  pr  enables or disables profile  46  profile_display  pd  displays profile information  47  profile_save  ps  saves the profile information to file   48 quit  qu  exits hew  49  radix  ra  sets default input radix  50  register_display  rd  displays cpu register values  51  register_set  rs  changes cpu register contents  52 reset  re  resets cpu  53  response  rs  sets a window refresh area  54 sleep  -  delays command execution  55  status  sta  displays the debugging platform status  56  step  st  steps program (by instructions or source lines)  57  step_mode  sm  sets the step mode  58  step_out  sp  steps out of the current function   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  272     table 5.1  simulator/debugger commands (cont)  no. command name  abbreviation function  59  step_over  so  steps program, not stepping into functions  60  step_rate  sr  sets or displays rate of stepping  61  submit  su  executes a command file  62  symbol_add  sa  defines a symbol  63  symbol_clear  sc  deletes a symbol  64  symbol_load  sl  loads a symbol information file  65  symbol_save  ss  saves a symbol information file  66 symbol_view  sv  displays symbols  67  tcl  -  enables or disables the tcl  68  trace  tr  displays trace information  69  trace_acquisition  ta  enables or disables trace information acquisition  70  trace_save  tv  outputs trace information into a file  71  trace_statistic  tst  analyzes statistic information  72  trap_address  tp  sets a system call address  73  trap_address_  display  td  displays system call address settings  74  trap_address_  enable  te  enables or disables the system call    the following describes the syntax of each command. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  273     5.1 !(comment)  abbreviation: none   description:   allows a comment to be entered, useful for documenting log files.  syntax:   !   parameter type  description   text  output text    example:   ! start of test routine  outputs comment 'start of test routine' into the [command line]  window (and to the log file, if logging is active).    5.2 analysis  abbreviation: an   description:   enables/disables performance analysis. counts are not automatically reset before running.  syntax:   an []  parameter type  description  none    displays the performance analysis state    keyword  enables or disables performance analysis    enable  enables performance analysis    disable  disables performance analysis    reset  resets performance analysis counts    examples:   analysis  displays performance analysis state.  an enable  enables performance analysis.  an disable  disables performance analysis.  an reset  resets performance analysis counts.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  274     5.3 analysis_range  abbreviation: ar   description:   sets a function for which the performance analysis is provided, or displays a function for which the performance  analysis is provided without parameters.   syntax:   ar []  parameter type  description  none   displays all functions for which the  performance analysis is  provided    character string  name of function for which the performance  analysis is  provided    examples:   analysis_range sort  provides the performance analysis for the function sort.  ar   displays the function for which the performance analysis  is provided.    5.4 analysis_range_delete  abbreviation: ad   description:   deletes the specified function, or all functions if no parameters are specified (it does  not  ask for confirmation).  syntax:   ad []  parameter type  description  none    deletes all functions    numeric  index number of function to delete    examples:   analysis_range_delete 6  deletes the function with index number 6.  ad  deletes all functions. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  275     5.5 assemble  abbreviation: as   description:   assembles mnemonics and writes them into memory. in assembly mode, '.' exits, '^' steps back a byte, the enter  key steps forward a byte.  syntax:   as   parameter type  description  
  numeric   address at which to start assembling    example:   as h ? 1000  starts assembling from h ? 1000.    5.6 assert  abbreviation: none   description:   checks if an expression is true or false. it can be used to terminate the batch file when the expression is false. if  the expression is false, an error is returned. this command can be used to write test harnesses for subroutines.  syntax:   assert   parameter type description    expression   expression to be checked    example:   assert #r0 == 0x100  returns an error if r0 does not contain 0x100.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  276     5.7 breakpoint  abbreviation: bp   description:   specifies a breakpoint at the address where the instruction is written.  syntax:   bp  < address> [ < count>] [ < action>]  parameter type  description  
  numeric  the address of a breakpoint   numeric  the number of times the instruction at the specified  address is to be fetched (1 to 16383, default = 1).  keyword  action taken when the conditions are satisfied (optional,  default = stop)  stop (p)  halts the execution of the user program   input (i)  inputs (saves) data to a file  output (o)  outputs (reads) data from a file    interrupt (t)  initiates a pseudo-interrupt     format:  the method of defining each action are as follows.  stop  input      parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file from which data is input    numeric  address to which the data is read.    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff) 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  277     output     []  parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file to which data is saved    numeric  address from which data is output    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)  keyword  specifies a new file or appends to an existing file.   (optional, makes a new file when abbreviated.)  
  a  adds the data to the existing file.    interrupt  []  parameter type  description    numeric  type of interrupt  interrupt vector number (0 to ff)    numeric  interrupt priority (optional, default = 0)  0 to 17    examples:   breakpoint  0  2  a break occurs when an attempt is made to execute the instruction at  address h'0 for the second time.  bp c0 input in.dat  100 2 8  eight two-byte data fields are written from file  ? in.dat ?  to h ? 100 when  an attempt is made to execute the instruction at address h'c0.    5.8 break_access  abbreviation: ba   description:   specifies a memory range as a break condition 



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  278     syntax:   ba  [] []  [ < action>]  parameter type  description    numeric  the start address of a breakpoint     numeric  the end address of a breakpoint (optional, default =  )  keyword  access type (optional, default = rw).  r  a break occurs when the specified range is read.  w  a break occurs when the specified range is written to.    rw  a break occurs when the specified range is read or  written to.  keyword  action taken when the conditions are satisfied (optional,  default = stop)  stop (p)  halts the execution of the user program   input (i)  inputs (saves) data to a file  output (o)  outputs (reads) data from a file    interrupt (t)  initiates a pseudo-interrupt     format:  the method of defining each action are as follows.  stop  input      parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file from which data is input    numeric  address to which the data is read.    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)    output     []  parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file to which data is saved    numeric  address from which data is output    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)  keyword  specifies a new file or appends to an existing file.   (optional, makes a new file when abbreviated.)  
  a  adds the data to the existing file.   



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  279     interrupt  []  parameter type  description    numeric  type of interrupt  interrupt vector number (0 to h ? ff)    numeric  interrupt priority (optional, default = 0)  0 to 17    examples:   break_access 0 1000 w  a break occurs when the specified range from address h'0 to  address h'1000 is written to.  ba ffff  a break occurs when address h'ffff is accessed. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  280     5.9 break_clear  abbreviation: bc   description:   deletes breakpoints.  syntax:   bc    parameter type  description   numeric  index of the breakpoint to be canceled. if the index is  omitted, all breakpoints are deleted.    examples:   break_clear 0  the first breakpoint is deleted.  bc  all breakpoints are deleted.    5.10 break_cycle  abbreviation: bcy   description:   specifies the number of cycles as a break condition.  syntax:   by  [] []  parameter type  description    numeric  the condition matching the number of cycles   n.  keyword  the condition satisfying the number of times. (optional,  default =all)  all  break condition is satisfied every time the condition is  matched.     numeric  1 to h ? ffff  break condition is satisfied only when it matches the  specified number of times.  keyword  action taken when the conditions are satisfied (optional,  default = stop)  stop (p)  halts the execution of the user program   input (i)  inputs(saves) data to a file  output (o)  outputs(reads) data from a file    interrupt (t)  initiates a pseudo-interrupt    

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  281     format:  the method of defining each action are as follows.  stop  input      parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file from which data is input    numeric  address to which the data is read.    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)    output     []  parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file to which data is saved    numeric  address from which data is output    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)  keyword  specifies a new file or appends to an existing file.   (optional, makes a new file when abbreviated.)  
  a  adds the data to the existing file.    interrupt  []  parameter type  description    numeric  type of interrupt  interrupt vector number (0 to h ? ff)    numeric  interrupt priority (optional, default = 0)  0 to 17    examples:   break_cycle 1000 20  specifies breaks to occur h ? 20 times in every h ? 1000 cycles.  bcy 5000  specifies a break to occur in every h ? 5000 cycles.   



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  282     5.11 break_data  abbreviation: bd   description:   specifies a memory data value as a break condition.  syntax:   bd  < address > < data>  [ < size>] [ < option>] [ < action>]  parameter type  description  
  numeric  the address where the break condition is checked.   numeric access data  keyword  size (optional, default = b).  byte byte size  word word size  longword longword size  single  single-precision floating-point size    double  double-precision floating-point size  keyword  match or mismatch of data. the default is eq.  eq  a break occurs when the data matches the specified  value.    ne  a break occurs when the data does not match the  specified value.  keyword  action taken when the conditions are satisfied (optional,  default = stop)  stop (p)  halts the execution of the user program   input (i)  inputs(saves) data to a file  output (o)  outputs(reads) data from a file    interrupt (t)  initiates a pseudo-interrupt     format:  the method of defining each action are as follows.  stop  input      parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file from which data is input    numeric  address to which the data is read.    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)   



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  283     output     []  parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file to which data is saved    numeric  address from which data is output    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)  keyword  specifies a new file or appends to an existing file.   (optional, makes a new file when abbreviated.)  
  a  adds the data to the existing file.    interrupt  []  parameter type  description    numeric  type of interrupt  interrupt vector number (0 to ff)    numeric  interrupt priority (optional, default = 0)  0 to 17    examples:   break_data 0 100 l eq  a break occurs when h'100 is written to memory address h'0  in longword.  bd c0 ff b ne  a break occurs when a value other than h'ff is written to  memory address h'c0 in byte.  bd 4000 10  a break occurs when h'10 is written to memory address  h'4000 in byte.    5.12 break_display  abbreviation: bi   description:   displays a list of breakpoints.  syntax:   bi  parameter type  description  none    displays a list of breakpoints    examples:   break_display  a list of breakpoints is displayed.  bi  a list of breakpoints is displayed. 



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  284     5.13 break_enable  abbreviation: be   description:   enables or disables a breakpoint.  syntax:   be  < flag> [ < index>]  parameter type  description  keyword  enables or disables a breakpoint  e enable    d disable   numeric  index of the breakpoint to be canceled. if the index is  omitted, all breakpoints are deleted.    examples:   break_enable   d  0  the first breakpoint is disabled.  be  e  all breakpoints are enabled.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  285     5.14 break_register  abbreviation: br   description:   specifies a register data as a break condition  syntax:   br  < register name> [ < data > < size>] [] [ < action>]  parameter type  description    character  string  register name.   numeric access data.  keyword  access size. if no size is specified, the size of the  specified register is assumed. note that when data is  specified, the size must not be omitted.  byte byte size  word word size  longword longword size  single  single-precision floating-point size    double  double-precision floating-point size  keyword  match or mismatch of data. the default is eq.  eq  a break occurs when the data matches the specified  value.  
  ne  a break occurs when the data does not match the  specified value.  keyword  action taken when the conditions are satisfied (optional,  default = stop)  stop (p)  halts the execution of the user program   input (i)  inputs(saves) data to a file  output (o)  outputs(reads) data from a file    interrupt (t)  initiates a pseudo-interrupt     format:  the method of defining each action are as follows.  stop  input      parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file from which data is input    numeric  address to which the data is read.    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)   



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  286     output     []  parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file to which data is saved    numeric  address from which data is output    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)  keyword  specifies a new file or appends to an existing file.   (optional, makes a new file when abbreviated.)  
  a  adds the data to the existing file.    interrupt  []  parameter type  description    numeric  type of interrupt  interrupt vector number (0 to h ? ff)    numeric  interrupt priority (optional, default = 0)  0 to 17    examples:   break_register r0 ffff w eq  a break occurs when the lower two bytes of the r0  register change to h'ffff.  br r10  a break occurs when the r10 register is written to.   



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  287     5.15 break_sequence  abbreviation: bs   description:   sets sequential breakpoints  syntax:   bs  < address1> [ < address2> [ < address 3> [...] ] ] [ < action>]  parameter type  description   -   numeric  addresses of sequential breakpoints. up to eight  addresses can be specified.  keyword  action taken when the conditions are satisfied (optional,  default = stop)  stop (p)  halts the execution of the user program   input (i)  inputs(saves) data to a file  output (o)  outputs(reads) data from a file    interrupt (t)  initiates a pseudo-interrupt     format:  the method of defining each action are as follows.  stop  input      parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file from which data is input    numeric  address to which the data is read.    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  288     output     []  parameter type  description    character  string  the name of the file to which data is saved    numeric  address from which data is output    numeric  size per data packet (1/2/4/8)    numeric  number of data packets (h ? 01 to h ? ffffffff)  keyword  specifies a new file or appends to an existing file.   (optional, makes a new file when abbreviated.)  
  a  adds the data to the existing file.    interrupt  []  parameter type  description    numeric  type of interrupt  interrupt vector number (0 to h ? ff)    numeric  interrupt priority (optional, default = 0)  0 to 17    examples:   break_sequence 1000 2000  a break occurs when addresses h'1000 and h'2000 are  passed in this order.  bs 1000  a break occurs when address h'1000 is executed.   



 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  289     5.16 change_configuration  abbreviation: cc   description:   sets the current configuration.  syntax:   cc   parameter type description    character  string  configuration name    example:  cc debug  sets the current configuration to debug.    5.17 change_project  abbreviation: cp   description:   sets the current project.  syntax:   cp   parameter type description    character  string  project name    example:  cp proj2  sets the current project to proj2.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  290     5.18 coverage  abbreviation: cv   description:   enables or disables the coverage range measurement or resets coverage information.  syntax:   cv []  parameter type description  none  displays coverage state.  enable  enables coverage measurement.  disable  disables coverage measurement.    reset  resets result of coverage measurement.    examples:  coverage  displays coverage state.  cv enable  enables coverage measurement.  cv r  resets result of coverage measurement.    5.19 coverage_display  abbreviation: cvd   description:  displays coverage information.  syntax:   cvd   parameter type description  none    displays coverage information.    example:  coverage_display  displays coverage information.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  291     5.20 coverage_load  abbreviation: cvl   description:   loads the coverage information from a .cov file.  if a wrong file format is specified or the specified file is not found, a warning message will be displayed.  syntax:   cvl   parameter type description  filename  character  string  file name    examples:  coverage_load test  loads the coverage information from the test.cov file.  clv coverage.cov  loads the coverage information from the coverage.cov  file.    5.21 coverage_range  abbreviation: cvr   description:   sets the coverage range or displays the range of coverage measurement without parameters.  syntax:   cvr [ ]  parameter type description  none    displays the coverage measurement range.   numeric  start address of the coverage measurement  range.   numeric  end address of the coverage measurement  range.    examples:  coverage_range  h ? 1000 h ? 10ff  measures the coverage of addresses between h ? 1000 and  h ? 10ff.  cvr  displays the range of coverage measurement.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  292     5.22 coverage_save  abbreviation: cvs   description:   saves the coverage information in a .cov or .txt file.  if a wrong file extension is specified, an error message will be output.  syntax:   cvs   parameter type description  filename  character  string  file name    examples:  coverage_save test  saves the coverage information in the test.cov file.  cvs coverage.cov  saves the coverage information in the coverage.cov file.    5.23 default_object_format  abbreviation: do   description:   specifies the default format for loading object (program) files. the format specified with this command is only  valid when the format specification is omitted from the file_load command.  syntax:   do []  parameter type description  none    displays the default format settings.   keyword object format   binary binary type   elf/dwarf2 elf/dwarf2 type    intelhex  intel hex type   s-record s type    example:  default_object_format  displays the default format settings.  do binary  specifies the binary format as the default format.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  293     5.24 disassemble  abbreviation: da   description:   disassembles memory contents to assembly-language code. the display of disassembled memory is fully  symbolic.  syntax:   da 
 []  parameter type description  
 numeric start address    numeric  number of instructions (optional, default = 16)    examples:  disassemble h ? 100 5  disassembles 5 lines of code starting at h ? 100.  da h ? 3e00 20  disassembles 20 lines of code starting at h ? 3e00.    5.25 erase  abbreviation: er   description:   clears the [command line] window  syntax:   er  parameter type description  none    clears the [command line] window    example:   er  clears the [command line] window.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  294     5.26 evaluate  abbreviation: ev   description:   provides a calculator function, evaluating simple and complex expressions, with parentheses, mixed radices, and  symbols. all operators have the same priority but parentheses may be used to change the order of evaluation.  the operators have the same meaning as in c/c++. expressions can also be used in any command where a  number is required. register names may be used, but must always be prefixed by the  ? # ?  character. the result is  displayed in hexadecimal, decimal, octal, or binary.  syntax:   ev   parameter type  description    expression  expression to be evaluated    valid operators:  &&  logical and  ||  logical or  <<  left arithmetic  shift  >>  right arithmetic  shift  + addition  -  subtraction  *  multiplication  /  division  %  modulo  |  bitwise or  &  bitwise and  ~  bitwise not  ^  bitwise exclusive or  !  logical not  ==  equal to  !=  unequal to  > greater than  < less than  >=  greater than or  equal to   hitachi embedded workshop user manual  295     5.27 exec_mode  abbreviation: em   description:   specifies the operation of the simulator/debugger when a simulation error occurs.  syntax:   em []  parameter type  description  none    displays the current execution mode.  keyword  execution mode (operation of the simulator/debugger  when a simulation error occurs)  s stops operation    c continues operation    examples:   exec_mode  displays the current execution mode.  em c  specifies to continue operation when a simulation  error occurs.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  296     5.28 file_load  abbreviation: fl   description:   loads an object code file to memory with the specified offset. existing symbols are cleared, and the new ones  are defined. if an offset is specified this will be added to the symbols. the file extension default is  .mot .  syntax:   fl []  [] []  parameter type  description  keyword  object format (optional, default =  default_object_format settings)  binary binary type  elf/dwarf2 elf/dwarf2 type  intelhex intel-hex type    s-record s type   character string file name    numeric  offset to be added to load address (optional, default = 0)  keyword  verify flag (optional, default = v)  v verify    n no verify    examples:   file_load a:\\binary\\testfile.a22  loads motorola s-record file "testfile.a22".  fl another.mot h ? 200  loads motorola s-record file "another.mot"  with an offset of h ? 200 bytes.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  297     5.29 file_save  abbreviation: fs   description:   saves the specified memory area data to a file. the user is warned if about to overwrite an existing file. the file  extension default is  .mot . symbols are  not  automatically saved.  syntax:   fs []     parameter type  description  keyword  object format (optional, default =  default_object_format settings)  binary binary type  intelhex intel-hex type    s-record s type   character string file name   numeric start address   numeric end address    examples:   file_save testfile 0 h ? 2013  saves address range 0-h ? 2013 as motorola s- record file "testfile.mot".  fs d:\\user\\another.a22 h ? 4000  h ? 4fff  saves address range h ? 4000-h ? 4fff as  motorola s-record format file  "another.a22".    5.30 file_verify  abbreviation: fv   description:   verifies file contents against memory contents. the file data must be in a motorola s-record format. the file  extension default is  .mot .  syntax:   fv  []  parameter type  description    character  string  file name    numeric  offset to be added to file address (optional, default = 0)   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  298     examples:   file_verify a:\\binary\\test.a22  verifies motorola s-record file "test.a22" against  memory.  fv another 200  verifies motorola s-record file "another.mot"  against memory with an offset of h ? 200 bytes.    5.31 go  abbreviation: go   description:   executes object code (the user program). while the user program is executing, the [performance analysis]  window is updated. while the user system is halted, a pc value is displayed.  syntax:   go [] [
]  parameter type  description  keyword  specifies whether or not to continue command processing during  user program execution (optional, default = wait)  wait  causes command processing to wait until user program stops    continue  continues command processing during execution  
  numeric  start address for pc (optional, default = pc value)    wait is the default and this causes command processing to wait until user program stops executing.  continue allows you to continue to enter commands (but they may not work depending on the debugging  platform).  examples:   go  executes the user program from the current pc value. command  processing cannot be continued.  go continue h ? 1000  executes the user program from h ? 1000. command processing can  be continued.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  299     5.32 go_reset  abbreviation: gr   description:   executes the user program starting at the address specified in the reset vector.  while the user program is executing, the [performance analysis] window is updated.  syntax:   gr []  parameter type  description  keyword  specifies whether or not to continue command processing  during user program execution (optional, default = wait)  wait  causes command processing to wait until user program stops    continue  continues command processing during execution    wait is the default and this causes command processing to wait until user program stops executing.  continue allows you to continue to enter commands (but they may not work depending on the debugging  platform)  example:   gr  executes the user program starting at the address specified in the  reset vector (does not continue command processing).    5.33 go_till  abbreviation: gt   description:   executes the user program from the current pc with temporary breakpoints. this command takes multiple  addresses as parameters, and these are used to set temporary pc breakpoints (these breakpoints only exist for the  duration of the command).  syntax:   gt [] 
...  parameter type  description  keyword  specifies whether or not to continue command processing  during user program execution (optional, default = wait)  wait  causes command processing to wait until user program  stops    continue  continues command processing during execution  
...  numeric  temporary breakpoint address (list)    wait is the default and this causes command processing to wait until user program stops executing 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  300     continue allows you to continue to enter commands (but they may not work depending on the debugging  platform)  example:  go_till h ? 1000  continues execution until the pc reaches address h ? 1000.    5.34 halt  abbreviation: ha   description:   halts the user program. this command can be used after the go command if the go command uses continue for  option.   syntax:   ha  parameter type description  none    halts the user program    example:  ha  halts the user program.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  301     5.35 initialize  abbreviation: in   description:   initializes all breakpoints and memory mapping. it also initializes debugging platform, as if you had reselected  the target dll.  syntax:   in  parameter type description  none  initializes debugging platform.    example:  in  initializes debugging platform.    5.36 log  abbreviation: lo   description:   controls logging of command output to file. if no parameters are specified, logging status is displayed. if an  existing file is specified, you will be warned; if you answer 'no', data will be overwritten to the existing file,  otherwise the file will be added. logging is only supported for the command line interface.  syntax:   lo [|]  parameter type  description  none   displays logging status  keyword  starts or suspends logging  + starts logging    - suspends logging    numeric  specifies the logging output file    examples:   log test  stores the logging in file test.  lo -  suspends logging.  log +  resumes logging.  log  displays logging status   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  302     5.37 map_display  abbreviation: ma   description:   displays memory mapping.  syntax:   ma  parameter type  description  none    displays the current memory mapping    example:   ma  displays the current memory mapping.    5.38 map_set  abbreviation: ms   description:   allocates a memory area.  syntax:   ms  < start address> [ < end address>] [ < mode>]  parameter type  description    numeric  specified start address     numeric  specified end address (optional, default = start  address)  keyword  access type (optional, default = rw)  r read only  w write only    rw  displays the current memory mapping    examples:   map_set 0000 3fff rw  a read/write-enabled area is allocated to addresses h'0000 to  h'3fff.  ms 5000  a read/write-enabled area is allocated to address h'5000.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  303     5.39 memory_display  abbreviation: md   description:   displays memory contents.  syntax:   md 
 [] []  parameter type  description  
 numeric  start address    numeric  length (optional, default = h ? 100 bytes)  keyword  display format (optional, default = byte)  byte  displays in byte units  word  displays in word units (2 bytes)  long  displays in longword units (4 bytes)  ascii  displays in ascii codes   single  displays in single-precision floating-point format    double  displays in double-precision floating-point format   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  304     examples:   memory_display h ? c000 h ? 100 word  displays h ? 100 bytes of memory starting at  h ? c000 in word units  memory_display h ? 1000 h ? ff displays h ? ff bytes of memory starting at  h ? 1000 in byte units    5.40 memory_edit  abbreviation: me   description:   allows memory contents to be modified. when editing memory the current location may be modified in a  similar way to that described in the assemble command description.  when editing, '.' exits edit mode, '^' goes back one data unit, and blank line goes forward without modification.  syntax:   me 
 [] []  parameter type  description  
 numeric  address to edit  keyword  format (optional, default = byte)  byte  edits in byte units  word  edits in word units  long  edits in longword units  ascii  edits in ascii codes  single  edits in the single-precision floating-point  format    double  edits in the double-precision floating-point  format  keyword  verify flag (optional, default = v)  v verify    n no verify   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  305     example:   me h ? 1000 word  modifies memory contents in word units starting from h ? 1000 (with  verification)    5.41 memory_fill  abbreviation: mf   description:   modifies the contents in the specified memory area to the specified data value.  syntax:   mf    [] []  parameter type  description   numeric start address   numeric end address   numeric data value  keyword  data size (optional, default = byte)  byte byte  word word  long longword  single single-precision floating-point    double double-precision floating-point  keyword  verify flag (optional, default = v)  v verify    n no verify    examples:   memory_fill h ? c000  h ? c0ff h ? 55aa word  modifies memory contents in the range from h ? c000 to  h ? c0ff to word data h ? 55aa.  mf h ? 5000 h ? 7fff h ? 21  modifies memory contents in the range from h ? 5000 to  h ? 7fff to data h ? 21.    5.42 memory_move  abbreviation: mv   description:   moves data in the specified memory area. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  306     syntax:   mv    []  parameter type  description   numeric  start address    numeric  end address (including this address)   numeric  destination start address  keyword  verify flag (optional, default = v)  v verify    n no verify    examples:   memory_move h ? 1000 h ? 1fff h ? 2000  moves memory contents in the area from  h ? 1000 to h ? 1fff into h ? 2000.  mv h ? fb80 h ? ff7f h ? 3000  moves memory contents in the area from  h ? fb80 to h ? ff7f into h ? 3000.    5.43 memory_test  abbreviation: mt   description:   performs read, write, and verification testing in the specified address range. the original contents of memory  have been replaced by the newly written data. the test will access the memory according to the map settings.  this simulator/debugger does not support the memory_test command.  syntax:   mt    parameter type  description   numeric start address    numeric  end address (including this address)    examples:   memory_test h ? 8000 h ? bfff  tests from h ? 8000 to h ? bfff.  mt h ? 4000 h ? 5000  tests from h ? 4000 to h ? 5000.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  307     5.44 open_workspace  abbreviation: ow   description:   opens a workspace.  syntax:   ow   parameter type description  filename  character  string  workspace file name    example:  ow wksp.hws  opens the wksp.hws file.    5.45 profile  abbreviation: pr   description:   enables, disables or sets the profiler display and resets the profiler information.  syntax:   pr []  parameter type description  none    displays the profiler information.  keyword  enables, disables or sets the profiler display  and resets the profiler information.   enable  enables the profiler.  tree-off  enables the profiler but does not trace function  calls during profile information acquisition.  disable  disables the profiler.    reset  resets the profiler information.    examples:  profile enable  enables the profiler.  pr r  resets the profiler information.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  308     5.46 profile_display  abbreviation: pd   description:   displays the profiler information.   syntax:   pd [] [] [] []  parameter type description  keyword  specifies the method of displaying the profiler  information. (optional, default=list)  tree  displays in tree format    list  displays in list format  keyword  specifies whether or not to include child function  information in the parent function cycle  information. (optional, default=n)   i  specifies child function information to be  included in the display.    n  specifies child function not to be included in the  display.  keyword  specifies whether or not to control displaying  functions that are not executed (optional,  default=a).  e  displays only executed functions.    a  displays all functions.   numeric  specifies the nesting level for calling functions  to be displayed. this can be specified only  when the  parameter is  ? tree ?  (optional,  default = 16).    examples:  profile_display tree i  specifies the profiler information to be displayed in tree  format and to include child functions.  pd  specifies the profiler information to be displayed in list  format, without child function information.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  309     5.47 profile_save  abbreviation: ps   description:   saves the profiler information to a file. the default file extension is  .pro .  syntax:   ps []  parameter type description  none   saves the profiler information on all download  modules to files.    character  string  specifies the name of the file to which profiler  information is saved.    example:  profile_save pr_info  saves profiler information to a file named pr_info.pro.    5.48 quit  abbreviation: qu   description:   exits hew. closes a log file if it is open.  syntax:   qu  parameter type  description  none   exits hew    example:   qu exits hew.    5.49 radix  abbreviation: ra   description:   sets default input radix. if no parameters are specified, the current radix is displayed. radix can be changed by  using b ? , h ? , d ? , or o ?  before numeric data. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  310     syntax:   ra []  parameter type  description  none    displays current radix  keyword  sets radix to specified type  h  sets radix to hexadecimal  d  sets radix to decimal  o  sets radix to octal    b  sets radix to binary    examples:   radix  displays the current radix.  ra h  sets the radix to hexadecimal.    5.50 register_display  abbreviation: rd   description:   displays cpu register contents.  syntax:   rd  parameter type  description  none    displays all register contents    example:   rd  displays all register contents   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  311     5.51 register_set  abbreviation: rs   description:   changes the contents of a register.  syntax:   rs   []  parameter type  description   keyword  register name   numeric  register value   keyword  data size (optional, default = corresponding  register size)  byte byte  word word  long longword  single single-precision floating-point    double double-precision floating-point    examples:   rs pc_startup  sets the program counter to the address defined by the symbol  _startup  rs r0 h ? 1234 word  sets word data h ? 1234 to r0.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  312     5.52 reset  abbreviation: re   description:   resets the microprocessor. all register values are set to the initial values of the device. memory mapping and  breakpoints are not initialized.  syntax:   re  parameter type  description  none    resets the microprocessor    example:   re  resets the microprocessor.    5.53 response  abbreviation: rp   description:   specifies the frequency of the window update.   when a long refresh interval is specified, the simulation becomes faster but the response, such as for the break  button, becomes slower. set a frequency appropriate for the machine used.  syntax:   rp []  parameter type description    numeric  specifies the frequency, in number of instruction  executions, the window is to update. 1 to 65535  (optional, default=40000)    example:  response 9  sets the window to refresh every 9 information executions.    5.54 sleep  abbreviation: none   description:   delays command execution for a specified period. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  313     syntax:   sleep   parameter type  description    numeric  delayed time (ms)    the value must always be specified in decimal.  example:   sleep d ? 9000  delays 9 seconds.    5.55 status  abbreviation: sta   description:   displays the current status of the debugging platform. the contents of the [platform] sheet in the [status]  window is displayed.  syntax:   sta  parameter type description  none    displays the current status of the debugging platform.    example:   sta  displays the current status of the debugging platform.    5.56 step  abbreviation: st   description:   single step (in source line or instruction units) execution. performs a specified number of instructions, from  current pc. default is stepping by lines if source debugging is available. count default is 1.  syntax:   st [] []  parameter type  description  keyword  type of single step (optional)  instruction  steps by assembly instruction    line  steps by source code line    numeric  number of steps (optional, default = 1)   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  314     example:   step 9  steps code for 9 steps.    5.57 step_mode  abbreviation: sm   description:   selects the step mode.  syntax:   sm   parameter type  description  keyword step mode  auto  selects the mode automatically.  assembly  steps by assembly-language instruction    source  steps by source code line    example:   step_mode auto  selects the step mode automatically.  when the [source] window is active, execution steps by source code  line. when the [disassembly] window is active, execution steps by  assembly-language instruction.    5.58 step_out  abbreviation: sp   description:   steps the program out of the current function. (i.e., a step up). this works for both assembly-language and source  level debugging.  syntax:   sp  parameter type  description  none    steps the program out of the current function    example:   sp  steps the program out of the current function.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  315     5.59 step_over  abbreviation: so   description:   performs a specified number of instructions from current pc.  this command differs from step in that it does not perform single step operation in subroutines or interrupt  routines. these are executed at full speed.  syntax:   so [] []  parameter type  description  keyword  type of stepping (optional)  instruction  steps by assembly instruction    line  step by source code line    numeric  number of steps (optional, default = 1)    example:   so  steps over 1-step code.    5.60 step_rate  abbreviation: sr   description:   controls the speed of stepping in the step and  step_over commands. a rate of 6 causes the fastest stepping.  a value of 0 is the slowest.  syntax:   sr []  parameter type  description  none    displays the step rate    numeric  step rate 0 to 6 (6 = fastest)    examples:   sr  displays the current step rate.  sr 6  specifies the fastest step rate.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  316     5.61 submit  abbreviation: su   description:   executes a file of emulator commands. this command can be used even in a command file to be processed. any  error aborts the file.   syntax:   su   parameter type  description    character  string  file name    examples:   submit command.hdc  processes the file command.hdc.  su a:setup.txt  processes the file setup.txt on drive a:.    5.62 symbol_add  abbreviation: sa   description:   adds a symbol, or changes an existing one.  syntax:   sa    parameter type  description   character string symbol name   numeric value   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  317     examples:   symbol_add start h ? 1000  defines the symbol start at h ? 1000.  sa end_of_table  1fff  uses current default radix and defines end_of_table at  h'1fff .    5.63 symbol_clear  abbreviation: sc   description:   deletes a symbol. if no parameters are specified, deletes all symbols (after confirmation).  syntax:   sc []  parameter type description  none    deletes all symbols    character  string  symbol name    examples:   symbol_clear  deletes all symbols (after confirmation).  sc start  deletes the symbol  ? start ? .    5.64 symbol_load  abbreviation: sl   description:   loads symbols from file. file must be in xlink pentica-b format (i.e. 'xxxxh name'). the symbols are added  to the existing symbol table.   syntax:   sl   parameter type  description    character  string  file name    examples:   symbol_load test.sym  loads the file test.sym.  sl my_code.sym  loads the file my_code.sym.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  318     5.65 symbol_save  abbreviation: ss   description:   saves symbols to a file in xlink pentica-b format. the symbol file extension default is  .sym .   syntax:   ss   parameter type  description    character  string  file name    examples:   symbol_save test  saves symbol table to test.sym.  ss my_code.sym  saves the symbol table to my_code.sym.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  319     5.66 symbol_view  abbreviation: sv    description:   displays all defined symbols, or those containing the case sensitive string pattern.  syntax:   sv []  parameter type description  none  displays all symbols    character  string  character string that should be contained in the symbols to  be displayed    examples:   symbol_view buffer  displays all symbols containing the word buffer.  sv  displays all the symbols.    5.67 tcl  abbreviation: none   description:   enables or disables the tcl.   syntax:   tcl []  parameter type  description  none    displays the tcl information.  keyword  enables or disables the tcl  enable  enables the tcl    disable  disables the tcl    examples:   tcl  displays the tcl information.  tcl enable  enables the tcl.  tcl d  disables the tcl.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  320     5.68 trace  abbreviation: tr   description:   displays the trace buffer contents. the record in the buffer that was executed first is 0; older records have  positive offset values.   syntax:   tr [[ []] | []]  parameter type  description    numeric  record to start display (optional, default = most recent  record - 9)    numeric  number of records to be displayed (optional, default = 10)  keyword  clears all trace records (optional)    clear  clears all trace records  note:  when a negative value is specified for  (-0 cannot be specified), the value is recognized  as a ptr value.    examples:   tr 0 20  displays twenty lines of trace buffer contents starting from the top of the  buffer.  tr  displays ten lines of trace buffer contents starting from the end of the buffer  (the ten most recently executed lines).  tr  ? 20 10  displays trace buffer contents for which the ptr value is between  ? 20   and -11.  tr c  clears all trace records.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  321     5.69 trace_acquisition  abbreviation: ta   description:   enables or disables trace information acquisition  syntax:   ta  [] []  parameter type  description  keyword  enables or disables trace information acquisition.  e  trace information acquisition is enabled.    d  trace information acquisition is disabled.  keyword  specifies the operation when the trace buffer becomes full.  c  continues operation. (default)    b stops operation.  keyword  specifies the capacity of the trace buffer.  buf=1 d'1024 records (default)  buf=4 d'4096 records  buf=16 d'16384 records    buf=32 d'32768 records  note:  the capacity of the trace buffer can be modified only while the trace buffer is empty.    examples:   trace_acquisition e  b buf=32  trace information acquisition is enabled.  operation stops when the trace buffer becomes full.  the capacity of the trace buffer is set to 32768.  ta d  trace information acquisition is disabled.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  322     5.70 trace_save  abbreviation: tv   description:   saves the trace information in files. the files are in text format, so the default file extension is .txt.   syntax:   tv []  parameter type  description    character  string  file name  keyword file writing mode  a  appends information to the file.    o  overwrites the file. (default)    examples:   trace_save test  saves the trace information in test.txt.  tv trace.txt  saves the trace information in trace.txt    5.71 trace_statistic  abbreviation: tst   description:   analyzes the statistic information under the specified conditions.  syntax:   tst    parameter type  description    character  string  statistic information item to be analyzed    character  string  character string that specifies conditions    example:   tst code1 e630  analyzes the statistic information under condition code1 = e630.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  323     5.72 trap_address  abbreviation: tp   description:   specifies the system call address for standard i/o and file i/o functions from the user program. for details, refer  to section 4.22, standard i/o and file i/o processing.  syntax:   tp 
  parameter type  description  
  numeric  system call address    example:   tp 1000  sets the system call address to 1000.    5.73 trap_address_display  abbreviation: td   description:   displays the current system call address for standard i/o and file i/o functions from the user program. for  details, refer to section 4.22, standard i/o and file i/o processing.  the system call address is displayed in the following format:  h'xxxxxxxx y  h'xxxxxxx: system call address (8-digit hexadecimal value)  y:  e:  system call enabled    d:  system call disabled  syntax:   td  parameter type  description  none   displays the current system call address and whether the  system call is enabled or disabled.    example:   td  displays the system call address value and whether the system call  is enabled or disabled.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  324     5.74 trap_address_enable  abbreviation: te   description:   enables or disables the system call for standard i/o and file i/o functions from the user program. for details,  refer to section 4.22, standard i/o and file i/o processing.  syntax:   te   parameter type  description    keyword  enables or disables the system call.    e  enables the system call.    d  disable the system call.    example:   te e  enables the system call.   
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  326     section 6   messages  6.1 information messages  the simulator/debugger outputs information messages as listed in table 6.1 to notify users of execution status.   table 6.1  information messages  message contents  break access  the break access condition was satisfied and execution has stopped.  break cycle  the break cycle condition was satisfied and execution has stopped  break data  the break data condition was satisfied and execution has stopped.  break register  the break register condition was satisfied and execution has stopped.  break sequence  the break sequence condition was satisfied and execution has stopped.  pc breakpoint  the breakpoint condition was satisfied and execution has stopped.  sleep  execution has been stopped by the sleep instruction.  step normal end  the step execution succeeded.  stop  execution has been stopped by the [stop] button.  trace buffer full  since the break mode was selected by [trace buffer full handling] in the  [trace acquisition] dialog box and the trace buffer became full, execution  was terminated.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  327     6.2 error messages  the simulator/debugger outputs error messages to notify users of the errors of user programs or operation. table  6.2 lists the error messages.  table 6.2  error messages  message contents  address error  one of the following states occurred:  ?   a pc value was an odd number.  ?   an instruction was read from the internal i/o area.  ?   word data was accessed to an address other than address 2n.  ?   longword data was accessed to an address other than address 2n.  correct the user program to prevent the error from occurring.  exception error  an error occurred during exception processing.  correct the user program to prevent the error from occurring.  file open error  an error occurred during opening a file with the break of file-input/output  action. correct the file setting.  file input error  an error occurred during reading a file with the break of file-input/output action.  correct the file setting.  file output error  an error occurred during writing to a file with the break of file-input/output  action.  correct the file setting.  illegal instruction  either of the following states occurred:  ?   a code other than an instruction was executed.  ?   mov.b rn,@-sp or mov.b @sp+,rn was executed.  correct the user program to prevent the error from occurring.  illegal operation  either of the following states occurred:  ?   the relationship between flags c and h of ccr and the value before  compensation was illegal in the daa or das instruction.  ?   a division by zero or an overflow occurred during divxu or divxs  instruction execution.  correct the user program to prevent the error from occurring.  memory access  error  one of the following states occurred:  ?   a memory area that had not been allocated was accessed.  ?   data was written to a memory area having the write protect attribute.  ?   data was read from a memory area having the read disable attribute.  ?   a memory area in which memory does not exist was accessed.  allocate memory, change the memory attribute, or correct the user program to  prevent the memory from being accessed.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  328     table 6.2  error messages (cont)  message contents  system call error  system call error occurred. modify the incorrect contents of registers r0, r1,  and parameter block.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  329     appendix a: trouble shooting  ?   i have clicked the ?stop build? button or selected [build->stop build] to abort a build but the build  process has not stopped.  the hew will stop the build after it has built the current file (or executed the current single phase). if the  builder does not respond after a longer period of time you can select  [build->terminate current tool]   which will attempt to forcibly terminate the current process. do not assume that any output from the tool  you terminated is valid. it is recommended that you delete any output files produced and ensure that the  phase is executed again.  ?   i have a text file in the editor but it does not show any syntax coloring.  ensure that you have named the file (i.e. saved it) and that the  ? enable syntax coloring ?  check box is set on  the  ? editor ?  tab of the  ? tools options ?  dialog, which is launched via  [tools->options...] . hew checks a  file group to which the file ? s extension belongs and decides whether the file is colored. to view the current  defined extensions and their file groups, use the  ? file extensions ?  dialog which is launched via  [project- >file extensions...] . to view coloring information, use the  ? format ?  tab of the  ? tools options ?  dialog,  which is launched via  [tools->options...] . (see the  ? syntax coloring ?  section in chapter 4,  ? using the  editor ?  for details.)  ?   i want to change the settings of a tool but the [tools->administration?] menu option cannot be selected.  [tools->administration...]  cannot be selected while a workspace is open. to enter the  ? tool  administration ?  dialog first close the current workspace.   ?   i did not edit any of the project files. but some of files were built again when i selected [build->build].  a file is built again if any of the following conditions holds:  ?   the options for the current file have been modified since the last build.  ?   if any of the output files are missing.  ?   any of the source files have a newer date than the phase ? s output files.  ?   any of the dependent files have a newer date than the phase ? s output files.  ?   in a user-defined custom build phase, the  ? don ? t check for input file(s) existence before executing ?  check  box is checked. to see the status of this check box, select  [options->build phases ? ] , select the phase in  the  ? build phase order ?  list in the  ? build order ?  tab, and click the  ? modify ??  button. then you will see  the  ? don ? t check for input file(s) existence before executing ?  check box on the  ? command ?  tab.  ?   a subcommand file is selected in hitachi optimizing linkage editor.  ?   i want to exclude a file in a project from build temporarily.  push the right button of your mouse on the file in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window, and select  [exclude build ] , where  is the selected file. then the file is excluded from build. to include the  file in build again, push the right button of your mouse on the file, and select  [include build ] .  ?   i opened a workspace from my pc, and one of my colleagues opened the same workspace simultaneously  from another pc. i changed the settings of the workspace and saved it.  he or she saved the workspace  after me. i opened the workspace again and found that the settings of the workspace differed from what i  had set before.  the settings saved last are enforced. once hew opens a workspace, it is updated inside the memory. hew  does not save the settings into a file until a user saves the workspace intentionally.  ?   i want hew to automatically specify default options to a file, which is newly added to a project.  you can specify default options to a phase if the phase is a multiple build phase. select a phase from the  [options]  menu.  if the phase is a multiple build phase, a file list is displayed on the left-hand side of the  options dialog (figure a.1). in the file list, open a folder of a file group to which you want to specify your  default options. you will find a  ? default options ?  icon in the folder. select the icon, specify options on the  right-hand side of the options dialog, and click  ? ok ? . the options specified here will be given to any new  file of that file group when it is first added to the project.  

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  330     figure a.1: options dialog file list  ?   i selected [build->build all], but the dependencies in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window is  not updated while selecting [build->build] updates the dependencies.  [build->build all]  does not update the dependencies in the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? workspace ?  window. to  update the dependencies, select  [build->update all dependencies] .   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  331     appendix b: regular expressions  the hitachi embedded workshop editor allows you to include special characters in search strings when  performing a find or replace operation. these characters are listed in table b.1 and are detailed in the following  pages.  table b.1: regular expression characters  character function  ?  matches any single character (except newline)  *  matches any number of occurrences (0 or more) of any character except a  newline  \n  matches a new line character  \t  matches a tab character  [ ]  matches any one character or range listed within the brackets  \  overrides any following regular expression character    ?   symbol: ?  meaning:  this character matches any single character, except the newline character.  example: t?p matches  ? top ? ,  ? tip ?  but not  ? trap ? .    ?   symbol: *  meaning:  this character matches any number of occurrences (0 or more) of any character except a  newline. thus, this character will not match across new lines. the * character will match as few  occurrences as are necessary to make the rest of the pattern match.  example 1:  t*o matches the  ? to ?  of  ? too ? , the  ? tro ?  of  ? trowel ?  and the  ? ty o ?  of   ? sporty orange ?  but not  ? smart   orange ?  because the * character does not match across a new line.    ?   symbol: \n  meaning:  this character matches the newline character.    \n would be used to search for line endings or in patterns that cross line boundaries.  example 1:  ;\n    matches every occurrence of a newline following a semicolon  example 2:  ;\nif    searches for a semicolon, a new line and a line beginning with  ? if ? .   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  332     ?   symbol: \t  meaning:  this character matches the tab character.  example 1:  \t8    finds every occurrence of a tab character followed by an 8.  example 2:  init\t    finds every occurrence of a tab character following  ? init ? .    ?   symbol: [ ]  meaning:  this matches any one character or a range of single characters listed within the brackets.  brackets cannot be nested.    [-] specifies a range of characters e.g. [a-z] or [0-9].  the beginning character in the range must  have a lower ascii value than the ending character of the range.    [~] matches a single character if it is not any one of the characters between   [~ and ]. this pattern also matches newline characters, unless the newline character is included  within the brackets.  example 1:  [aeiou]    finds every uppercase vowel.  example 2:  [ or ?.  example 3:  [a-za-z0-9_]    matches an upper or lowercase letter, a digit or an underscore.  example 4:  [~0-9]    matches any character except a digit.  example 5:  [ \t\n]    matches a space, a tab or newline.  example 6:  [\]]    matches a literal ] if ] is placed after \.    ?   symbol: \  meaning:  this is the regular expression override character. if the character following the backslash is a  regular expression character, it is treated as a normal character. the backslash is ignored if it is  followed by a normal (non-regular expression) character.  example 1:  \*    searches for every occurrence of an asterisk.  example 2:  \\    searches for every occurrence of a backslash. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  333     appendix c: placeholders  this appendix describes how to use the placeholders, a feature provided by several of the hitachi embedded  workshop components.  c.1  what is a placeholder?  a placeholder is a special string, inserted into text, which is replaced at some subsequent time for the actual  value. for example, one of the hew placeholders is $(fullfile) which represents a file with a full path.  suppose that you have an editor in c:\myedit\myeditor.exe, which can take the file to edit as a parameter. when  invoking the editor the following shortcut could be made, e.g.:  c:\myedit\myeditor.exe c:\files\file1.c  if you wanted to open file1.c from the directory c:\files. however, what happens if you want the hew to open  any file through this editor? the problem is that the command above is specific to  ? c:\files\file1.c ? . what we  want to be able to do is to tell the hew to use the editor specified but to open the file that i have chosen at that  time. to do this, you can replace the specific name of the file for a general placeholder, i.e.:  c:\myedit\myeditor.exe  $(fullfile)   now whenever the hew launches the editor with a file, it knows that it has to replace $(fullfile) with the  file you have selected.  c.2  inserting a placeholder  placeholders can only be entered into three specific edit fields within the hew (figures c.1, c.2 and c.3). there  are four ways a placeholder can be entered:  in the first example, place the insertion cursor at the point you would like to insert the placeholder and then  select the required placeholder from the pop-up menu to the right of the edit field.    figure c.1: placeholder pop-up menu  in the second example, select the required placeholder other than  ? custom directory ?  from the drop-down list  box and specify a sub-directory relative to the directory shown by the placeholder. if you select  ? custom  directory ? , specify an absolute directory path in the  ? sub-directory ?  field.    figure c.2: placeholder drop-down list and sub-directory field 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  334     in the third example, place the insertion cursor at the point you would like to insert the placeholder, select the  required placeholder from the drop-down list box and then click the  ? insert ?  button.    figure c.3: placeholder drop-down list  in the fourth example, type the placeholder into the field directly. ensure that you type the placeholder name in  uppercase and that it is preceded by $( and followed by ), i.e.  this is correct:  $(filedir)  these are incorrect:  $(filedir)  $(  filedir   )  $filedir 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  335     c.3 available placeholders  table c.1 lists the placeholders and their meanings.  table c.1: placeholders  placeholder meaning  $(fullfile)  filename (including full path)  $(filedir) file directory  $(filename)  filename (excluding path including extension)  $(fileleaf)  filename (excluding path and extension)  $(extension) file extension  $(workspdir) workspace directory  $(workspname) workspace name  $(projdir) project directory  $(projectname) project name  $(configdir) configuration directory  $(configname) configuration name  $(hewdir)  hew installation directory  $(tcinstall)  toolchain install directory (on option dialog)  $(tooldir)  tool installation directory (tools administration)  $(tempdir) temp directory  $(windir) windows ?  directory  $(winsysdir) windows ?  system directory  $(exedir) command directory  $(username)  user login (version control)  $(password)  user password (version control)  $(vcdir)  ? virtual ?  version control directory  $(comment) comment (version control)  $(line)  line number of an error/warning   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  336     for example, the placeholders will be expanded as shown in table c.2.   table c.2: placeholder expansions (example)  placeholder  expanded placeholder (example)  $(fullfile) c:\hew\workspace\project\file.src  $(filedir) c:\hew\workspace\project  $(filename) file.src  $(fileleaf) file  $(extension) src  $(workspdir) c:\hew\workspace  $(workspname) workspace  $(projdir) c:\hew\workspace\project  $(projectname) project  $(configdir) c:\hew\workspace\project\debug  $(configname) debug  $(hewdir) c:\hew  $(tcinstall) c:\hew\toolchains\hitachi\sh\511  $(tooldir) c:\hew\toolchains\hitachi\sh\511  $(tempdir) c:\temp  $(windir) c:\windows  $(winsysdir) c:\windows\system  $(exedir) v:\vc\win32  $(username) jhark  $(password) 214436  $(vcdir)  ? c:\project ?  is mapped to  ? x:\vc\project ?   $(comment)   ? please enter comment ?  dialog is invoked  $(line) 12    in table c.2, we are assuming that  ?   a file path is  ? c:\hew\workspace\project\file.src ?   ?   a workspace named  ? workspace ?  is located at  ? c:\hew\workspace ?   ?   a project named  ? project ?  is located at  ? c:\hew\workspace\project ? .  ?   a configuration named  ? debug ?  has a configuration directory located at  ? c:\hew\workspace\project\debug ? .  ?   hew.exe is installed in  ? c:\hew ? .  ?   a *.hrf file of a toolchain (i.e. compiler, assembler, linker) is located in  ? c:\hew\toolchain\hitachi\sh\511 ? .  this is referred to as $(tcinstall) on the option setting dialogs of the  [options]  menu and as  $(tooldir) on the  ? tools administration ?  dialog.  ?   the windows ?  operating system is installed in  ? c:\windows ?  and the windows ?  system directory is  ? c:\windows\system ? .  ?   a version control executable path is  ? v:\vc\win32\ss.exe ? , a user name and its password to login the version  control system are  ? jhark ?  and  ? 214436 ?  respectively, $(comment) is specified in a command line to  the version control executable, and  ? c:\project ?  is mapped to  ? x:\vc\project ?  on the  ? projects ?  tab of the  ? version control setup ?  dialog, which is invoked via     [tools->version control->configure ? ] .  ?   an error of compiler or assembler occurred at line 12.   

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  337     note:  not all of the placeholders are relevant in every field. for example, the $(line) placeholder has no  meaning when specifying a dependent files location. $(username), $(password), $(vcdir), and  $(comment) placeholders are acceptable only in version control. if you enter a placeholder into an  edit field where it is not acceptable you might be informed.  c.4 placeholder tips  placeholders are there to allow you to create flexible paths to the various files used by the system.  ?   if there is a placeholder pop-up menu ( ) next to an edit field into which you are about to enter a path or file,  you should consider how you can use a placeholder to make that path or file definition flexible.  ?   if you use several configurations, then the $(configdir) placeholder is very useful to ensure that files can  be written to and from the current configuration ? s directory.  ?   wherever possible, use a placeholder. they can always be removed or added later so don ? t be afraid to  experiment. 

 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  338     appendix d:   i/o file format  hew formats the [io] window based on information it finds in an i/o register definition file. when you select a  debugging platform, hew will look for a  ?  .io ?  file corresponding to the selected device and load it if  it exists. this file is a formatted text file that describes the i/o modules and the address and size of their registers.  you can edit this file, with a text editor, to add support for memory mapped registers or peripherals you may  have specific to your application e.g. registers in an asic device mapped into the microcomputer's address space.  d.1 file format  each module name must be defined in the [modules] definition section and the numbering of each module must  be sequential. each module corresponds to a register definition section and within the section each entry defines  an i/o register.   the [baseaddress] definition is for devices where the location of i/o registers moves in the address space  depending on the cpu mode. in this case, the [baseaddress] value is the base address of the i/o registers in one  specific mode and the addresses used in the register definitions are the address locations of the registers in the  same mode. when the i/o register file is actually used, the [baseaddress] value is subtracted from the defined  register address and the resultant offset added to the relevant base address for the selected mode.  each module has a section that defines the registers forming it along with an optional dependency, the  dependency is checked to see if the module is enabled or not. each register name must be defined in the section  and the numbering of each register must be sequential. the dependency is entered in the section as dep=   .  1.    is the register id of the dependency.  2.    is the bit position within the register.  3.    is the value that the bit must be for the module to be enabled.  the [register] definition entry is entered in the format id= 
 [  [[[]]]].  1.    register name to be displayed.  2.   
 address of the register.  3.    which may be b, w or l for byte, word, or long word (default is byte).  4.    which can be set to a if the register is at an absolute address. this is only relevant  if the i/o area address range moves about on the cpu in different modes. in this case, if a  register is defined as absolute the base address offset calculation is not performed and the  specified address is used directly.  5.    format for register output. valid values are h for hexadecimal, d for decimal, and b  for binary.  6.    section defining the bits within the register.  bitfield sections define the bits within a register each entry is of the type bit=.  1.    is the bit number.  2.    is a symbolic name of the bit.  comment lines are allowed and must start with a  ? ; ?  character. 
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 hitachi embedded workshop user manual  341     appendix e:   symbol file format  in order for hew to be able to understand and decode the symbol file correctly, the file must be formatted as a  pentica-b file:  1.   the file must be a plain ascii text file.  2.   the file must start with the word  ? begin ? .  3.   each symbol must be on a separate line with the value first, in hexadecimal terminated by an  ? h ? , followed by a space then the symbol text.  4.   the file must end with the word  ? end ? .  example:  begin  11fah symbol_name_1  11fch symbol_name_2  11feh symbol_name_3  1200h symbol_name_4  end 
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